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Preface 
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which extent certain value characteristics significantly influence the economie value of an urban 
district. 
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Further, I would like to thank Mr Laurense, department manager WOZ and taxation, sector public 
services of the Municipality of Eindhoven and his team for the intensive interaction, support and 
collaboration throughout my research. 

Secondly, I also would like to thank statistics specialist Jan Dijkstra and ICT developer Joran Jesserun, 
bath active at the department of Architecture, Building and Planning, sub-department design 
systems, fortheir supportive assistance during the different stages of this research. 
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do and the choices that I have made, whether it concerns sports, studies, workor live in generaL The 
fact that I always had the opportunity to explore the things I was interested in has been a privilege. I 
hope that you bath can cheer a bout this new milestone reached. 

Finally, I would like to thank my sister Violet Mantel and grandfather Wilte Mulder for having a 
thorough look at my graduation report befare the final assessment took place. 

Please note that this report is written for readers who have some knowledge of urban processes. 
Further, experience with statistics is required to fully comprehend the contents thereof. The next 
pages contain an artiele which summarizes the most important elements of this research. The 
artiele has been written according to Elseviers' style guide and instructions and will be submitted for 
pubHeation to the journalof Environmental Economics and Management. 
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1. Introduetion 

ABSTRACT 

To establish a valuable urban district, investments in certain 
social, economie and environmental aspects are essential 
since these are perceived as initiators of the process to ereale 
added value for urban districts. However, little is known 
about and only a few researches relale to the specific social, 
economie and environmental input that ereales a valuable 
district. This study rnadeis and statically proves to which 
extent certain value characteristics significantly intluence the 
economie value of urban districts in Eindhoven, the 
Netherlands. Results show that social aspects are more 
important then real estate properties, while environmental 
characteristics such as accessibility and the presence of 
certain facilities have a much smaller impact. 

Urban cities are generally recognized as driving forces for economie prosperity. Thus, the Dutch government 
stresses the urgency of sustainable city development. 1 In the Nether lands, special attention should be paid to city 
development at an urban district level for there is limited space left within municipality borders and the choices 
on building new houses, infrastructure, and the proteetion of natura! areas in respect to social, physical and 
economical aspects. Therefore, urban districts could be seen as a framework wherein social, real estate, 
physical , and functional environmental factors are managed integrally. 

Several researchers have developed sustainable indicators to imprave the quality of life within urban districts 
[4,9,22] . Other studies have developed plannjng support tools on how to process urban area (re) developments 
[I , 18]. All kinds of studies have tried to delermine the value characteristics of an urban district. Ho wever, si nee 
these studies have only looked closely at a limited number of value characteristics, none of them provided 
significant findings as to the intluence of value characteristics on urban districts on a global level (i.e. when 
measuring the economie, social and environmental dimensions together) . Furthermore, studies so far have 
shown too many differences in outcome due to dependencies with regard to (i) the amount of data examined, (ii) 
the level and detail of data used, (iii) the research methad applied, and (iv) the amount of value characteristics 
that were examined. As such, there is a growing need of solid, reliable, consistent and qualitative results 
regarding the intluence of value characteristics on urban districts in order to imprave insights into how to ereale 
added value for urban districts. 

Corresponding author. Fax: +31 548 522390 

Email addresses: bobmantel@yahoo.com (B.R. Mantel). 
1 The Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment (hereinafter VROM) stresses the urgency of sustainable city 

development in the lïfth National Policy Document 2000/2020 entitled 'Making Space, Sharing Space', 
see hnp :1/www. vrom.n 1/docs/intemationaaVvij fdenota_engeJs. pdf. 



This study evaluates the effect of value characteristics on urban districts in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, 
regarding its social, real estate and environmental (i.e. functional and physical) dimensions. It models and 
statically proves to which extent certain value characteristics significantly influence the economie value of an 
urban district. 

The details of the study are presenled as follows: Section 2 discusses the state of art. The research methodology 
and instruments used are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the research data used. The results of the 
statistica! analyses are discussed in Section 5. Finally, the overall conclusion and discussion is dealt with in 
Section 6. 

2. State of art 

Several institutions in the Netherlands have focussed on determining which environmental aspects inhabitants 
appreciate most. 2 Those areaspects that should be developed in order to realize well-balanced urban districts 
that generale added value to their inhabitants and several other public and private entities. A well-balanced 
district (hereinafter value district), see Figure I, is a popular and healthy pi ace whose inhabitants are feeling 
well and willing to contribute to the quality of their environment and community. Popular districts can provide 
higher revenues for estale agents and cooperative building societies as to house prices and rent. Healthy districts 
save local authorities and social services money on control, supervision, damages, repair and healthcare costs. 
In short, to establish a valuable urban district, investments in certain social , physical and economie aspects are 
essential since these are perceived as initiators of the process to create a valuable district. 
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Figure I: Urban processof creating a valuable urban district 

The existing researches regarding the valuation of urban districts and the influence of the real estate, social, and 
environmental dimensions have been done particular intheUS and the UK. Of these researches Scot Orford's is 
the most advanced , since he has combined t)le physical, social and functional environmental dimensions in a 
single spatial and statistica) model [ 15] . Further, Orford has published about valuing and modeHing housing 
markets. He has found that a lot of researches suffer from the fact that they do not distinct between 
compositional and contextual effects when examining urban districts [ 16, 17] . As Orford mentioned: 
"Contexrual effects are the dijferences a place makes, suc/1 as neighbourlwod quality, wlzilsr compositional 
effects are the dijferences caused by the varintions in the housing srock within each place" [ 15]. 

2 The Nelherlands Environmentlil Assessment Agency has done extensive research lhat has for instanee resulted in !he publication 
'de prijs van een plek ' (In English: 'The value of a location ' ), see hllp:llwww.rivm.nUhihliotheekJdigitaaldepot /De_prijs_mn_tle_plek.pdf. 

The Netherlands Jnstitute for Social Research (SCP) has done specific research to determi.ne qualitative districts as follows from the 
publication: 'Wijkkwaliteiten: Kwaliteit van de fysieke woonomgeving 1994-2002' (In English: High-quality urban districts: The quality of 
lhe physical environment 1994-2002), see hup:l/www.nicis.nUkenniscentrumlhinarieslkcgslbulkJ onderzoek/2005/4/wijkkwa/ileiten.pdf. 
Finally, VROM bas publisbed two articles on urban area development policies, respectively 'Beter leven in betere wijken 2006' (In English: 
Better living in bener districts 2006) and 'Mensen, wensen. wonen 2000' (In English: People, whishes. living 2000), see 
hup :I/international. vrom.nU. 



A reason for this (i.e. the misunderstanding and interpretation problem) is the Jack of knowledge of how socio
economie processes in urban areas operate at different spatial levels. Urbanization should be seen as a 
continuous process as urban landscapes change over time. Valuating these circumstances is therefore time 
limited and depends on social, economical, physical and functional aspects. 
Further, according to Herspergerand Burgi value is created by driving forces. They stated: "Driving farces are 
tlreforces that observed landscape changes, i.e. they injluerzce the trajectoriesof landscape development" [6]. 
Hesperger's and Burgi's aim was to identify the driving forces for landscape changes in Switzerland. They 
gathered data and divided the researched landscape in thirty-two plots of 500x500 meters. Next, all landscape 
elements were selected at random and analysed on the basis of a map on a scale of I :25000. The analysed data 
included point features (e.g. buildings and trees), line features (e.g. roads and power lines), and area features 
(e.g. vineyards). For each element that had changed over time, the following remark was made: 'element new', 
'element lost with built-up', and 'element lost without built-up'. Results showed 2746 changed elements over 32 
plots between 1931 and 2000. The changes had been caused by economie issues, foliowed by politica! ones. 
These results stress that landscape changes are brought on by economie aspects like growth, accessibility, 
demand and consumption and politica! aspects, like policies, zoning plans and urban plarming. 

The conclusions of Hespergerand Burgi are in line with those of Orford as he concluded that driving forcescan 
be seen as keystone processes and causa! factors of landscape changes. Orford pointed out the most important 
driving forces, respectively political, economie, cultural, natura!, spatial and technological ones. Whether these 
forces contribute to an added or decreased district value depends on the effect of the driving force (i .e. its size 
and influence). In this study, urban value characteristics are defined as: Drivirzg farces within a certain distarzce 
of a demarcated area that cause social, physical, functionaf or economie benefits or fosses . Furthermore, urban 
districts are defined as: A defined proportion of a city, made to regulate lwusing in . 

Further to existing researches, value characteristics of urban districts can roughly be classified in four 
dimensions, respecti:vely: 

• Real estale 
• Social environment 
• Physical environment 
• Functional environment 

ln genera!, researchers only managed to examine one [2,3,8,11,21], two [7,10,12,13,14,20], or three [5,19] out of 
the four dimensions. Their findings show a considerable difference in outcome. The reasons are the variation of 
research methods applied, the level of data measurement and its level of detail. As such, there is a growing need 
of solid, reliable, consistent and qualitative results regarding the influence of value characteristics on urban 
districts. 

Due to improvements in the construction of geographical databases and geographical information systems 
(hereinafter GIS), significant progress has been made as to new passibmties to measure value characteristics in a 
more detailed and spatial way. 
Due to the collaboration between the municipality and Eindhoven University of Technology new opportunities 
were created since this research will have a sufficient amount of data to test and the level and detail of data is as 
detailed as necessary to be measured at a district level. Therefore, this research strives to add a contribution 
regarding value characteristics and urban development by researching each dimension mentioned above in a 
more detailed and statistica! marmer. 
Variables tested in other researches were observed as to which were found statistically significant at a 0.05 
level. All significant variables found have been taken into account in this research and tested on a global level in 
order to ereale more insights how to create a sustainable and qualilalive living environment. 

3. Research Methodology and lnstruments 

Since statistica! evidence concerning the influence of value characteristics on urban districts in the Netherlands 
is limited, this research combines a research method with both quantitative and statistica! research elements. 

Research Method 

A proper way of measurement has been set up in order to detect the value characteristics of an urban district. In 
this research, the best method of measurement was to test the real estate, social, and environmental (i .e. physical 
and functional) dimensions according to the realestale appraisal act-value (hereinafter WOZ). 3 

3 In Dutch: Wet Waardering Onroerende Zaken (WOZ). 



Under Dutch law, municipalities are obliged to produce annual taxations of all WOZ-related objects, such as 
houses. To perfarm these taxations municipalities have several information tools available: measurements of 
transition prices from the land registry, air pictures and recorded information on for example changes in size 
(extension) and renovation. These tools enable each municipality to delermine the economie value of a house 
(e.g. compared against the transaction prices of similar houses recently sold). 
The WOZ-value of houses is perceived to be a solid methad of measurement as it shows how much a certain 
house and its nearby environment is appreciated. By collecting the WOZ-values of all houses in a district, a 
clear overview is created and the worth of the entire urban district can be reflected. As such, this research 
approach should lead to significant and reliable results. 

Quantitative Data 

To gather a quantitative database, entities that provide reliable and high-quality data, such as municipalities and 
the Central Commission of Stalistics (hereinafter CCS), have been approached. The data of these entities 
provides a uniform dataset that can be reproduced and used for further research at any city. 
The collaboration between the Eindhoven University of Technology and the municipality of Eindhoven has 
resulted in a full exchange of real estate, social and environmental data of the year 2007. This data was needed 
to produce a valid and reliable outcome. As such, this case study has been carried out in the city of Eindhoven, 
the Netherlands. 
Eindhoven is the 5th biggest city in the Netherlands. It covers a surface of 88,84km2

, has a total of 209.702 
inhabitants, and 93.806 houses are located within municipality borders.4 In total 91.944 houses in Eindhoven 
were deemed suitable for examination. The distribution and variation of the WOZ-values of these houses can be 
seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: WOZ-values of the houses examined in Eindhoven 

During this study four statistica! analysis methods were used, respectively a Multi Regression Analysis, a 
Bivariate Correlation Analysis, a Principle Component AnaJysis, and Reliability Analyses. These research 
instruments are chosen for their combined strength(s) as the individual results produced by each research 
instrument supports and therefore strengthens the results produced by the other research instruments applied. As 
such, a control and validation mechanism is created, see Figure 3 on the next page. 
With the results of the mul ti regression analysis the top ranking variables that influence the economie value of 
an urban district the most can be calculated. These top ranking variables are, however, often influenced by other 
variables that might nothave been taken into account in the (final) regression model. To verify whether such is 
the case, a bivariate correlation analysis reveals the statistica! correlations between two paired variables. As 
such, the two analyzing instruments combined provide a completer overview. 
Further, a principle component analysis is used to determine which variables act as coordinated components in 
order to explain the WOZ-value of an urban district the most. As such, the top ranking variables in the multi 
regression analyse should be present in the results of the principle component analysis as well. The results 
derived from the principle component analysis and the bivariate correlation analysis can be checked and 
validaled by examining the internal consistency of the results obtained by means of reliability analyses. 

4 Measured by the CCS at 01-01-2007. 
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Figure 3 Control mechanism of the research methods applied 

4. Research Data 

The research data collected from the municipality of Eindhoven and the CCS has been transformed, validated 
and clustered before statistica! analyses could be performed. 

Data colleefion 

The StufTax is used to collect real estate data. The StufTax is a uniform exchange format between 
municipalities and other public entities in the Netherlands.5 In the StufTax the most detailed real estate numbers 
of all WOZ-objects are recorded. There is a collective agreement between municipalities, software suppliers and 
public services to use this exchange format universally although it is not imposed by Dutch law. 

The Central Commission for Statistics is an independent agency. 6 lts task is to provide statistica! information in 
favour of businesses, politics and science in ordertoenlarge the accuracy and completenessof public statistics. 
As such, the CCS also publishes numbers in social respect at a district level. 

Further, a GIS software package called ArcView was used to calculate the environmentaf numbers of each 
district in Eindhoven by means of the digital basis maps Eindhoven (hereinafter DBME).7 The DBME is part of 
an agreement between the municipality of Eindhoven and the Technica! University of Eindhoven. The maps 
include several functions of the city, such asthebuilt environment, parks, recreation, agriculture, water, etc. 8 

Data processing and transformation 

The StufTax provides real estate numbers at a house level. Therefore several transformation steps had to be 
taken in order to analyse the real estate numbers at a district level. With the information of all houses per 
district, frequency analyses were executed to define the proportion (i.e. measured in percentages) of several real 
estate numbers per district, resulting in real estate numbers per district that could be compared to data of other 
districts. 
Since the CCS already provides figures at a district level no data transformation was necessary. All numbers 
could be easily accessed through an online database. 9 

5 The StufTax is supported by several docutnents, such as a record-layout, a specific dictionary and a pre-described procedure on how to 
set up and read the taxation report of each individual WOZ-object. The following website can be accessed lor more information: 
hnp://www. waarderingskamer.nl/default.aspx ?sec=content&id=261. 

6 CCS has, in addition to its responsibility for (official) national statistics, also the taskof producing European (community) statistics. 
The Ie gal basis for CCS and its work is the Act of 20 November 2003, see hnp://www.cbs.nVNR!rdonlyres/BBD8113D-7EE5-4BE4-8879-
685253831882/0/statlawen.pdf, last amended by the Act of 15 December 2004 goveming the central bureau of stalistics (Statistics 
Netherlands). 

7 ArcView, version 3.2.a, is a software application of ESRI. ESRI designs and develops geographic information systems (GIS), see 
hnp://www.esri.com. 

8 The topographica'l maps consist of shapefiles including text, line and polygon features (scale I: P SOO). 
9 See http://www.cbs.nllnl-NUmenu/themas/dossiers/nederland-regionaallnieuws/default.htm. 
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The physical environmental numbers were created by calculating the proportion, measured in percentages, of 
various functions per district. In this research, see Figure 4, eleven functions were distinguished and examined .10 

The functional environment describes the accessibility of several services and facilities . In this research, see 
Figure 5, six functional environmental variables were distinguished, respectively: City centre, Highway, Parks, 
Central business districts (CBD's), Forest, and Recreation. The environmental variables are derived from the 
official city map of Eindhoven, Google Maps, and information available at the website of the municipality of 
Eindhoven. 
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Fïgure 5: Functional environmental variables of Eindhoven 

10 The twelfth variabie enlitled ' 12 Lot property '. see the legend of Figure 3, is only an indicalive one and as such nol a functions that is 
examined in this research. 
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To calculate the functional environment numbers buffers were created each 25m1 around a function, as can be 

seen in the case of the five parks in Eindhoven, see Figure 6.11 This method was foliowed by creating a grid of 

equal squares of 25m2 over whole the city. 12 After that, the squares with the appointed distance numbers (i.e. 

obtained from the buffer method) were summed up per district and divided by the total number of squares per 

district in order to calculate the mean distance from each district to the nearest function . 

Data checking 

The colleeled data had to be prepared and validated before they were suited for statistica( analyses . 

Four criteria conditions have been formulated in order to prepare and validate the overall dataset: 

• The amount of houses in a district should be at least 425 
All districts in the dataset are measured equally. Therefore, districts with just a few houses will have a 

relatively high influence. This can lead to distorled results which are not desired . According to frequency 

analyses, 425 houses per district can be seen as the minimal enter criteria. 

• The districts within the city centre quarter are not used in the dataset 
It is general accepted that city eentres can beseen as special areas in which 'other functions' matter due to 
cultural and historica] reasons . As such, city eentres have other identities and other functions. They are 

therefore not comparable to 'regular' districts. Such is also the case in Eindhoven. 

• The social andrealestate numbers should be compatible for at least 90% 
An important control check is to validate whether the collected social and real estate numbers are 

compatible with each other. This check was done by camparing the amount of houses recorded in the 

StufTax and CCS per district. As a criterion, this research has implemented only those districts where the 

amount of houses recorded in the StufTax and the CCS are for 90% compatible. 

As a result of the criteria mentioned above, 63 out of I 08 districts in Eindhoven have been used in this research. 

Data clustering 

To test the data according to the methodology described inSection 3, three statistica( conditions had to be met: 

• The amount of observations should be at least ten more than the amount of variables tested 
The reason for this condition is that statistica( analyses have to have some leverage concerning the amount 

of observation compared to the amount of variables tested before reliable results can be obtained . To 

overcome a saturated dataset , variables were clustered if they together could represent a coordinated 

subject. As such, the amount of variables were reduced from 59 to 21. 13 

11 Creating 'buffers' is a metbod in which equal circles are created around a function, whereby each circle is appointed to a unique 
distancc number. 

12 A 'grid' consisls of equal squares, created by horizontal and verticallines, whereby each individual square adopts Ihe unique distance 

number Ihat is appoinled by the 'buffer' method. 
13 Data or variabie reduction should nol be seen as a limitation since statistica! analysis in general calculates more significant results 

when coordinated variables are combined into one variabie due to a reduced amount of variation within Ihe dataset. 



• The distribution of the dependent and independent variables must be normal 
This research uses only normal distributed data, since it is the most suited distribution for the research 

goals set. 14 Analyses based on data with normal distributions can be used when the data tends to cluster 

around the mean. As such, it becomes possible to determine statistically which variabie scores higher and 

therefore influences the tested dependent variabie more than others. 

• A dataset with onJy ordinaJ numbers bas to be used as aresult of the second condition 
This condition is not a limitation but a consequence when trying to combine the real estate, social and 

environmental dimensions. The overall dataset consists of absolute numbers, measured in percentages. 

However, these numbers cannot be made normal distributed without transforming them into ordinal 

numbers. Ordinal means that numbers are created to rank things in classes and thus can be seen in term of 

'greater than' or 'less than' relationships. 15 

Two methods were applied to cluster the numbers in the dataset. First, with the use of frequency analyses a 

visual output is created as to how many times each number within a eertaio range occurs. With these results a 

new classification was made for single orientated variables. Second, variables that could be clustered together as 

being a coordinated subject were reclassified by making a new classification where only the dominant numbers 

were clustered together in a new variable . 

As a result, the database including 63 Eindhoven districts with a total of 3717 numbers divided over 59 variables 
were clustered into 1323 numbers divided over 21 variables. The database with single and coordinated variables, 

its cluster criteria , and the new created variabie for statistica) analyses in SPSS is partly shown in Table 1.16 

Table I: Single and coordinated variables, its cluster criteria, and the new created variabie for statistical analyses 
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14 Moreover, nonna! distribution data is required since the multi regression and principle component analyses are limited by their 
assumption of linearity. 

15 Please note tbat the strengthof the model is not influenced by the cboicc to measure by absolute or ordinal numbers, if remained nonna! 
distributed. Both data (i .e. absolute or ordinal) should produce the same results, although ordinal data are less usabie wben described 
stalistics are perfonned. 

16 The full database can be viewed and downloaded at bttps://www.box.net/sbared/4cptylg5dm 



After the data collection, data transformation, data clustering and data checking, a final dataset had been created 

which has been be measured by the mean WOZ val.ue of 63 districts and predieled by 21 variables divided over 

three dimensions : 

• Real estate : 
• Social : 

Surface, Volume, House Type, Building Layer(s), Year of Construction. 
lncorne, Population Density, Low Educated, Age, Household Composition, 
Safety, Property, Unemployment, Ethnicity, Safety. 

• Environment: Land Use Mix, Distant City Centre, Distance Highway, Distance Park, 
Distance Central Business Districts, Distance Forest, Distance Recreation. 

5. Results Statistical Analyses 

Multi Regression Analysis 

A multi regression analysis was executed in order to predict those variables (i .e. value characteristics) which 
intluence the mean WOZ-value of 63 Eindhoven districts the most. A stepwise forward method was used in 
order to maximize the explained varianee at each step. Table 2, 3, and 4 show the results of the multi regression 
analysis and its stepwise forward process.17 

Table 2: Results Multi Regression Analysis: Model Summary 

Chanqe Statisties 

Adjusted Std . Error of R Square 
Model R R Square R Square the Estimate Change F Change df1 I df2 
1 

2 

3 

,8568 ,733 .728 

,902b ,813 ,807 

,924' ,854 ,947 

a . Predietors: (Constant), Property 

b Predietors (Constant), Property, Volume 

e. Predietors (Constant), Property , Volume, lnc ome 

d. Dependent Variable: WOZ 

,818 

,690 

,614 

Table 3: Results Multi Regression Analysis: ANOV A results 
-

Sum of 
Model Squares df Mean Souare 
1 Regress ion 111 ,833 1 111,833 

Residual 40 ,770 61 ,668 

Total 152,603 62 

2 Regression 124,065 2 62,033 

Residu al 28 ,538 60 ,476 

Total 152,603 62 

3 Regression 130,326 3 43,442 

Residual 22,277 59 ,378 

Total 152 ,603 62 

a . Predietors· (Constant) . Property 

b. Predictors: (Constant) , Property, Volume 

c . Predietors (Constant), Property, Volume, lncome 

d. Dependent Variable: WOZ 

Table 4: Results Multi Re2ression Analvsis: Coefficients 

Unstandardized Standardized 
Coefficients Coeff1cients 

Model B Std . Error Beta 
1 (Constant) ,785 ,205 

Property ,817 ,063 ,856 

2 (coristant) - ,114 ,248 

I 

Property ,522 ,078 ,548 
Volume ,485 ,096 ,41 g 

3 (Constant) - ,834 ,283 

Property ,452 ,072 ,473 

Volume ,433 ,086 ,373 

lncome ,485 ,121 I ,231 

a. Dependent Vanable: W OZ 

,733 167,322 

~ I' 
,080 25,719 

,041 16,582 

F Sig. 
167,322 .ooo• 

130,423 ,OOOb 

115,056 ,oooc 

Collinearit\ Statistics 

S1g . Toleranee VIF 

,000 I 

,000 
I 

1,000 1,000 

,647 

,000 ,457 2,187 

,000 ,457 2,187 

,005 

I ,OO!l ,431 2,321 

,000 ,447 2,237 

,000 ,766 1,306 

17 Stepwise Criteria: Probability-of-F-to-enter ~ 0.05 , Probability-of-F-to-remove 2: 0. J 00. 

Sig F Change 
61 ,000 

60 ,000 

59 ,000 

I 



The final model shows that the variables 'property', 'volume', and 'income' have led to an 'Adjusted R Square' 
score of 0.847, indicating that these variables together explain 84% of the WOZ-value. Th is result is significant 
as the significanee number 'Sig. F Change' is 0.000. Further, the proportion of unexplained varianee has 
decreased from 152.603 to 22.277, indicating that the variables 'property', 'volume', and 'income' explain the 
measured WOZ fora substantial and significant part. 

A more detailed interpretation of each variabie added to the model is presented in Table 4. The results show the 
relationships between the WOZ-value and the added variables 'property' ,' volume', and 'income'. These are 
respectively 0.473; 0.373; and 0.231. As such, the variabie 'property' has more than twice the effect on the 
WOZ-value than the variabie 'income' has. Furthermore, these numbers can be marked significant at a 0.000 
level. 
However, collinearity statistics, see the last column of Table 4, cause problems. Results of the collinearity 
statistics show that the variables 'property' and 'volume' are influenced by other variables for 55%. Even so, the 
variabie 'income' is influenced by other variables for 25%. As such, one cannot state that these three variables 
alone are indisputably responsible for the total varianee of the WOZ-value of 84%. Therefore, further analyses 
were done. 

Bivarinte Corre/ation Analysis 

A bivariate correlation analysis was applied to get some insight into how the variables in the dataset are 
correlated. Two variables are correlated if the variations in the values of one variabie are systematically 
associated with the variation in the values of the other variable. Figure 7 shows the correlations of all variables 
in the dataset. 18 Correlation lines are drawn if the variables correlate for more than 30% and comply with the 
significanee level of :S 0.05. The red lines indicate that higher scores at a variabie result in higher scores at the 
other variabie and vice versa. The black lines indicate that higher scores at a variabie result in lower scores at 
another, and vice versa. 
As expected, the results of the mul ti regression analysis show that the variables 'property', 'volume' and 
'income' correlate enormously with other variables, respectively 13, 14 and IJ times. Please note, that the 
results only show statistica! relationships (i.e. not necessarily causa! relationships). 

Visual representation of 
correlations. wllich are· 
. more then 30% correlated 
· significant at 0 05 level ~.':'"~~~~~~ 

Legend 

[ya~ 
--Posilive correlalion 
-- Negative correlation 

Figure 7: Results Bi varlate Correlation Analysis 

18 Significanee is detennined with a two-tailed Speannan test. 



Principle Component Analysis 

To overcome the collinearity problems, a principle component analysis was applied. This technique consistsof 
an iterative process and reduces the amount of variables in the dataset. The objectives of this technique is to 
establish variabie sets that logether represent one component and provide a classification that reveals their 
ranking (i.e. which component is more important than the other). The final results, after the deletion of non
matching variables, show five accumulated components, see Table 5. 19 

Table 5: Results Principle Correlation Analysis: Rotaled Component Matrix 

Variables 

Low .CUI~I,;dlt:U 
Ethnicity 
Property 
Unemployment 
Income 
Bu 
Surface 
HouseType 
Household composition 
Volume 

I.!JI~~I(JI•~ 

,843 
,785 
,784 

,079 
,304 
,078 
.373 
,535 
,084 
,I 10 
,327 
,356 
,006 
-.121 
,194 

-,028 -,225 
-,064 ,138 
-,030 -,117 
,027 ,003 
,229 ,278 
,051 -,033 
,118 ,123 
,195 ,055 
-,078 -,062 
,017 ,123 
-,211 -,077 
,170 ,032 
-,054 , 108 
-,181 ,235 

-,120 
-,137 

123 

The following remarks can be made as to the outcome of the principle component analysis: 
• The first component only consists of social varia bles; 
• The second component consists for 80% of real estale varia bles; 
• The third component consistsof a mix of all three dimensions; 
• The fourth and fifth component consists of functional environmental varia bles. 

Reliability Analysis 

In this research reliability analysis was used to measure the consistency of the results derived from the principle 
component analysis. 20 A component is called consistent when the Cronbach's Alpha, which lies between -oo and 
1, is at least 0.7. Results of the reliability analysis show that the first three components result in a Cronbach's 
Alpha of 0.853, 0.886, and 0.770, see Tables 6 to 8. These numbers indicate that the first three components are 
internally consistent. Tables 6 to 8 further shows that if one of the variables were to be deleled and the reliability 
analyses were to be recalculated, no higher Cronbach's Alpha would be obtained. This means that these sets of 
variables represent the components the best. 

Table 6: Results Reliability 
Analyse: Component 1 

Cronbach's 
Alp ha 
,853 

Item Stalistics 

Variables 
low Educated 
EthniCity 
Property 
Ltnemployement 
lncome 

Cror.bad1's 
Alpha lf Item 

Deleled 
.839 
,808 

8~ 
.787 
,853 

Table 7: Results Reliability 
Analyse: Component 2 

Item Statistics 
Cronbach's 

Alpha if Item 
Variables Deleted 
Buildlna Layor(~L 802 
Surface 824 -HouseType ,873 
Household ,851 
Volume ,857 

Table 8: Results Reliability 
Analyse: Component 3 

Cronbach's I 
Alpha N of Items 
,770 4 

Item Statistics 
Cronbach's 

Alpba if llem 
Variables Deleted 
Yearof 

,731 
Construction 
Safety , 730 
l and U se Mix ,680 _ 
Popelation 
Density ,722 

Table 9: Results Reliability 
Analyse: Component 4 

Item Stalistics 
Cronbach's 

Alpha if Item 
Va riables Deletea 
Dist . Hi 11hway ,104 
Dist.. Forrest ,308 
Dist . Parks ,300 

19 Extraction Melhod: Principal Component Analysis; Rotation Method: Varimax wilh Kaiser Normalization. 
20 Model: Alpha; Descriptives for 'Item' and 'Scale if Item deleted ' 



The fourth component has a Cronbach's Alpha of 0.312 and is therefore not internally consistent, see Table 9 . 
The fifth component consists only of the variabie ' Distance Recreation' and thus cannot be analysed (since at 
least two variables should be available to produce a valid outcome). However, as the fourth component is 
(al ready) inconsistent (i.e the fifth component is even weaker according to the theory of the principle component 
analysis), this component can be marked as inconsistent as well . The fact that these two components are 
inconsistent does not mean that the variabie is not valid. It only means that this component remains a 
contribution to the model, although it is weak in strength and could be replaced by other variables if the dataset 
would be updated or expanded. 

To summarize the results, one could conclude that the strengthof the modeland its results are derived from the 
combination of individual and combined research instruments. With the multi regression analysis the overall 
model performances were measured which resulted in a total explained varianee of 84%. This result is 
eneomaging as it shows that the model is quite complete (i.e. only 16% of WOZ-value remains unexplained). 
However, less expressive results, due to collineacity problems, were gained when looking at the interpretation of 
each individual variabie added to the multi regression model. 
The bivariate correlation analysis offered some supportive insight into how the variables are correlated. The 
results of the bivariate correlation showed, as expected from the results of the mul ti regression analysis, that the 
variables 'property', 'volume' and 'income' correlate enormously withother variables, respectively 13, 14 and 
11 times. 
To find a solution for the intensive correlation within the dataset , a principle component analysis was executed 
in order to delermine which set of variables acts together as the best coordinated component compared to the 
WOZ-value. As a result five components were created. Results showed that the variables modelled by the multi 
regression model a lso returned in the fust and second component of the principle component analysis. 
Finally, the principle component analysis was successfully validated by reliability analysis which measured the 
internat consistency of the components. In short, analysing the whole dataset by means of multiple statistica! 
techniques has led to a significant outcome. 

6. Condusion and discussion 

This study has evaluated the effect of value characteristics on urban districts in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, 
regarding its social, real estate and environmental (i.e. functional and physical) dimensions . 

The results presenled can be marked as valid and significant due to several successfuJ analyses. Especially the 
research method has been proven suitable and helpful when examining urban districts by means of multiple 
dimensions on a global level. This has been accomplished by the combination of research instruments applied. 
The individual result produced by (i) the multiple regression analysis, (ii) the bivariate correlation analysis, (iii) 
the principle component analysis, and (iv) the reliability analyses supports and therefore strengthen and 
validales the results produced by the other research instruments. 
In the case of Eindhoven, one could conclude which specific value characteristics (i.e. the measured variables in 
the dataset) of the real estate, social and environmental di mension influence the economie value of urban 
districts measured by the WOZ-value of 63 districts in Eindhoven. These are: 

• Component I: Low Educated; Ethnicity; Property; Unemployment; Income 

• Component 2: Building Layers; Surface; House Type; Household Composition; Volume; 

• Component 3: Year of Construction; Safety; Land U se Mix; Population Density; 

• Component 4: Disrance Highroad; Disrance Forest: Disrance Parks; 

• Component 5: Disrance Recreation 

Please note that the results of the reliability analyses show that the last two components are not internally 
consistent. This does not mean that these components are not valid. These components remain a contribution to 
the model, although they might be replaced by other sets of variables if the dataset should be updated or 
expanded. Even so, the components might still become internally consistent when the data of the variables 
involved in the component were made more detailed , or were adjusted or expend. However, as for now, the 
fourth and fifth components are only perceived as 'side effects '. 

Since this research uses uniform dataan opportunity is provided for other researchers to further extent the model 
and examine value characteristics in more detail as to the Eindhoven situation and with regard to other urban 
cities. For example, researching the possibility to examine, analyse and interpret the value characteristics would 
be of great relevance. In that respect, a research that copes with districts that have been developed upon specific 
urban policies inthelast decades would be very useful to examine (e.g. as to historica! perspectives). As such, a 
new element, being time, which has not been examined in this research, can be added and possibly contribute to 
urban development and urban policy making. 
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1 Introduetion 

1.1 Background and Context 

Urban cities are generally perceived as driving farces for economie prosperity. In the report 'Beter 

leven in betere wijken' (VROM, 2006), the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment 

(In Dutch: "Ministerie van Volkshuisversting, Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieubeheer"; hereinafter 

VROM) stresses the urgency of sustainable city development. Sustainable management is considered 

essential to maintaining high-quality urban areas. VROM has also published the fifth National Policy 

Document 2000/2020 entitled 'Making Space, Sharing Space', which emphasizes that local 

authorizes should pay attention to city development at an urban district level as to the limited space 

left within municipality borders and their choices on building new houses, infrastructure, and the 

proteetion of natura I areasin respect to sociat, physical and economical aspects. 

Local authorities should therefore develop well-balanced urban districts that generate added value 

to their inhabitants and several other public and private entities. A well-balanced district 

(hereinafter value district), see Figure 1.1, is a popular and healthy place where inhabitants are 

feeling well and willing to contribute to the quality of their environment and the community. 

Creating such an environment can imprave healthcare scores and enhance performances at work 

and school. Further, popular districts could provide higher revenues for estate agents and 

cooperative building societies as to house prices and rent. A healthy district saves local authorities 

and social services money on control, supervision, damages, repair and healthcare costs. In short, to 

establish a valuable urban district, investments in certain social, physical and economie aspects are 

essential since these are perceived as initiators of the process to create a valuable district. However, 

little is known about and only a few researches relate to which specific social, economie and 

environmental input that creates a valuable district as an output (Leent, 2006). 

Urban processof creating urban value districts 

----------~ ----------
: 1._ __ 1_n_pu_t _ ___.l++ c~~~~n 4 1 

- I ~----~~--~ 1----------~ 

Output 

lnvesting in 
1 Social, 
2 Environmental, 
3 Economical, 
a spects 

·- - - - - - - - - - ' 

Popularity 

t
Better image 
More attention 

Valuable 
district 

Healthy 

tMore con tribution 
Better performances 

Higher 
revenu es 

Lower 
costs 

·----------
Figure 1.1: Urban processof creating a valuable urban district 
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According to other Dutch authors such as Van Genne (2007), Brouwer and Willems-Schreuder 

(2002), and De Vette (2008), environmental factors and their influences on urban districts are best 

examined by the Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (in Dutch: "Ruimtelijk 

Planbureau"), referring to the publication 'De prijs van de plek' (Van Dam and Visser, 2006). The 

authors examined the influences of several value characteristics at a city and nationallevel. Van Dam 

and Visser concluded that the value of a house is determined by its real estate, social, physical- and 

functional environmental characteristics. An overview of these characteristics is shown in Figure 1.2. 

I I I 
Real estate propert1es 

Social environement 
r-House type 

/~~ - Popuiaton composition <'/1__ r-Surface 

-Unemployment rate ~-"\ '(---v/ ~N om boe of coom• 
-Percentage buy/rental houses Garden 

-Average income Garage 

Mainantance 

Value characteristics 

Physical environement I Functional environment 

Amount of green/ water ~/ ·--~"''> 
' -Accesibility to several facil1ties 

Housing density ~ 
-I nfrastructure 

Quality of build enviroment 

'-Quality of public space 
Employment possibilities 

Figure 1.2: Value characteristics (Dam et al, 2006) 

Up til I now, only few conclusions as to the economie value of an urban district have been statistically 

validated. The results of 'De prijs van een plek' shows that 50% of the house prices are determined 

by environmental aspects whereby the social environment (i.e. the status of the neighbourhood) 

and the functional environment (i.e. the accessibility of jobs and the vicinity of highways) are 

deemed as the most important ones. Physical environmental characteristics like public space or the 

presence of green and water have a much smaller impact then one could perhaps expect. However, 

some green or water aspects within a close distance, such as recreational green, open water and 

forest, do lead to significant higher house prices. As such, Van Dam en Visser conclude that large 

houses located in a medium proximity and within a green environment are appreciated the most. 

However, spatial planning policies remain focussed on clustering, piling and densifying new Vinex 

locations and urban redevelopment areas. These policies are insufficient to meet the wishes of the 

final consumers, the inhabitants (Van Dam and Visser, 2006). 

In line with Van Dam and Visser, Knol (2005) concluded that a district could beseen as a framework 

wherein social, real estate, physical- and functional environmental factors should be managed 

integrally. More time and attention should be spend on balancing all factors tagether in order to 

create a high-quality living area. However, some factors like green and water facilities are perceived 

economie less beneficia! and are therefore easily abandoned. lt is doubtful whether the choice to 

abandon theseaspectsis based on va lid reasoning. 
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lt is a misconception to perceive environmental factors less beneficia! in case of a decrease of 

revenues by selling less buildings. lnvesting more in public space, green and water results in 

relatively lower investment casts during the preparation process since especially the casts for 

making the site construction ready are high. As such, the final balance between revenue and casts in 

both situations show little differences {Wagteveld, 2007). 

A good example concerning the added value of a qualitative living area is shown in the case that has 

been researched by the institute of Alterra in Wageningen, the Netherlands. Their case in the cities 

of Emmen, Apeldoorn and Leiden has proven that various elements of green, water, and luxury 

landscapes could have a positive effect on house prices of 1 to 5% when located within a 500 meters 

range . Furthermore, it is shown that each individual effect {whether it concerns a positive or 

negative one) could be added up. As such, a cunning urban plan can achieve a raise in housing prices 

up to 10% in general and in some situations and at limited scale even scores of 20 to 30% can be 

achieved {Wagteveld, 2007). 

However, studies so far have shown too many differences in outcome and have to be solved first 
befare the added value of value characteristics will be accepted.These differences are caused by the 
following dependencies and problems: 

• Amount of data examined; 
• Level and detail of data used; 
• Research methods applied; 
• Amount of environmental characteristics that were examined. 

Almast all researches have a problem concerning the dependencies mentioned above. For example, 
Van Dam and Visser complained a bout the level and the detail of data available. Furthermore, most 
studies only examined one to three dimensions in respect to the social, economie, physical and 
functional ones. Thus, these limitations caused the measured effects aften not to be fully significant. 

Due to improvements in the construction of geographical databases and geographical information 
systems {hereinafter GIS), significant progress has been made as to new possibilities to measure 
value characteristics in a more detailed and spatial way. 
Due to the collaboration between the municipality and Eindhoven University of Technology new 
opportunities are created since this research will have a sufficient amount of data to test and the 
level and detail of data is as detailed as necessary to be measured at a district level. Therefore, this 
research strives to add a contribution regarding value characteristics and urban development by 
creating more insights how to create a sustainable and qualitative living environment, as explicit 
mentioned in the nota 'Mensen Wensen Wonen' (VROM, 2000). 

I would like to thank the Municipality of Eindhoven as they have agreed to provide all real estate 
related numbers on the houses within Eindhoven, as well as topographical GIS maps. As such, I was 
able to analyse the value characteristics without having such problems as described above. 
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1.2 Research Questions 

Since the empirica! evidence of the influence of value characteristics on urban districts in the 
Netherlands is limited, this research aims to produce results that contribute to this matter. So far, 
these issues have been studied particularly in the US and the UK. However, as the urban, rural and 
social compositions in the UK and the US, as well as in other countries, differ considerably trom 
those in the Netherlands, these empirica! findings cannot be fully compared. As such, the following 
research questions were formulated: 

Main question 
Which specific value characteristics concerning the real estate, social, and environmental dimensions 
influence the economie value of an urban district in the Netherlands? 

Sub questions 

1 What are value characteristics? 

2 Which researches have been done regarding the valuation of urban districts and the influence of 
the real estate, social, and environmental dimension? 

3 Which methods and mode Is are used to measure urban value cha1racteristics? 
4 What are the value characteristics of an urban district? 

5 What are the influences of urban value characteristics on an urban district; to what extent? 
6 How to develop a uniform model to be used for measuring the value characteristics on all urban 

districts in the Netherlands? 

1.3 Research Goals and Relevanee 

Goal 
The goals of this research are threefold: First, main goal of this research is to model and statically 

prove if and to which extent certain value characteristics significantly influence the economie value 

of an urban district. Second, the model, which is applied in this research to the Eindhoven situation, 

should be developed in such a way that it can be tested on other urban cities in the Nethenlands as 

well. Third, validatien and evaluation of the results could perhaps take place by camparing the 

outcomes to the publication 'De prijs van een plek' of Van Dam and Visser. 

Relevanee 
The strategie relevanee of this research is twofold : First, this research can contribute to the growing 

need of solid, reliable, consistent and qualitative results regarding the influence of value 

characteristics on urban districts. Second, since this research uses uniform data an opportunity is 

provided for other researchers to further expand the model and examine value characteristics in 

more detail as to the Eindhoven situation and other urban city in the Netherlands. 

1.4 Research Approach 

The nature of this research is explorative since no literature is available in the Netherlands regarding 

the influence of value characteristics on urban districts when measuring the economie, social and 

environmental dimensions (i .e. physical and tunetionall all together. As such, in order to realise the 

goals set, data of these three dimensions have to be collected since they cover all value 

characteristics that influence the economie value of a district, see Figure 1.3 on the next page. 

Consequently, a proper way of measurement has to be set up in order to be able to detect the value 

characteristics. In th is research, the best methad of measurement was to test the three dimensions 

according to the real estate appraisal act-value (in Dutch: "Wet Waardering Onroerende Zaken"; 

he reinatter WOZ) . 
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Figure 1.3: Visualization research approach and method of measurement 

Under Dutch law, municipalities are obliged to produce annua'l taxations of all WOZ-related objects, 
such as houses. To perfarm these taxations municipalities have several information tools available: 
measurements of transition prices from the land registry, air pictures and recorded information on 
for example changes in size (extension) and renovation . These tools enable each municipality to 
determine the economie value of a house (e.g. compared against the transaction prices of similar 
houses recently sold) . 

The WOZ-value of houses is perceived to be asolid methad of measurement as it showshow much a 
certain house and its nearby environment is appreciated. By collecting the WOZ-values of all houses 
in a district, a clear overview is created and the worthof the entire urban district can be reflected . As 
such, this research approach should lead to significant and reliable results. 

1.5 Overview of the report 
This report will describe the entire research processin a eh roniele manner. The second chapter will 

highlight the findingsof the problem a na lysis which results in a conceptual modeland the model 

requirements. The research methodology and instruments used are explained in chapter 3. The data 

collection, processing, transformation, clustering and 'final' dataset are dealt with in chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 presents the results of the statistica! analyses performed. Finally, the overall conclusions 

and recommendations are described in chapter 6. 
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2 Problem Analysis 

2.1 Introduetion 

Th is chapter gives a short overview of the literature study that was performed in order to assess the 
current problems when analysing the valuation of urban districts. In context of this research, the 
literature study is a means to get insights into which variables influence the economie value of an 
urban district . Therefore, it focuses mainly on searching variables that affect urban districts, research 
methods or tools that have been used or developed and the consistency and validation of the results 
found. A full overview of the literature study is shown in Appendix 1. 

The insights obtained will be used to attempt to answer the research questions formulated in 
paragraph 1.2. In paragraph 2.2, the defined literature is discussed. The 'state of art' is treated in 
paragraph 2.3. lntermediate conclusions as a result of the literature study are presented in 
paragraph 2.4. Finally, a conceptual model and the model requirements for further research is 
presented in paragraph 2.5 

2.2 Defined literature 

The process of which kind of literature to search for got shape after a discussion with a graduated 

friend . He indicated to search for an artiele he also used, called 'Valuing Location in an Urban 

Housing Market', written by Scott Orford. lt turned out to be a very up to date and complete artiele 

wherein the social, physical and functional dimensions were explored together. The dimensions 

examined are also similar to those researched in the report 'De prijs van de plek' by Van Dam en 

Visser. The fact that Scott Orford has published more about valuing and modelling housing markets 

(Orford, 1998, 2002, 2004, 2007) led to the choice to search for articles which supported or rejected 

his approach. During the search for useful scientific articles, l 'looked into databases of Science direct, 

Springerlink and lconda. Search terms that were used are: Housing needs, Locational externalities, 

fnvironmentol externalities, fnvironmentol values, Urban value characteristics, House values, Multi 

level analyses, {Urban) value drivers, {Urban) driving farces and Urban key drivers . 

Further, only recent articles have been used since value characteristics can go hand in hand with 

time. During the search I noticed that the most valuable articles were published in just a few 

coordinated journals. As such, a second limitation was created by combining recent articles 

( between 2004-2009) that were published in the six most useful journals, see Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Used Journals 

Journals 

Land Use Policy 

Landscape and Urban Planning 

Computers. Envircnmen: anctUrban Systems 

Jou rnal ofH ousing Economics 

Environmemal lmpac: Assessmen: Revie\', 

Journal ofUrban Economics 

Pubikation 

2004-2009 

2004-20(}9 

2{)04-2009 

2004-2009 

2004-2009 

2004-2009 
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This approach led to a potential of 2246 articles divided over six journals (i .e. after reading the 

articles' titles and abstracts) . After the second selection by reading respectively the abstract, the 

introduetion and conclusion, the journals of land use policy, landscape urban planning and 

computers, environment and urban systems were pointed out as the most important ones. A total of 

38 articles we re used for this research. 

2.3 State of art 
A general overview of the articles' subjects, methods and results are shown in Table 2.2 on the next 

page. This table shows information on all 38 articles, whereby a distinction has been made as to : 

Used method; Number of variables tested; Researched dimensions; Level of measurement; 

Statistically examined (yes or no); Results of top ranking variables; Supportive information. 

As to that, some interesting remarkscan be made: 

• In none of the articles examined the real estate, social, physical, and functional dimensions 

were researched combined; 

• The physical and real estate dimensions are studied more often than the social and functional 

ones; 

• De most applied methods are GIS ( 14 times) and the Hedonic Pricing Methad (hereinafter 

HPM; 9 times); 

• When the HPM methad was used, eight out of nine researches dealtabout real estate related 

issues; 

• Only three times HPM- and GIS- methods were combined; 

• The amount of variables included in the researches differ a lot, from 2 to 58; 

• When using GIS, the amount of variables examined was higher; 

• Furthermore, GIS was used seven out of eight times when functional environmental variables 

were examined; 

• 28 out of the 38 researches were statistically examined and validated; 

• There were 6 different measurement levels found during the literature study, respectively: 

house, street, district, city, region and nationallevel; 

• 12 out of the 24 articles that focussed on a certain level, we re a bout districts; 

• Research results show that the variables 'income' and 'open space' emerged 4 times as top 

ranked variables; 

• Next, 'housing density', 'distance', and 'accessibility' came out 3 times as top ranked varia bles; 

• The results concerning which variabie effects the house prices most differed tremendously; 

• An explanation for the ditterences in dimensions and levels examined consists mainly of the 

availability of data and the detail level of the data; 

• Due tothese limitations several authors could not fully examine all dimensions tagether and 

their underlying variables. 

• 14 out of the 38 articles focused on developing tools to find, check and validate whether certain 

environmental investments did lead to an impravement of the liveability of urban districts. 

Please note that these remarks are speculative since the urban, rural and social composition in the 

LIK and the US, as wellas in other countries, differ considerably from those in the Netherlands. The 

results can therefore only beseen as indicative. 
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Table 2.2: Overview 'state of art' 

Din1ension 

Environment 
Nr . of 

Statistic's 
Research 

Nr. Realestale Used methods examined level Top variables Journal 
Social Physical Functional variables 

(yes/no) 
country 

] J J J M L-G 5 58 J Street; D str , ct Hcus ' ng dens •w; par ks Camp, Em· r and Urban Svst UK 

2 J J J M L -. G S 54 J Street; D 5tr ·ct Heus ne; dens ' t~· ; d stance Gecgraph ca Sc ences UK 

3 J J M athernat cs 52. N Loc a ; Nat ,cna Land use pc ·q S•.·J' t:er and 

4 J J HPi\;1 35 J C' s tr ·ct: C" ty Race Joum d Housing Economics USA 

5 J J J Hf>M 32. J o ;str-ct; Ct-,• Open space ; gJeen ; •:;ater Land u;e r:c cy USA 

6 J G S 2.9 J Di str·ct Re a es tate ; serv· ces Ccmp. Env r and Urban S'{st. IJK 

7 J J HPM 1"' J C t-! ncome; s ·ze ; pre:.. -," ·t·l Land use r:c ltq USA 

8 J HPi\·1 1: 1 J House prq:ert;• Ma · nta nan ce Jo urn of Housing Economics Sweden 

9 J J J HPM.;. G S ~l J Heuse pror:e rt~ Lets :e Land use pe l c·, Japfin 

10 J J HPM .;.G 5 17 J Oistrct Green ; Acces b t•,r Landscar:e and Ur!:an P ann ng Chi na 

11 l J HPM :5 J ct-,. C'stance Landscape and Ur!:an P ann 'ng Span 

12 J J 1<: J 0 str ·ct l •nccme; Scc 'a l compcst'cn Jcurn. c' Url:an Eccncm ' cs USA 

13 J GS 1 ~ J H~g-cna Or:en space Land u se po li c·, NL 

14 J PSM + G•S :2 J Ct;• Heus ng dens 't;• Comp, En•• Ir andUrban Syst UI\ 

,15 J J HPM él J o ·str ct; Cto,~ Ga rden. •:;ater. Open space Landscape and Urban Pl ann ng NL 

16 J HPM 9 J D sJ;r tct Race Jcu rn. c' Ur ban Ecc.nom c; NL 

17 J G 5 8 N Re2 cna Open space Land use pc •C'i Be e·um 

18 J 7 J Citl' FcpLr at' on; nccme Journ, c' Urban Econcm ,c; USA 

19 J J CVM sur,•a\' ï J D str ct C stance Lend use pc c,- Sr:a n 

20 J GS 6 J D strct C u~te r 1ng Comp, Env r a.nd Urban S·1st. UK 

21 J 1,1 Quest ionna re 6 J 0 str-ct Natlr re Landscape and Ur!:an P ann ng NL 

22 I' J J 1 G S 3 J Cit•p· Acces 1: ' t•,• Landscape and Urban P ann ng Scuth· Kcrea 

23 J 11 J 
I 
I G 5 2 J o-str"ct nee me ; Acces 1: lt·.· Ccmp, Env r and Urban S'/St. sre a 

24 J ML 2 J D' str' ct Comp, En...l r and Url:an S•rst. UK 

Nr. of 
Statistics 

Research 
Nr. Developed tooi Used methods 

variables 
examined level Top Variables Journal 

country 
I (yes/no) 

1 Ccr1ceptua l irame·:;crk QL N Ccrr.r:. Env ir and Urban S•;st USA 

2 Regll atcr J Jcurn. of Hcusing Eccncmics -a •.•Jan 

3 A·r mon "tor ng GS J En .. 'r cnm Impac t Assessm, Rev . USA 

4 Susta 'nab e Sc ut· en Spaces ~SSP .r N Env ' ronm tmpac t Ass,essm, Re•J". s,·; tze r and 

5 Qua 't1· ei 1, 'e "ramewcrk N Envi rcnm. 1111:act Assessm. Re•;, re and 

6 ï he Green V , e,·; 1 nde' J Landscape and Urban P ann ·ng USA 

7 ond cator urban eccs ·rs~em J Landscape and Urban Plann ng Ch 'na 

8 Landscape and Url:an Pl ann 'ng Ed ito r a l 

9 N Landscape 11nd Ur!:an F 11nn ng NL 

10 En vlronr" . P• ann · ng Pr ocedures G•S N Landscape and Urban P ann lng NL 

11 N Land Lr se pc rr c•,' NL 

12 Urban SLrp pc rt'•/e dec 's o n mak·ng J Land u se pc '' c·,. Port uga l 

13 Landscape supp. Dec s en mak rng J Land LISe pc c~· Ukra ne 

114 N Land use pc cy NL 
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Further, more detailed findings show that a complication in a lot researches arise as they do not 

distinct between compositional and contextual effects when examining urban districts (Orford, 

1998). As Orford mentioned: 

"Contextual effects are the ditterences a place makes, such as neighbourhood quality, whilst 

compositional effects are the ditterences caused by the variations in the housing stock within each 

place." 

A reason for this (i.e. the misunderstanding and interpretation problem) is the lack of knowledge of 

how socio-economie processes in urban areas operateat different spatiallevels. 

Furthermore, urbanization should be seen as a continuous processas urban landscapes change over 
time. Valuating these circumstances is therefore time limited and depends on social, economical, 
physical and functional aspects. According to Herspergerand Burgi {2008) value is created by driving 
farces. They stated: 

"Driving forces are the forces that observed landscape changes, i.e. they influence the trajectories 
of landscape development." 

As such, Hesperger's and Burgi's aim was to identify the driving farces for landscape changes in 

Switzerland. Data was gathered whereby the researched landscape was divided in thirty-two plots of 

SOOxSOO meters. 1\Jext, all landscape elements were selected at random and analysed based upon a 

map on a scale of 1:25000. The analysis included point features (e.g. buildings and trees), line 

features (e.g. roads and power lines), and area features (e.g. vineyards). For each element that has 

changedover time, the following remark was made: 'element new', 'element lost with built-up', and 

'element lost without built-up'. Results showed 2746 changed elements over 32 plots between 1931 

and 2000. The changes were caused by economie issues, foliowed by politica! issues. These results 

stress that landscape changes are affected by economie aspects like growth, accessibility, demand 

and consumption and politica! aspects, like policies, zoning plans and urban planning {Hersperger 

and Burgi, 2008). 

The conclusions of Hespergerand Burgi are in line with those of Orford as he concluded that driving 

farces can be seen as keystone processes and causal factors of the landscape change. Orford also 

pointed out the most important driving farces, respectively politica!, economie, cultural, natural, 

spatial and technologkal ones. Whether these farces contribute to an added or decreased district 

value depends on the effect of the driving force (i.e. its size and influence) (Orford, 2002). 

2.4 Intermediale conclusions 
This paragraph tries to answer the research questions formulated in paragraph 1.2 with the insight 
gained through the literature study. 

1 - What are value characteristics? 
The factors that influence the value of a district, neighbourhood and/or house are in this research 
defined as 'value characteristics'. Value characteristics are important as they represent the 
attractiveness of a district, neighbourhood and/or house. 
More specific, urban value characteristics can be defined as: Driving farces within a certain distance 
of a demarcated area that cause social, physical, functional or economie benefits or losses. 
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2 - Which researches have been done regarding the va/uation of urban districts and the influence 

of the re al estate, socio/, and environmental dimension? 
These issues have been studied particular in the US and the UK. Scot Orford has written the most 
advanced articles since he combined the physical, social and functional environmental dimensions in 
a statistica I model. In genera I, other authors only managed to study two out of four dimensions. The 
findingsof the researches show a considerable difference in outcome. The reasons therefore are the 
variation of research methods applied, the level of data measurement and its level of detail. 
Furthermore, please note that it is hard to directly apply these findings to the Dutch situation as the 
urban, rural and social composition of the various countries differs considerably. 

3- Which methods and models are used to measure urban value characteristics? 
The use of statistica! software combined with a geographical information system (GIS) is by far the 
most used method to measure value characteristics, see paragraph 2.3 . GIS can handle data at 
various spatial resolutions and provides powertul tools to calculate and model distance decay and 
proximity functions. Another method, called the HPM is frequently used when real estate related 
data have to be examined. However, this method is less used when functional environmental issues 
were researched. This is mainly caused by the manner in which the data have to be processed and 
mode lied. 

4 - Wh at are the value characteristics of on urban district? 
The value characteristics of urban districtscan roughly be classified in four dimensions, respectively: 

• Real estate 

• Physical environment 

• Social environment 
• Functional environment 

Each element mentioned can be subdivided to obtain a more detailed classification. This has been 
done by paying particular attention to the tested variables as to which they were found statistically 
significant. As a result, all these significant variables are going to be taken into account in my 
research, see also Figure 2.1 on the next page. 

However, please note that, as also mentioned above, that the results derived from these tested 

variables cannot betaken for granted since the urban, rural and social composition in the UK and the 

US and in other countries differs considerably from those in the Netherlands. The results can be 

used therefore only as an aid. As such, this research question is still not fully answered as one of the 

research goals was to identify the specific value characteristics for urban districts in the Netherlands. 

Part of the question remains unanswered. As to that, this research could deliver a contribution. 

5-

6-

Main question: 

What are the influences of urban value characteristics on on urban district; to 

what extent? 

How to develop a uniform model to be used for measuring the va/ue 
characteristics on all urban districts in the Netherlands? 

Which specific value characteristics concerning the real estate, socio/, and 
environmental dimensions influence the economie value of on urban district 
in the Netherlands? 

Research questions five, six, and the main question as formulated above cannot be answered at this 
moment. Th is is the part of the studies that my research should contribute to. 
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2.5 Conceptual model and model requirements 
The literature study has provided insight into the current problems when analysing the valuation of 

urban districts. Based upon the literature study a conceptual model has been created and the model 

requirements have been listed to specifically determine which elements are of importance to take 

into account in this research in order to realise the goals formulated in paragraph 1.3. 

Conceptual model 

For this research, a conceptual model is used to determine which data are required in order to 

produce results that can provide an answer to the main research question. 

A conceptual model, see Figure 2.1, distinguishes: 

• The boundaries of the research; 

• The elements to be tested; 

• The relationship between those elements. 

An overview of how the data of the elements shown in the conceptual model have been collected, 

modelled and statistically analysed, is provided in the next chapters. 
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual model 
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Model requirements 

Almost all models that are to be developed have to fulfil to certain requirements in order to satisfy 

the dient's needs or to express what results are expected to be delivered. Further, model 

requirements indicate what performances should be achieved and how such should be done. 

In genera!, requirements vary a lot in format and scales. Each individual requirement can be 

classified, for example from global to specific. In this research, a distinction is made between overall, 

user and system requirements. The overall requirements should answer the 'why?' question: Why 

do weneed this application and what are the goals of the application? The user requirements should 

answer the 'what?' question: What can the user do with it? The system requirements should answer 

the 'how?' question: How must the application be build and behave in order to accomplish the 

overall requirements? 

Overall requirements 

1) The application generate insight into which factors (measured as varia bles) influence the 

economie value of a district 

a) Results should reveal the top ranking factors that influence the economie value of a district 

most; 

b) Results should reveal the influence of all three dimensions, respectively real estate, social 

and environmental. 

2) The data used are uniformly and could be gathered for all urban cities in the Netherlands 

a) The results are reproducible; 

b) The data are as detailed as necessary for measuring at an urban district level. 

User requirements 

1) The elient is able to reconstruct the research himself; 

2) The elient is a bie to improve the application for further research; 

System requirements 

1) Input 

a) Variables included in the model are basedon scientific theory and literature; 

b) The research is basedon quantitative data; 

c) Real estate data are gathered from the StufTax, a uniform software application used by 

municipalities; 

d) Social data are gathered from the Central Commission for Statistics; 

e) Environmental data are derived from topographical mapsof Eindhoven. 

2) Processing 

a) A statistica I software package (hereinafter SPSS) is used for statistkal analysis; 

b) The variables are normal distributed in order to perform Multiple Regression Analysis and 

supportive analyses as Bivariate Correlation Analysis and a Principle Component Analysis. 

3) Output 

a) Results are qualified significant if the significanee level is ~0.05; 

b) Control analyses by means of Reliability Analyses are executed to validate the results. 
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3 Research Methad 

In this chapter the research methad and the research instruments used are discussed. First, in 

paragraph 3.1, the research methad will be explained. The research instruments used to obtain the 

required results are presented in paragraph 3.2. Finally, the strengths of the research instruments 

applied are presented in paragraph 3.3. 

3.1 Research method 
Since statistica! evidence concerning the influence of value characteristics on urban districts in the 

Netherlands is limited, this research combines bath statistica! and quantitative research elements. 

This research has been carried out in the city of Eindhoven, the Netherlands, as the collaboration 

between the Technica! University of Eindhoven and the municipality of Eindhoven has resulted 'in a 

full exchange of real estate, social and environmental data, which were needed to produce a valid 

and reliable outcome. 

The nature of this research is explorative as no literature is available in the Netherlands regarding 

the influence of value characteristics of on urban districts when measuring the social, economie and 

environmental dimensions all together. 

To gather a large and quantitative database, entities that provide reliable and high-quality data, such 

as the Municipality of Eindhoven and the Central Commission for Statistics (hereinafter CCS) were 

approached in order to collect sufficient data within the time of this master project. The use of data 

of these entities provided a uniform dataset that could be reproduced and used for further research 

in Eindhoven or other urban cities. 

3.2 Research instruments used 

3.2.1 Frequency analyses 

Frequency analyses were performed to gain a first impression of the data collected. lt provides 

insight into the distribution, mean and varianee of the variables in the dataset. Frequency 

histograms (including normal curve) visualises the data as to the shape, centre, and spread of the 

distribution, in order to judge whether the data are normal distributed and sufficient to use for 

further analysis. lf nat, the variables were adjusted in order to arrive within the boundaries of a 

normal distribution. 

3.2.2 Multi Regress;on Anolysls 

Several multivariate techniques are suitable for analysing quantitative datasets. For this research, a 

multi regression analysis is considered the most efficient and effective one to use. This choice is 

based on a statistica! study called 'Multivariate Data Analysis' (Hair et al, Pearson International 

Edition, sixth edition, 2006) which provides three questions and a classification tree to determine 

which technique is the most appropriate to use, see Appendix 2. A multi regression analysis is an 

appropriate methad to analyse research problems invalving a single metric dependent variabie (i.e. 

the criterion) presumed to be related to two or more metric independent variables (i.e. predictor). 

The objectives of this analyse methad is to use the independent variables to predict the dependent 

variables selected, which is in this case the mean WOZ-value per district. As a result, the model can 

provide insight into which specific independent variables account for the economie value of an 

urban district. 
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3.2.3 Bivariate Correlation Anolysis 

Bivariate correlation analysis results in pair wise outcomes in order to determine the strength and 

direction of two variables. Two variables are correlated when variations in the values of one are 

systematically associated with the variation in the values of the other variable. The aim of this 

analysis is to determine which variables are 'correlated' or so called 'associated' with one other. 

However, please keep in mind that the results only show statistica! relationships (i.e. not necessarily 

causal relationships). 

3.2.4 Principle Component Analysis 

Principle component analysis can be used to determine which independent variables act tagether as 

coordinated variables. As such, it can explain the correlations and dependendes within a dataset. 

The technique consists of an iterative process and reduces the amount of variables in the dataset. 

The objectives of this technique are to establish variabie sets that tagether represent one 

component and a classification that reveals their ranking (i.e. which component is more important 

than the other) . 

3.2.5 Reliability Analysis 

In this research reliability analyses were used to assess the consistency of the results of the bivariate 

correlation analysis and the principle component analysis. The aim of this technique is to check and 

examine to which degree a component, which consistsof several var.iables, is internally consistent. 

3.3 Strength of the research instruments combined 

To conclude this chapter, the strength of the research instruments combined are established as the 

individual results produced by each research instrument supports and therefore strengthens the 

results produced by the other research instruments applied. As such, a control and validation 

mechanism is created, see Figure 3.1. 

Principle 
ComponentAn lysis 

RellabUity Analysls 

Figure 3.1 Control mechanism of the research methods applied 
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With the results of the multi regression analysis the top ranking variables that influence the 

economie value of an urban district the most can be calculated. These top ranking variables are, 

however, often influenced by other variables that might not have been taken into account in the 

(final) regression model. To verify whether such is the case, a bivariate correlation analysis reveals 

the statistica! correlations between two paired variables. As such, the two analyzing instruments 

combined provide a completer overview. 

Further, a principle component analysis is used to determine which variables act as coordinated 

components in order to explain the WOZ-value of an urban district the most. As such, the top 

ranking variables in the multi regression analyse should be present in the results of the principle 

component analysis as well. The results derived from the principle component analysis and the 

bivariate correlation analysis can be checked and validated by examining the internal consistency of 

the results obtained by means of reliability analyses. 

In short, analysing the dataset by means of these research instruments can provide significant and 

validated results. 
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4 Research Data 

In this chapter the data of this research are discussed . First, paragraph 4.1 will describe the data that 

are used for this research . Second, the data transformation processes are presented in paragraph 

4.2. The way of data clustering is discussed in paragraph 4.3. The final dataset to perform statistica! 

analyses on is shown in paragraph 4.4. 

4.1 Data colledion 

4.1.1 Reol estate figures- StufTax 

The StufTax is used to collect real estate data. The StufTax is a uniform exchange format between 

municipalities and other public entities in the Netherlands. The StufTax records the most detailed 

real estate numbers of all unique WOZ-objects. There is a collective agreement between 

municipalities, software suppliers and public services to use this exchange format universally 

although it is not imposed by Dutch law. Besides the StufTax, several guidelines are provided, such 

as a record-layout, a specific dictionary and a pre-described procedure how to set up and read the 

taxation report of each individual WOZ-object. The following website can be accessed for more 

information: http:/Jwww.waarderinqskamer.nl/de{au/t.aspx?sec=content&id=261 

4.1.2 Socio/ flgures- Central Commlsston for Stotistics and 'Buurtthermometer' Eindhoven 

The CCS is an independent agency. lts task is to provide statistkal information in favour of 

businesses, politics and science in order to enlarge the accuracy and completeness of public 

statistics. As such, the CCS also publishes numbers in social respect at a district level. 

The municipality of Eindhoven uses the data of the CCS and increases these with numbers of their 

own and the local police in order to improve city insights based on annual numbers. With all this 

data available, the municipality of Eindhoven created an online socio-economical database called the 

'Buurtthermometer' in which all numbers over the last decade can be uploaded and stored. As such, 

the 'Buurtthermometer' can be seen as a software tooi that provides the possibility for internal 

departments and external interested parties to examine the full scope of district related social and 

economie information. The following website can be viewed for more information and also gives 

access to the online database: http://eindhoven.buurtmonitor.nl/ 

4.1.3 Environment al figures - Topographical mops Eindhoven 

A GIS software package called ArcView was used to calculate the environmental figures of each 

district in Eindhoven by means of the digital basis maps Eindhoven (hereinafter DBME). The DBME is 

an agreement between the munidpality of Eindhoven and the Technica! University of Eindhoven. 

The maps consist of several functions of the city, such as the built environment, parks, recreation, 

agriculture, water, etc. lnformation about the maps regarding its status, description, scale and level 

of detail, is shown in Appendix 3. 

Please note that the maps that are used are from February 2004. The maps of 2007 were not 

available at the municipality of Eindhoven since the maps are constantly improving and not achieved 

every year. According to the discussion with Mr. Van Ham, municipality of Eindhoven, sector 

realization and control, department Geo-lnformation, the mapsof 2004 would give the best results 

compared to the most up to date version of 2009. Mr. Van Ham also stated that the differences 

between 2004 and 2007 only lay in the percentages of buildings within certain districts. 
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However, since the environmental functions consist of much larger surfaces, it is expected that this 

limitation will have little to no influence at the final outcome of this research. 

4.2 Data processing and transformation 
The following paragraph describes how the data of each dimension is made usabie for this research . 

4.2.1 Real estate data- StufTaK 

The StufTax provides real estate numbers at a house level. Therefore several transformation steps 

had to betaken in order to analyse the real estate numbers at a district level. 

First, the StufTax distinguishes 662 types of WOZ-objects. After clustering similar house types, eight 

types of houses were finally distinguished to be examined: 

• Detached houses 

• Semi-detached houses 

• Connected houses 

• Row houses 

• Corner houses 

• Flats/ A pa rtments 

• Elderly houses (i.e. houses for senior citizens) 

• Student houses 

How the 662 of house types were clustered is shown in Appendix 4. The transformation has led to an 

overall dataset in which 91.944 house objects are divided over 108 districts. Since the specific real 

estate data is bound to a confidential agreement, only a part of the transformation processis shown 

in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Real estate data transformed from Stuffax 
Streelname De scription 

Stuiverstraat 

Voorterweg 158 25500) 349 331 1121 normaal. 2•1 k 0 1924 0 2 6 6 5611TS 21 

Voorterweg 211 256001 302 373 1111 normaal.vrijs 0 1924 0 2 6 6 5611TR 21 
Gabnel Metsu 3 256001 393 359 1141 normaal. hoek , 0 1959 0 3 6 6 5613LC 21 
Havensingel 172 257000 0 327 1183 normaal. etage 2 1996 0 3 6 6 5611VW 21 

Havensingel 188 257000 0 327 1183 normaal. etage 3 1996 0 3 6 6 5611VW 21 

Havensmgel 204 257000 0 327 1183 normaal. etage 4 1996 0 3 6 6 5611VW 21 
Havensingel 220 257000 0 327 1183 normaal. etage 5 1996 0 4 6 6 5611VW 21 

Geldropseweg 133 259000 255 324 1121 normaal. 2•1 k 0 1902 0 3 6 6 5611SG 21 

Gabriel Met su 46 2620JJ 280 405 1141 normaal, hoek . 0 1956 0 3 6 65611SR 21 

V~orterweg 156 2620JJ 383 331 1121 normaal . 2•1 k 0 1924 0 2 6 6 5611TS 21 

Van Wassenhov 21 263000 399 400 1141 normaal. hoek. o. 1959 0 3 6 6 5613LJ 21 

Gabriel Metsu 44 264000 279 405 1141 normaal, hoek, 0 1956 0 3 6 6 5611SR 21 

Gabnel Metsu 24 264000 274 405 1141 normaal, hoek , 0 1956 0 3 6 6 5611SP 21 

Voorterweg 219 26500J 545 365 1141 normaal, hoek , 0 1935 0 2 6 6 5611TR 21 

Gabrial Metsu 26 266000 296 405 1141 normaal, hoek, 0 1956 0 3 6 6 5611SP 21 
Frans Maseree 8 268000 217 252 1171 normaal, gesch 0 1992 0 3 6 6 5613LW 21 

Frans Maseree 10 268000 217 252 1171 normaal, gesch 0 1992 0 3 6 6 5613LW 21 

Frans Maseree 268000 217 252 1171 normaal, gesch 0 1992 0 3 6 6 5613LW 21 

Godschalk Ros 27 269000 141 509 1141 normaal, hoek, 0 1931 0 3 6 6 5611TJ 21 

Gabriel Metsu 34 271000 284 405 1141 normaal, hoek, 0 1956 0 3 6 6 5611SR 21 
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Secondly, with the information of all houses per district, frequency analyses we re executed to define 

the proportion (i.e . measured in percentages) of several real estate numbers per district. Table 4.2 

and 4.3 shows the results of these analyses. Table 4.2 presents the mean of the WOZ value, surface 

and volume of all houses in district number 211 . Furthermore, Table 4.3 shows the frequency and 

percentages of the types of houses present in district number 211. 

Table 4.2: Frequency statistics; means of district 211 

WOZ[€] Surface[m2] Volume [m3] 

N Va lid 921 921 921 
Missing 0 0 0 

Mean 196.839 105,77 283,74 

Table 4.3: Frequency statistics; Type of Houses in district 211 

Va lid Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

Va lid 1 Detached 16 1,7 1,7 1,7 

2 Semi-detached 54 5,9 5,9 7,6 
3 Row 280 30,4 30,4 38,0 
4 Corner 102 11,1 11,1 49,1 

5 Connected 27 2,9 2,9 52,0 

6 Flat/ Apartment 377 40,9 40,9 92,9 

7 Elderly 28 3,0 3,0 96,0 
8 Student 37 4,1 4,1 100,0 
Total 921 100,0 100,0 

Finally, by using the analyze methods mentioned above all real estate numbers per district were 

transformed in percentages and became camparabie with other districts. All real estate numbers 

used for this research are shown in the overall dataset, see Appendix 5. 

4 2.2 Soc1o/ data- 'Buurtthermometer' 

Since the 'Buurtthermometer' already provides figures at a district level no data transformation was 

necessary. As such, all numbers could be easily accessed through the online database, as can been 

seen in Figure 4.1 
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Figure 4.1: Online database 'Buurtthermometer' 
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The requested numbers were provided in absolute numbers or percentages. The absolute numbers 

were transformed to percentages in order to create a uniform dataset which could be mutually 

compared and tested. 

Social numbers that were used for this research are shown in the overall dataset, see Appendix 5. 

4.2.3 fnvironmentol data- Topographical mops Eindhoven 

Topographical maps of Eindhoven were used in combination with a GIS application in order to 

calculate several variables with respect to the physical and functional environment. An overview of 

the topographical map of Eindhoven used and its functions is shown in Appendix 6. 

Physical environment 

With the use of GIS it became possible to calculate the percentages of various functions present at 

each district. The functions measured are shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Functions physical environment 

The physical environmental numbers were created by calculating the proportion, measured in 

percentages, of various functions per district. An overview of the physical environmental numbers 

per district is shown partly in Table 4.4. All physical environmental numbers are shown in the overall 

dataset, see Appendix 5. 

Table 4.4: Numbers physical environment per district 

Neme district Weter A1riculture Reereetion Forrest Green Hi1hwey Mein Roed lndustry Shops Spec.Build. Residents 

Irisbuurt 3,43% 0,58% 0,22% 0 ,00% 10,90% 0 ,00% 6 ,13% 10,37% 2,39% 5,53% 9 ,20% 

Rochusbuurt 0, 00',6 0,00% 0,00% 0 .00% 1,85% 0,00"/o 12,50% 1,94% 3,77% 2,85% 23,83% 

Tuind orp 3,69% 0,00% 0 ,10% 0,00% 23,92% 0,00% 2,55% 0,00% 0,43% 4,26% 12,89% 

Heistraat 0,00% 0,00% 0, 00% 0,00% 1,66% 0,00% 5,71% 4,48% 3 ,04% 3, 29% 20,28% 

Bloemenplein 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 1,87% 0,00% 9,49% 1,46% 8,98% 0,66% 19,4 1% 

Kerstroosplein 0,01 % 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 4,37% 0.00% 3,39% 1,28% 1,28% 1,2 6% 22,26% 

Gerardusplein 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 6, 48% 0 ,0 0"/o 4,30% 2,46% 0,50% 1,94% 17,96% 

Genneperzijde 2,73% 0 ,00% 0,00% 0 ,00% 33,33% 0,00% 3,83% 0,00% 0 ,00% 4,97% 7,35% 

Eikenburg 1,09% 0,00% 5,60% 0 ,00% 43,82% 2,76% 2, 32% 0,00% 0,07% 2,84% 5,81% 

Burghp lan 1,78% 0,87% 0 ,37% 0 ,67% 18,62% 0,00% 2,62 \oó 0 ,14% 0,77% 1,92% 12, 74% 

Sintenbuurt 0 ,00% 0,00% 1,13% 0 ,00% 6,3.9% 0, 00% 2,76% 0,00% 0,00% 3 ,29% 15,35% 

Tivoli 0 ,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 7,30".-t 0,00% 0 ,4 3% 0,24% 0,589; 0 ,00% 21,26% 

Gijzenrooi 0 ,35% 55,33% 0,00% 13,31% 2,U% 0,00% 0,11 % 0,00% 0,01 % 0, 11% 4,46% 

Nieur te Erven 0,00% 1,14% 0,68% 0 ,00% 9,39% 0,00% 5,44% 0,00% 4.38% 3,77 % 17, 22% 

Kruidenbuur t 0, 10% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 2,69% 0,00% 0,93% 0,00% 0,00% 0,38% 28,72% 

Villapark 2,98% 3,22% 0,15% 0 ,00% 6,35% 0,00% 0, 20% 0, 10% 0 ,73% 5,70% 11,37% 

Doornakkers-West 0,14% 0.00% 1,15% 0 ,00% 12,76% 0,00% 4,10% 6,06% 0 ,28% 1,36% 12,03% 

Doornakkers-Oost 1,78% 10,17% 14,71 % 0,00% 15,84% 0,00% 0 ,46% 3,63% 0 ,09% 0,89% 6,58% 

Muschberg Geestenbe 0,00% 2,46% 0,00% 0,25% 14,50% 0,00% 0 ,39% 5,00% 0,08% 0 ,54% 14,81% 
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Functional environment 

The functional environment describes the accessibility of several services and facilities. In this 

research, see Figure 4.3, six functional environmental variables were distinguished: 

• City centre 

• Highway 

• Parks 

• Central business districts (hereinafter CBD) 

• Forest 

• Recreation 

The environmental variables are derived from the official city map of Eindhoven, Google Maps, and 

information available at the website of the municipality of Eindhoven. 

L;: .g;;n 
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Figure 4.3: Functional environmental variables 

To transferm the functional elements into numbers, two GIS analyses tools were used, respectively 

'buffers' and 'grids'. Creating 'buffers' is a method in which equal circles are created around a 

function, whereby each circle is appointed to a unique distance number. A 'grid' consists of equal 

squares, created by horizontal and verticallines, whereby each individual square adopts the unique 

distance number that is appointed by the 'buffer' method. 
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In this research buffers were created each 25m1 around a function, as can beseen in the case of the 

five parks in Eindhoven, see Figure 4.4. This methad was foliowed by creating a grid of equal squares 

of 25m 2 over whole the city. After that, the squares with the appointed distance numbers (i .e. 

obtained from the buffer method) were summed up per district and divided by the total number of 

squares per district in order to calculate the mean distance from each district to the nearest 

function. 

Legend 
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Figure 4.4: Results buffer tooi at the parks of Eindhoven 

The functional environmental numbers per district are shown partly in Table 4.5. All functional 

environmental numbers that are used in this research are shown in the overall dataset, see 

Appendix 5. 

Table 4.5: Numbers functional environment per district 

Me~n City Centre Me~nHïchw•v Me~n P11rks MunCBD M .. n Forrest Me~n recre~tion 
Nr: N11me district 

[m] [m) [m) [m) [m) [m] 

21! Irisbuurt 1006 3302 1124 351 2046 1773 
212 Rochusbuurt 819 3070 605 241 1925 1864 
214 Tuindorp ii 408 2781 861 453 1483 1761 
215 !Heistraat :362 2568 46 1 271 1368 1491 

I 
216 I B1oemenplei r~ 1474 2333 301 194 1259 1236 
221 Kerstroosplein 2333 1663 951 273 430 930 
222 Gerarduspleln 2025 1760 550 372 853 865 
223 Ge nneperzijde t 811 1769 241 714 1310 578 
225 Eikenburg 3072 744 1207 1197 97 1 314 
232 Burghpfan 2293 2564 1729 291 1215 1340 
233 Sintenbuurt 2092 2172 1184 48 1 893 1672 
234 Tivoli 2660 18 i 2 1690 795 471 1586 
235 Gijze nrooi 3498 1926 2597 1347 635 1677 
236 Nieuwe Erven 1998 2084 869 447 768 1408 
237 Kruldenbuurt 2487 1640 1281 569 355 1152 
311 Villapark 833 4042 1099 508 2296 1405 
321 Doornakkers-West 1929 3923 1380 592 1953 951 
322 Doornakkers-Oost 2799 3818 2185 1056 2i90 328 
323 Musc.hberg Geestenberg 2898 4624 1632 445 :579 697 
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4 2 4 Transformation of dato from three dimensions into one combined datoset 
The collected data had to be prepared and validated befare they were suited for statistica! analyses. 

Four criteria conditions have been formulated in order to prepare and validate the overall dataset: 

• The amount of houses in a district should be at least 425 

All districts in the dataset are measured equally. Therefore, districts with just a few houses will 

have a relatively high influence. This can lead to distorted results which are not desired. 

According to frequency analyses, 425 houses per district can be seen as the minimal enter 

criteria . 

• The districts within the quarter of the city centre are not used in the dataset 

lt is general accepted that city eentres can be seen as special areas in which 'other functions' 

matter due to cultural and historica! reasons. As such, city eentres have other identities and 

other functions. They are therefore not camparabie to 'regular' districts. This situation is also 

applicable at Eindhoven referring to the used topographical map of Eindhoven, see Appendix 7. 

• The validity of the topographical mapsof 1Eindhoven 

The topographical maps used in my research are checked with the land register maps received 

by the software agency called DANS (Data Archiving and Networking Services). Only a student 

version was available which resulted in maps with a limited amount of functions available to 

test. Because of this, these maps could only tunetion as control check. As such, the maps 

confirmed that the DBME maps that were used in this research were valid as the amount of 

houses and their lots sizes were precisely the same located. The environmental maps are 

therefore considered valid and consistent to perfarm analyses with. 

• The social and real estate numbers should be in accordance for at least 90% 

An important control check is to validate whether the collected social and real estate numbers 

are compatible with each other. This check was done by camparing the amount of houses 

recorded in the StufTax and 'Buurtthermometer' per district, as shown in Appendix 7. As can 

been seen in Table 4.6, the numbers of the two different documents are nearly similar. As a 

criterion, this research has implemented only those districts where the amount of houses 

recorded in the StufTax and the 'Buurtthermometer' are for 90% compatible. 

As a result of the criteria mentioned above, 63 out of 108 districts in Eindhoven have been used in 

this research . 

Table 4.6: Compatibility 'Buurtthermometer' with 'StutTax' 

Buurtthermometer Stuft a x 

I Name dlsctrlct 
Surface 

Nr. Dlstrlctnr. 
(hec) 

Tot. Houses Tot. Houses 

1 211 Irisbuurt 54 960 921 
2 212 Rochusbuurt 14 625 625 
3 214 Tuindorp 45 1.200 1.299 
4 215 Heistraat 15 510 493 
5 216 Bloemenplein 13 555 533 
6 221 Kerstroosplein 20 865 878 
7 222 Gerardusplein 46 1.245 1.258 
8 223 Genneperzijde 30 660 658 
9 225 Eikenburg 78 540 568 
10 232 Burghplan I 76 1.915 1.902 
11 233 Sintenbuurt 26 835 816 
12 234 Tivoli 18 800 800 

13 235 Gijzenrooi 201 770 752 
14 236 Nieuwe Erven 15 550 547 
15 237 Kruidenbuurt 29 1.335 1.330 
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4.3 Data clustering 
The following paragraph describes which adjustments had to be made to the data in order to 

combine the real estate, social and environmental dimensions. 

4.3.1 Statistica/ boundaries 

To test the data according to the methods described in paragraph 3.1 and 3.2, three statistica! 

conditions had to be met: 

• The amount of observations should be at least ten more than the amount of variables tested 

The reason for this condition is that statistica! analyses have to have some leverage concerning 

the amount of observation compared to the amount of variables tested befare reliable results 

can be obtained. As such, a saturated dataset should be avoided. With the overall dataset so 

far, 75 variables were recorded against 63 districts (i.e. observations). To overcome a saturated 

dataset, variables were clustered if they tagether could represent a coordinated subject. As 

such, the amount of variables were reduced from 75 to 27. The procedure of clustering is 

discussed in paragraph 4.3.2. 

• The distribution of the dependentand independent variables must be normal 

Analyses based on data with normal distributions can be used when the data tends to cluster 

around the mean. As such, it becomes possible to determine statistically which variabie scores 

higher then other and therefore influences the tested dependent variabie more than others. 

For this reason, the normal distribution is the most used distribution throughout statistics, 

natura! science, and social science (Wikipedia, Gale Encyclopaedia of Psychology, Normal 

Distribution). This research uses only normal distributed data, since it is the most suited 

distribution for this research. The clustered data is checked whether it is normally distributed 

and will be further explained in paragraph 4.3.3. 

• A dataset with only ordinal numbers has to be used as a result of the second condition 

This condition is not a limitation but a consequence when trying to combine the real estate, 

social and environmental dimensions. The overall dataset so far consists of absolute numbers, 

measured in percentages, refer to Appendix 5. These numbers cannot be made normal 

distributed without transforming them into ordinal numbers. Ordinal means that numbers are 

created to rank things in classes and thus can be seen in term of 'greater than' or 'less than' 

relationships. 

Please note that the strength of the model is not influenced whether measured by absolute or 

ordinal numbers, if remained normal distributed. As such, both data should produce the same 

results, although ordinal data are less usabie when described statistics are performed. 

However, since this research cannot make use of absolute data, the best results will be realized 

by transforming them into ordinal data. 

4.3.2 Procedure of clustering variables 

Two clustering procedures can be distinguished. First, variables were clustered by means of 

frequency analyses when a variabie is single orientated and cannot be combined with other 

variables. Second, variables that could be combined were clustered by means of making a new 

classification basedon dominant numbers. 
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Clustering single orientated variables 

With the frequency analyses a visual output is created how many times each number within a 

certain range occurs. For example, Figure 4.5 shows the WOZ-value of 91.944 house objects in 

Eindhoven. With these results a new classification can be made, refer to Table 4.7. 
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Figure 4.5: Frequency analyze WOZ 

Clustering two or more variables into one coordinated variabie 

The amount of variables can be reduced by combining dominant numbers within the variables that 

tagether can be seen as a representative of a coordinated subject. For example, certain house types 

are more present than others in certain districts. As such, a new classification can be made where 

only the dominant house types are clustered tagether as a new variable. In Table 4.8, eight house 

types are distinguished. In this situation a variabie is called dominant when a certain house type is 

present for more than 20%, refer to the cluster criteria in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.8: House types in percentages per district 

Detached 
Semi

detached 
Row 

House type 

Corner Connected 
Flat/ 

apartment 
Elderly Students 

House 

type 

Table 4.9: Classification House type 

With the cluster methad applied one new single variabie is created. Th is new variabie is mentioned 

in the last column of Table 4.8 and wil I be used for the statistica I analyses. 

All single and coordinated varia bles, its cluster criteria, and the new created variabie for statistica! 

analyses in SPSS are shown the next four pages. 
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4.3.3 Checking normal distribution 

As to comply with the third statistica! condition, refer to paragraph 4.3.1, histogram charts including 

normal curves were produced for all new created variables in order to check visually whether they 

are normally distributed, see Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: Histogram with normal curve plots 
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Further, skewness and kurtosis numbers were produced. Skewness is a measure that checks the 

symmetry of the distribution compared to a normal distribution. Kurtosis is a measure which checks 

whether the data is peaked or flat compared to a normal distribution. The skewness and kurtosis 

numbers should be between -1.5 and 1.5 in order to appoint the data to be normal distributed. 

When a clustered variabie did not meet the conditions of a normal distribution, adjustments were 

made in the classification in order to meet the required criterion. The skweness and kurtosis 

numbers of the histograms above can beseen in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10: Frequency analyses with Skewness and Kurtosis numbers 

Statistics Year of 

woz Surface Construction Ethnicity City Centre Highway 

N Valid 63 63 63 63 63 63 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Skewness ,460 ,529 -,206 -,094 ·,347 ,196 
Std. Error of Skewness ,302 ,302 ,302 ,302 ,302 ,302 
Kurtosis -,812 ,065 -,608 -,999 -,664 -,306 
Std. Error of Kurtosis ,595 ,595 ,595 ,595 ,595 ,595 

Histograms, skewness and kurtosis numbers of all new created variables are shown in Appendix 8. 
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4.4 Final data 
After the data collection, data transformation, data clustering and data checking, a final dataset has 

been created. As a result, the value of an urban district will be measured by the mean WOZ value of 

63 districts and predicted by 21 variables dlivided into three dimensions: 

• Real estate: Surface, Volume, House Type, Building Layer(s), Year of Construction; 

• Social: lncome, Population density, Low educated, Age, Household composition, 

Safety, Property, Unemployment, Ethnicity, Safety; 

• Environment: Land Use Mix, Distant City Centre, Distance Highway, Distance Park, 

Distance Central Business Districts, Distance Forest, Distance Recreation. 

The complete and final dataset is shown at the next page. 
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Nr. Dîstrîctnr. District name woz Surface Volume House_ Building Year_of_ lncome Pop/ Low_Edu A ge Household Property Unemplo Etnicity Safety Land_Use M_CityC M_High M_Parks M_CBD's M_Forrest M_Recre 

Type Layor(s) Construction Density cated compositio yement -Mix ent re Road at ion 

1 211 Irisbuurt 3 3 3 4 2 4 !2 4 5 4 2 4 3 2 2 2 5 2 3 4 2 2 

2 212 Rochusbuurt 3 2 3 2 2 3 !2 1 5 4 2 3 2 2 1 2 6 2 4 5 3 2 

3 214 Tuindorp 4 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 5 4 1 5 3 3 

~ 
3 4 4 4 2 

4 215 Heistraat 4 2 4 4 2 3 2 2 4 4 2 4 3 2 5 3 5 4 4 3 

5 216 Bloemenplein 2 3 3 4 2 1 2 1 4 4 2 2 2 2 3 5 5 4 3 

6 221 Kerstroosplein 1 3 3 5 3 2 2 1 3 4 2 1 2 1 4 4 4 6 4 

7 222 Gerardusplein 4 4 4 5 3 1 2 2 3 6 3 5 3 2 3 1 4 4 4 5 4 

8 223 Genneperzijde 4 3 2 1 1 6 4 3 5 2 1 3 3 3 4 4 5 3 4 4 

9 225 Eikenburg 6 5 6 6 3 4 4 5 5 3 5 4 3 4 4 3 2 5 5 

10 232 Burghplan 3 3 4 4 3 5 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 4 3 2 4 4 3 

11 233 Sintenbuurt 3 3 4 3 3 5 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 1 3 4 5 2 

12 234 nvoli 1 3 1 5 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 

:~ 
2 2 6 2 

13 235 Gijzenrooi 5 7 3 8 3 5 4 5 3 4 1 2 5 2 

14 236 Nieuwe Erven 4 4 2 5 t=±=li 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 3 

15 237 Kruidenbuurt 3 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 3 3 6 3 

16 311 Villapark 6 6 3 1 3 4 5 5 4 3 !1 4 6 1 3 3 2 3 

17 321 Doomakkers-West 2 5 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 5 2 3 3 3 4 

18 322 Doomakkers-Oost 3 5 1 4 1 1 1 1 2 4 4 2 1 2 2 5 

19 323 Muschberg, Geestenberg 3 7 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 4 1 2 4 3 4 

20 325 't Hofke 2 6 2 4 2 3 3 1 2 2 4 5 4 1 3 3 4 3 

21 411 Umbeek 1 2 6 2 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 3 2 5 2 2 4 2 

I 4ltemel"i'•" 2 4 2 4 1 1 4 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 6 2 2 4 2 

4 1 3 2 2 3 4 2 3 2 2 2 1 5 2 2 4 3 

24 414 Woenselse Watermolen 4 2 3 2 2 7 4 3 3 4 2 2 3 2 4 2 6 1 3 4 4 

25 421 Groenewoud 1 3 2 5 3 1 1 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 3 4 3 2 

26 424 Mensfort 2 3 3 4 2 5 2 2 1 4 2 1 1 1 3 3 4 2 3 3 3 3 

27 425 Rapenland 1 3 2 4 2 6 2 3 2 4 2 1 2 1 3 2 4 2 2 3 3 

28 431 Generalenbuurt 2 3 2 4 2 6 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 4 2 4 2 !3 4 

29 432 OudeToren 4 2 4 2 1 7 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 !2 5 2 5 1 3 4 

30 434 Oude Gracht-West 2 2 3 4 1 5 2 3 3 4 2 1 2 2 3 4 4 2 4 3 

31 435 Oude Gracht-Oost 5 5 6 5 3 5 3 4 3 5 3 5 4 3 4 4 4 2 4 2 5 

32 511 Driehoeksbos 6 5 6 7 3 9 4 5 3 5 4 5 3 3 6 2 2 3 2 2 

33 512 Prinsejagt 3 3 3 4 2 5 2 3 3 4 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 

34 513 Jagershoef 2 3 

~ 
5 2 2 1 2 2 11 2 3 3 3 4 3 2 

35 514 'tHool 3 3 7 2 2 3 4 2 12 2 3 3 3 5 4 2 

36 515 Winkelcentrum 2 1 7 3 4 3 3 2 !2 3 2 4 5 2 2 

37 516 Vlokhoven 2 3 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 3 4 2 

38 521 Kerkdorp Acht 6 6 8 3 5 3 5 4 5 4 1 3 1 2 3 4 

Achtse Barrier-Gunterslaer 4 4 6 2 4 4 5 4 5 3 4 2 3 2 3 1 4 

Achtse Barrier-Spaaihoef 4 4 4 2 3 3 5 4 5 3 3 1 2 1 3 1 4 

Achtse Bamer-Hoeven 4 4 4 2 3 2 5 4 4 3 2 4 4 1 3 2 3 1 3 

se Heide 12 2 1 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 4 4 1 4 

3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 4 4 4 3 3 

bosch-West 6 6 5 7 4 5 5 14 5 4 3 5 5 1 4 4 3 1 3 

mbosch-Oost 5 5 5 6 3 3 4 6 4 5 4 3 4 5 1 5 4 3 1 3 

Eekart 2 3 3 4 2 2 3 4 2 1 2 2 4 4 3 3 3 4 5 3 

Luvtelaer 6 6 6 7 7 4 5 3 1 4 5 4 3 4 7 3 2 3 3 6 2 

48 543 Vaartbroek 2 3 4 4 IS 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 4 2 3 2 3 5 4 

49 544 Heesterakker 4 4 5 3 3 !7 2 3 3 5 4 5 3 3 5 3 1 4 2 2 14 5 

50 611 Eliasterrein, Vonderkwartier 4 2 4 4 2 3 2 1 5 4 3 5 3 3 3 3 6 3 3 4 2 

51 612 Philipsdorp 2 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 4 4 1 1 2 2 1 1 6 3 2 4 3 

52 614 Schouwbroek 2 2 3 4 2 7 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 4 3 5 3 2 5 3 

53 615 Schoot 3 3 3 5 3 1 2 3 3 4 2 3 3 2 2 2 5 3 3 4 4 4 

54 623 Uevendaal 1 3 2 4 2 5 2 4 1 3 2 1 2 2 l 5 5 1 5 3 

55 633 Grasrijk 5 4 5 5 3 10 2 4 3 6 4 5 4 2 5 3 1 3 1 

56 634 Bos- en Zandrijk 5 4 5 5 3 9 2 4 4 6 4 5 3 2 4 3 1 4 1 

57 711 Schrijversbuurt 5 4 5 4 3 2 3 4 3 3 5 2 3 F 3 5 4 2 3 

58 712 Oude Spoorbaan 2 2 3 4 2 3 2 3 3 2 4 2 2 3 4 5 1 3 

59 

~ 
1 1 1 1 2 5 3 3 2 1 1 2 2 5 3 3 3 2 4 

60 1 2 2 4 2 5 3 2 4 2 1 1 1 4 4 3 3 1 4 

61 2 2 3 4 2 5 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 4 3 4 3 1 4 

62 2 3 2 4 2 5 4 2 1 1 1 2 3 4 3 5 2 1 4 

63 13 14 4 3 3 7 03 3 3 3 4 4 3 5 2 3 1 4 



5 Results 

In this chapter, the results of the statistica! analyses are presented and discussed in order to answer 

research question four, five and six: 

4- What are the value characteristics of an urban district? 
5- What are the influences of urban value characteristics on an urban district; to what extent? 
6- How to develop a uniform model to be used for measuring the value characteristics on all 

urban districts in the Netherlands? 

The final data, refer to paragraph 4.4, have been imported into the statistica! software program 

SPSS, version 15.0, in order to execute several statistica! analyses. In paragraph 5.1 the results of the 

multi regressionanalyse are discussed. The results of the bivariate correlation a na lysis are presented 

in paragraph 5.2. Further results produced by the principle component analysis are presented in 

paragraph 5.3. All results have been checked and validated through reliability analyses, see 

paragraph 5.4. Finally, in paragraph 5.5, the conclusions of this chapter are laid down and 

summarised. 

5.1 Multi Regression Analysis 

A multi regression analysis was executed in order to predict those variables (i.e. value 

characteristics) which influence the mean WOZ-value of 63 Eindhoven districts. A stepwise forward 

methad was used in order to maximize the explained varianee at each step. In light of this process, 

the variabie that correlates the most with the dependent variabie WOZ will be entered into the 

model first, if significant at a 0.05 level. Next, a new calculation takes place without the first chosen 

variabie in order to calculate the variabie that has the highest correlation with the variabie WOZ at 

that point, if significant at a 0.05 level. This process goes on until the remaining variables become all 

non significant at a 0.05 level. Table 5.1 and 5.2 show the results of the multi regression analysis and 

its stepwise forward process. 

Table 5.1: Results Multi Regression Analysis: Model Summary 

Chanqe Staltstics 

Adjusted Std. Error of R Square 
Model R R Square R Square the Estimate Change F Change df1 df2 Sig . F Change 
1 .856a .733 .728 ,818 .733 167,322 1 81 ,000 

2 ,902b ,813 ,807 ,690 ,080 25.719 1 60 ,000 

3 ,924C ,854 .847 ,614 ,041 16,582 1 59 .000 

a. Predtctors (Constant). Property 

b. Predietors (Constant). Property, Volume 

c. Predietors (Constant)'. Property, Volume, lncome 

d. Dependent Variabie WOZ 

Table 5.2: Results Multi Regression Analysis: ANOVA results 

Sum of 
Model Squares df Mean Square F SiQ. 
1 Regression 111,833 1 11 11,833 167,322 .oooa 

Residu al 40,770 61 ,668 
Total 152,603 62 

2 Regression 124,065 2 62,033 130.423 ,OOOb 

Residu al 28,538 60 .476 
Total 152,603 62 

3 Regression 130,326 3 43.442 115,056 .oooc 
Residual 22,277 59 ,378 
Total 152,603 62 
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Step 1: The variabie 'property' was entered first into the model. After adding this variabie an 

'Adjusted R Square' score of 0.728 was calculated. Thus, the total varianee of the WOZ-value is 

explained for 72% by the 'property' variable. This result is significant as the significanee number 'Sig. 

F Change' is 0.000 and therefore does not exceed the minimum significanee level of 0.05. By adding 

the variabie the proportion of unexplained varianee has decreased from 152.603 to 40.770, 

indicating that the variabie 'property' explains the measured WOZ fora significant part. 

Step 2: The variabie 'volume' was next added to the model. As a result, the 'Adjusted R Square' 

increased to 0.807. This result is significant, see the 'Sig. F Change' of 0.000. 1\tloreover, the 

unexplained varianee was further reduced to 28.538. As such, the variables 'property' and 'volume' 

combined explain 80% of the WOZ-value. 

Step 3: The variabie 'income' was added to the model last. The 'Adjusted R Square' increased to 

0.847. This result is significant as the 'Sig. F Change' is 0.000. Further, the unexplained varianee was 

reduced to 22.277. As such, the "final" model consists of the variables 'property', 'volume', and 

'income' which tagether explain 84% of the WOZ-value. 

Condusion stepwise multiple regression analysis: 

With already a total variation of 84% explained, a more detailed interpretation of each variabie 

added to the model is presented in Table 5.3 . The results show the relationships between the WOZ

value and the added variables 'property',' volume', and 'income' . These are respectively 0.473; 

0.373; and 0.231. As such, the variabie 'property' has more than twice the effect on the WOZ-value 

than the variabie 'income' has. Furthermore, these numbers can be marked significant at a 0.000 

level. 

However, collinearity statistics, see the column 'Tolerance' of table 5.3, cause problems. Collinearity 

statistics calculate a toleranee number between 0 to 1 and indicate to which extent each variabie is 

influenced by other varia bles, either entered into in the model or not. The results of the collinearity 

statistics are atarming as the variables 'property' and 'volume' are influenced by other variables for 

55%. Even so, the variabie 'income' is influenced by other variables for 25%. As such, one cannot 

state that these three variables alone are indisputably responsible for the total varianee of the WOZ

value of 84%. Therefore, further analyses were done, see the following paragraphs. 

Table 5.3: Results Multi Regression Analyze: Coefficients 

Unstandardized Standardized 
Coefficients Coefficients Collinearit-I Statistics 

Model B Std Error Beta Sig. Toleranee VIF 
1 (Constant) ,785 ,205 ,000 

Property ,817 ,063 ,856 ,000 1,000 1,000 
2 (Constant) -,114 ,248 ,647 

Property ,522 ,079 ,548 ,000 ,457 2,187 
Volume ,485 ,096 ,419 ,000 ,457 2,187 

3 (Constant) -,834 ,283 ,005 
Property ,452 ,072 ,473 ,000 ,431 2,321 
Volume ,433 ,086 ,373 ,000 ,447 2,237 
lncome ,495 '121 ,231 ,000 ,766 1,306 

a. Dependent Variable: WOZ 

The full statistica! output of the multi regression analyze produced by SPSS is shown in appendix 9. 
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5.2 Bivariate Correlation Analysis 

A bivariate correlation analysis was applied to get some insight into how the variables in the dataset 

are correlated. As mentioned before, two variables are correlated if the variations in the values of 

one variabie are systematically associated with the variation in the values of the other varia bie. 

Figure 5.1 shows all variables in the dataset. Correlation lines are drawn if the variables correlate for 

more than 30% and comply with the significanee level of 0.05. The red lines indicate that higher 

scores at a variabie result in higher scores at the other variabie and vice versa. The black lines 

indicate that higher scores at a variabie result in lower scores at another, and vice versa. 

Vi sut:JI reprP.~(: ni~J t l on of .;,;:orrela l•on $. 
wh1c urn-
• mare !her, 30% çnrrei;J ied 
.. sigrufu;a nt a t 0,05 lov ..,1 

Legelid 

1 Vor.oblo 

--- f' ostive correlatlon 
--- Negalfve c.orrela tio 

Figure 5.1: Results Bivariate Correlation Analyse 

As expected, the results of the multi regression a na lysis show that the variables 'property', 'volume' 

and 'income' correlate enormously with other variables, respectively 13, 14 and 11 times. Other 

remarkable outcomes are: 

• Luxury houses and a high-quality social environment (either individually or combined) are in 

general further removed from the city centre and centra I· business districts; 

• Higher scores at social variables go tagether wi,th scores at real estate aspects; 

• Only the environmental variables 'Land Use Mix', 'Distance City Centre', and 'Distance CBD 

are systematically correlated with the real estate and social dimension. 

Please keep in mind that the results only show statistica! relationships (i.e. not necessarily causa! 

relationships). The entire statistica! output of the bivariate correlation analyse is shown in Appendix 

10. 
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5.3 Principle Component Analysis 

To overcome the collinearity problems, a principle component analysis was applied. This technique 

consistsof an iterative process and reduces the amount of variables in the dataset. The objectives of 

this technique is to establish variabie sets that tagether represent one component and provide a 

classification that reveals their ranking (i.e. which component is more important than the other). 

First, the variables 'distance city centre' and 'distance CBD' were deleted as these could not be 

matched with other variables into a coordinated component. Second, the variabie 'age' could also 

not be matched with other variables and was therefore deleted. Finally, with the deletion of non

matching variables a final outcome with five accumulated components was derived, see Table 5.4. 

The following remarkscan be made as to the outcome of the principle component a na lysis: 

• The first component only consistsof social variables; 

• The second component consists for 80% of real estate variables; 

• The third component consistsof a mix of all three dimensions; 

• The fourth and fifth component consistsof functiona ll environmental variables. 

Low Educated ,847 -,056 -,168 -,028 -,225 

Ethnicity ,843 ,194 ,218 -,064 ,138 

Property ,785 ,446 ,177 -,030 -,117 

Unemployment ,784 ,295 ,337 ,027 ,003 

lncome ,620 ,041 ,379 ,229 ,278 

Building Layer(s) ,079 ,853 -,070 ,051 -,033 

Surface ,304 ,811 ,306 ,118 ,123 

House Type ,078 ,790 ,135 ,195 ,055 

Househeld composition ,373 ,665 ,485 -,078 -,062 

Volume ,535 ,637 ,256 ,017 ,123 

Year of Construction ,084 ,033 ,909 -,211 -,077 

Safety '110 ,138 ,777 ,170 ,032 

Land Use Mix ,327 ,415 ,594 -,054 ,108 

Population density ,356 ,392 ,507 -,181 ,235 

Distance Highway ,006 ,194 ,201 ,675 

Distance Forest -,121 ,193 -,214 ,630 

Distance Parks ,194 -,427 -,152 ,599 

-,048 ,065 ,012 -,161 

Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

a Rotation converged in 5 iterations. 

The full statistica I output of the iteration processes produced by SPSS is shown in Appendix 11. 
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5.4 Reliability Analyses 

In this research reliability analyses were used to measure the consistency of the results derived from 

the principle component a na lysis. The aim of this technique is to check and measure to which degree 

a set of components is internally consistent. A component is called consistent when the Cronbach's 

Alpha, which lies between -oo and 1, is at least 0.7. 

Component 1 

The variables 'Low Educated', 'Ethnicity', 'Property', 'Unemployment rate', and 'lncome' result in a 

Cronbach's Alpha of 0.853, see Table 5.5. This number indicates that the component is internally 

consistent. Table 5.5 further shows that if one of the variables were to be deleted and the reliability 

analyses was to be recalculated, no higher Cronbach's Alpha would be obtained. This means that this 

set of variables re present the component the best. 

Component 2 

The variables 'Building Layor(s)', 'Surface', 'House Type', 'Household composition', and 'Volume' 

result in a Cronbach's Alpha of 0.886, see Table 5.6. This number indicates that the component is 

internally consistent. Table 5.6 further shows that if one of the variables were to be deleted and the 

reliability analyses was to be recalculated, no higher Cronbach's Alpha would be obtained. This 

means that this set of variables re present the component the best. 

Table 5.5: Results Reliability 
Analyse: Component 1 

Table 5.6: Results Reliability 
Analyse: Component 2 

Table 5.7: Results Reliability 
Analyse: Component 3 

Table 5.8: Results Reliability 
Analyse: Component 4 

I 

Reliability Statistics Reliability Statistics Reliability Statistics Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's N of Items Cronbach's Cronbach's Cronbach's 
Alp ha Alp ha N of Items Alp ha N of Items Alp ha N of Items 
,853 5 ,886 5 ,770 4 ,312 3 

Item Statistics Item Stat is tics Item Statistics Item Statistics 

Cronbach's Cronbach's Cronbach's Cronbach's 
Alpha if Item Alpha if Item 

11 

Alp ha if Item I Alpha if l•tem 
Variables Deleted Variables Deleted Variables Deleted Variables 

Low Educated ,839 Building Layor(s) ,802 Year of 
,731 Dist. Highway 

Ethnicity ,808 
Property ,822 

Surface ,824 
HouseType ,873 

Construction 

Safety ,730 
Dist. Forrest 

1

1 Dist. Parks 

U nemployement ,787 Househeld ,851 Land U se Mix ,680 
Popelation 

lncome ,853 I Volume ,857 
Density 

,722 
I 

Component 3 

The variables 'Year of Construction', 'Safety', 'Land Use Mix', and 'Population Density' result in a 

Cronbach's Alpha of 0.770, see Table 5.7. This number indicates that the component is internally 

consistent. Table 5.7 further shows that if one of the variables were to be deleted and the reliability 

analyses was to be recalculated, no higher Cronbach's Alpha would be obtained. This means that this 

set of variables re present the component the best. 

Component 4 

With the variables 'Distance Highway', 'Distance Forest', and 'Distance Parks', a Cronbach's Alpha of 

0.312 was calculated, see Table 5.8. This number indicates that the component is nat internally 

consistent. Nonetheless, these variables still contribute to the model, as could be derived from the 

results of the principle component analysis, although they might be replaced by other variables 

when more data are added to the database. 
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Component 5 

This component consists only of the variabie 'Distance Recreation' and thus cannot be analysed 

since at least two variables should be available to produce a valid outcome. However, as the fourth 

component is (already) inconsistent (i.e the fifth component is even weaker according to the theory 

of the principle component analysis), this component can also be marked as inconsistent. As 

mentioned before, this does nat mean the variabie is nat valid. lt purely means that this component 

remains a contribution to the model, although it is weak in strength and could be replaced by other 

variables if the dataset should be updated ar expanded. 

The full statistica I output of the reliability a na lysis produced by SPSS is shown in appendix 12. 

5.5 Conclusions results 

In chapter two the first three sub-questions have been answered. This paragraph deals with the 

fourth, fifth, and sixth research questions: 

4- What are the value characteristics of on urban district? 
According to the result of the multi regression analyse three value characteristics could be 
distinguished, respectively 'property', 'volume', and 'income'. However, the variables 'property' and 
'volume' are influenced by other variables for more than 55%, and the variabie 'income' is 
influenced by other variables for more than 25%. As such, one cannot say that these three variables 
solely influence the WOZ-value. Therefore, further analyses were done by means of a bivariate 
correlation analysis and a principle component analysis. The bivariate correlation analysis showed 
that the variables 'property', 'volume' and 'income' correlate enormously with other variables, 
respectively 13, 14 and 11times. The principle component analysis resolved the collinearity problems 
and sets of variables were clustered into coordinating components which tagether explain most of 
the WOZ-value of 63 Eindhoven districts. A successful reliability analyse shows that the clustered 
variables are significant and valid as sa called value characteristics of an urban district. As such, the 
value characteristics of an urban area are: 

• Low Educated; Ethnicity; Property; Unemployment; lncome; Layer(s); Surface; 
House Type; Household Composition; Volume; Year of Construction; Safety; Land Use Mix; 
Population Density; Distance Highroad; Distance Forest, Distance Parks; Distance Recreation 

5- What are the influences of urban value characteristics on on urban district; to what extent? 
Principle component analysis was used to answer this question since it produces components that 

are ranked from most to least important compared to the measured WOZ-value of 63 Eindhoven 

districts. Befare these results could be revealed reliability analyses has been applied to check and 

validate the interna I consistency of the components. The results of the reliability analyses show that 

three out of five components are internally consistent. The last two components are nat internally 

consistent. As mentioned before, this does nat mean that these two components are nat valid. The 

components remain a contribution to the model, although they could be replaced by other sets of 

variables, if the dataset would be updated ar expanded. Even sa, these two components could still 

become interna I consistent if the data of the variables involved in the component were to be more 

detailed, adjusted ar expended. In short, the fourth and fifth components are only perceived as 'side 

effects'. As such, the ranked influences of urban value characteristics on urban districts are: 

• Component 1: Low Educated; Ethnicity; Property; Unemployment; lncome 

• Component 2: Building Layers; Surface; House Type; Household Composition; Volume; 

• Component 3: Year of Construction; Safety; Land Use Mix; Population Density; 

• Component 4: Oistance High rood; Distance Forest, Distance Parks; 

• Component 5: Distance Recreation 
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6 - How to develop a uniform model to be used for measuring the value characteristics on all urban 
districts in the Netherlands? 

Mainly, it takes two steps to be a bie to create a uniform model: {1) The data to be examined must be 
uniform and {2) the collected data should be as detailed as necessary for measuring at an urban 
district level. 

1- In this research uniform data of three dimensions have been collected: 

• Real estate numbers 

For the real estate numbers, the StufTax has been used. The StufTax as a uniform exchange 

format that Dutch municipalities and other public entities use. In the StufTax the most 

detailed real estate data of all WOZ-objects are recorded. 

• Social numbers 

For the social data the ces and the online database called the 'Buurtthermometer' of 

Eindhoven was used. One of the CCS's tasks is to provide statistica! information in favour of 

practices, politics and science and to enlarge the accuracy and completeness of public 

statistics. The municipality of Eindhoven uses the numbers of the CCS and supplements 

these with local numbers in the 'Buurtthermometer' in order to be able to examine the full 

scope of district related social and economie data. 

• Environmental numbers 

For the environmental data a GIS software package called ArcView was used to calculate the 

environmental numbers of each district in Eindhoven by means of the digital basis maps 

Eindhoven {further called DBME). The DBME is an agreement between the municipality of 

Eindhoven and the Technica! University of Eindhoven. The maps consist of several functions 

of the city, such as the build environment, parks, recreation, agriculture, water, etc. 

2 - The data should be as detailed for measuring as necessary at a urban district level 

• Real estate numbers 

The StufTax provides real estate numbers at house level and therefore some transformation 

steps had to be made in order to be able to analyse the real estate data at a district level. 

Th is means that the real estate numbers were recalculated into mean numbers per district. 

• Social numbers 

Since the CCS and 'Buurtthermometer' already provide data at a district level, no data 

transformation was necessary. As such, all the numbers could be easily accessed. 

• Environmental numbers 

The use of GIS made it possible to calculate the percentages of various physical 

environmental functions present in each district. Further, to calculate functional 

environmental numbers, two GIS analyses tools were used, respectively 'buffers' and 'grids'. 

Creating 'buffers' is a methad in which equal circles are created around a function, whereby 

each circle is appointed to a unique distance number. A 'grid' consists of equal squares, 

created by horizontal and vertical lines, taking into account that each individual square 

adopts the unique distance number that is appointed by the 'buffer' method. As such, the 

mean distances to the nearest environmental functions per district can be calculated. 

A more detailed description of how to set up a uniform model for measuring the value 

characteristics of urban districts is shown in Appendix 13. 
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To summarize the results, one could conclude that the strength of the model and its results are 

derived from the combination of individual and combined research instruments. With the multi 

regression analysis the overall model performances were measured which resulted in a total 

explained varianee of 84%. This result is eneauraging as it shows that the model is quite complete 

(i.e. only 16% of WOZ-value remains unexplained). However, less expressive results, due to 

collinearity problems, were gained when looking at the interpretation of each individual variabie 

added to the multi regression model. 

The bivariate correlation analysis affered some supportive insight into how the variables are 

correlated. The results of the bivariate correlation showed, as expected from the results of the multi 

regression analysis, that the variables 'property', 'volume' and 'income' correlate enormously with 

other variables, respectively 13, 14 and 11 times. 

To find a salution for the intensive correlation within the dataset, a principle component analysis 

was executed in order to determine which set of variables acts tagether as the best coordinated 

component compared to the WOZ-value. As a result five components were created. Results showed 

that the variables modelled by the multi regression model also returned in the first and second 

component of the principle component a na lysis. 

Finally, the principle component analysis was successfully validated by reliability analysis which 

measured the internal consistency of the components. In short, analysing the whole dataset thanks 

to a solid structural statistica! control mechanism, see Figure 5.2, has led to a significant and valid 

results. 

Principle 
Component Analysls 

Rellabillty An lysis 

Figure 5.2: Control mechanism and validation statistica! analyses 

onAnalysls 

To conclude, please note that these results have also been checked by an independent specialist in 

statistics of the TU/e. Th is specialist, Mr. Dijkstra, department of Architecture, Building and Planning, 

sub-department design systems, has supported this research process during the weeks the data 

have been transformed, clustered and analysed. Furthermore, we have gone through the end results 

tagether and these were approved significant and va lid. 
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6 Conclusions 

The central theme of this study was to examine if and to which extent certain value characteristics 

significantly influence the economie value of an urban district. In paragraph 6.1, the main research 

question and most important results of the research are presented. The research contribution, 

limitations, and recommendations for further research are presented in paragraphs 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. 

To conclude, paragraph 6.5 present an open discussion how to praeeed and create an urban 

valuation tooi for municipalities, project developers and cooperative building societies in the future. 

6.1 Main Conclusions 
The main research question wil I be answered in order to (successfully) finish this research. 

Main question 
Which specific value characteristics regarding the real estate, socio/, and environmental dimensions, 
influence the economie value of an urban district in the Netherlands? 

After several successful analyses the results presented are valid andl significant enough to be called 

and presented as the value characteristics of an urban district. The statistica! analyses have resulted 

in an outcome which consistsof sets of varia bles, or so called components, that tagether explain the 

WOZ-value best. The results have been calculated with a principle component analysis that consists 

of an iterative process and calculates the components including a ranked classification that reveals 

which component is more important than another. As such, one could conclude which specific value 

characteristics of the real estate, social and environmental dimension influence the economie value 

of urban districts measured by the WOZ-value of 63 districts in Eindhoven. These are (in Figure 7.1, 

the end result is visualized): 

• Component 1: Low Educated; Ethnicity; Property; Unemployment; lncome 

• Component 2: Building Layers; Surface; House Type; Household Composition; Volume; 

• Component 3: Year of Construction; Safety; Land Use Mix; Population Density; 

• Component 4: Distance Highroad; Distance Forest, Distance Parks; 

• Component 5: Distance Recreation 

I 
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Value of a district 
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I 
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I 
I 
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-Safety :------

I 
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Figure 7.1: The value characteristics of a district 

Please note, as mentioned before, that the results of the reliability analysis show that the last two 

components are nat internally consistent. This does nat mean that these components are nat valid. 

These components remain a contribution to the model, although they might be replaced by other 

sets of variables if the dataset should be updatedor expanded. 
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Even so, the components might still become internally consistent when the data of the variables 

involved in the component we re perhaps made more detailed, or was adjusted or expend. However, 

as for now, the fourth and fifth components are only perceived as 'side effects'. 

6.2 Contribution 
Up to now, the empirica I evidence regarding the influence of value characteristics on urban districts 

in the Netherlands is limited. The results of this research contribute to the valuation of urban 

districts. 

Main goal of this research was to examine and statically prove if and to which extent certain value 

characteristics significantly influence the economie value of an urban district. The results show that a 

distinction can be made between five sets of components, ranked according to their importance. As 

a result of that, one could remark that: 

• The first component and most important component consist only of social variables; 

• The second component consists for 80% of real estate variables; 

• The third component consistsof a mix of all three dimensions; 

• The fourth and fifth component consistsof functional environmental varia bles. 

What these remarks really mean is hard to indicate as this research only focussed on specifying if 

and to which extent certain value characteristics influence the economie value of urban districts. As 

so, analysing and judging the value characteristics found did not lie within the boundaries of this 

research. 

However, an indicative comparison can be made to some statistica! and validated results of the 

report 'De prijs van de plek' of van Dam and Visser. For example, the results of 'De prijs van een plek' 

shows that 50% of the house price is determined by the status of the neighbourhood and the 

functional environment. This seems to be in accordance with this research results as it is plausible 

that the status of the neighbourhood is highly dependable on the social aspects, such as education, 

ethnicity, house property, income, and unemployment rate (i.e. aspects deemed to be the most 

important in this research). Furthermore, in this research the functional environment has been 

located in the fourth and fifth component. 

Second, Van Darn's and Visser's results indicate that physical environmental characteristics like 

public space or the presence of green and water have a much smaller impact than could be 

expected. In this research, the physical environmental variables are located in the third component 

(i.e. the variabie 'land use mix') which describes the amount of green, water and several other 

functions present within a district. 

Please note however, that the aforementioned comparison should only beseen as indicative. 

6.3 Limitations 

Variables rejected during clustering 

The real estate variables 'location', 'quality', 'maintenance', and 'renovation' could not be 

transformed into ordinal normal distributed data and were therefore excluded from the research. 

The reason for this being the circumstances that the data concerning these variables were quite 

weak as the data in the taxation reports were only described in general with a minimal of variation 

recorded. 
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Furthermore, the variables concerning the physical build environment, respectively 'industry', 

'shops', 'special buildings', 'residence', were not entered into the final dataset since the detaillevel 

of these var iables was not specific enough to be tested appropriately. 

Functional environmental data 

The environmental data used for this research have been collected by calculating the mean numbers 

of various functions within each district . For example, the accessibility of highways was calculated by 

measuring the distance in meters to the nearest access point in a straight line. A better approach 

would be to calculate the actual travel time when driving the most optimal route. As such, 

improvements regarding this matter could be made. 

Generalization 

lt remains unclear whether the results of this research could a lso be applied to other urban cities in 

the Netherlands si nee this research has only focussed on districts of the municipality of Eindhoven. 

Analysing and interpretation of the value characteristics 

Analysing and interpretation of the found value characteristics did not lie within the boundaries of 

this research. This research only focussed on specifying if and to which extent certain value 

characteristics influence the economie value of urban districts. 

6.4 Recommendations for further research 

Validation by researching other urban cities 

For the validatien of the results further research with a similar set up would be very helpful. This 

would be possible since uniform data were used and could be gathered through an understanding 

with a municipality. To support future research, a help file is written in which the steps are described 

how to set up a similar research, see Appendix 13. 

Researching urban value characteristics in historica! perspective 

Another interesting subject to research is the value characteristics of urban districts trom a historica! 

perspective as some value characteristics are perceived to go in hand with time. However, it is 

questionable whether data of several years ago will be detailed enough to examine (i.e . in 

comparison to the detail level of the current data and amount of data available nowadays). Again, 

the help file in Appendix 13 can contribute to this matter. 

Extension of the current model 

Another possibility is to extent the current model in order to produce more speöfic findings. For 

example, researching the possibility to examine, analysing and interpreter the value characteristics 

would be of great relevanee to urban development and urban policy making. 
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6.5 Discussion: How to praeeed and create an urban valuation tooi for municipalities, 

project developers and cooperative building societies 

This research has led to global findings and thus provides a basis to further examine urban value 

characteristics in more detail. In my opinion, a next feasible goal would be to develop a tooi which 

enables municipalities, project developers and cooperative building societies to assess afterwards 

how specific urban policies effect and have effected the valuation growth of (re)developed urban 

districts. 

In contrast, a more predictive tooi to manage and process area (re)developments at forehand is not 

feasible in my view due to the limited number of camparabie projects (i.e. to little reference 

material), the limited amount of data to examine at forehand, and the unique and complex situation 

of each individual project. 

The strength of a future tooi should be based upon a large amount of research data that can be 

examined and expended every year. As such, continues insights and 'lessons learned' can be 

obtained each year. After that, one could point out policies that are effective and more efficient 

then others. 

To establish such a tooi, improvements have to be made compared to the data used in this research . 

Firstly, especially the environmental numbers, both physical and functional, should be made more 

detailed. To do so, higher quality topographical maps should be used. In that respect, the best 

strategy would be to collect the Basis Registry Topography (In Dutch: de Basisregistratie Topografie; 

hereinafter BRT) that is managed by the land registry. The BRT is a unique souree which consists of 

all relevant topographical maps, based upon a scale of 1:10000. All municipalities in the Netherlands 

are obliged under Dutch law from 1 January 2010 onwards to use the information of the basis 

registry topography as a reference when topographical maps are used for any reason. 

Secondly, districts should be foliowed and checked duringa longer period of time. Data derived from 

annual check ups should be added to the database in order to assure that the process and 

development is recorded accurately. As such the developments can be tested from a time 

perspective. 

Only if the data will be improved and gathered during multiple years, well founded conclusions can 

be made as to which extent certain urban policies have efficiently and effectively resulted in an 

added economical value for (re)developed urban districts. 
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Appendix 1: Literature Research 



Methods 
The following methods were used in the literature and will be described more in detail: 

• Geographic information systems (GIS) 

• Hedonic pricing model (HPM) 

• Population surface modelling (PSM) 

• Travel cast models (TC) 

• Contingent valuation methad (CVM) 

• Multi-Level analysis (ML) 

GIS 

Geographic information systems (GIS) consist of powertul tools which handle quantitative and 

spatial data. A GIS is an ideal medium to approach house price research for several reasons. lt is 

capable of organising and rnanaging large spatial datasets. Furthermore, GIS can handle these data 

at various spatial resolutions, such as at the level of the individual property, neighbourhood level 

and district level. This can be very important in the context of my research. A GIS also provides 

spatial analysis, particularly in respect to the distance and proximity. Finally, a GIS can visualize the 

spatial data and the modelled results (Orford, 1998). 

HPM 

By using hedonic pricing model (HPM), the value of the environmental characteristics can be 

estimated by rel.ated market house transactions. As such, the value of an object can be estimated 

indirectly. This methad is based on 'revealed preferences' which means that the results are based on 

the actual behaviour of people. The model makes use of a regression model using the housing price 

as the dependent variabie and various characteristics as explanatory variables (Sander and Polasky, 

2008). The explanatory variables can be modelled by structural variables, accessibility variables, 

neighbourhood variables (social-economical and demographical) and environmental variables. An 

advantage of the HPM methad is the reliability, if it is well modelled. The analyses are easy to 

control and repeatable. Furthermore, the results are based on hard data, such as the transition 

prices. However, the design of the model can be vital since the variables in the HPM methad should 

correspond to the way people perceive their environment. Excluding important variables will lead to 

a nat fully true result. 

PSM 

Population surface modeling (PSM) is a useful methad when point's related data should be 

converted to area data in order to research consistentand camparabie density issues of urban areas. 

PSM, also known as a 'space-filling' technique converts point's data to a raster or grid cells in order 

to create area data for urban purposes (Harris and Chen, 2005). 

Travel costs 
Travel cast models (TC), or travel cast analysis, have been widely used to determine the 

environmental value of a specific site and its characteristics. TC calculates the peoples travel time 

from different locations and with various distances in terms of 'price'. In this way the people 

'willingness to pay' is calculated based on the number of trips and their distances they had to make. 

The TC methad is a revealed preferenee methad since it looks at the actual behavior and tries to 

define the value that people perceive (Kong et al, 2007). 



CVM 

The contingent valuation methad (CVM) creates a hypothetical market in which individuals are 

asked to camment on survey techniques about the amount of money they would pay for specific 

characteristics or facilities if this market would exist. As such, CVM is a 'stated preferences' methad 

as it is based on intended, rather than actual behaviour. As such, a disadvantage is that this methad 

depends on people respond and therefore it is nat repeatable and statistically less valuable (des Sas 

Salazar 2007). 

ML 

A Multi-Level analysis (ML) is an advanced methad of a single and multiple regression analyses. ML 

calculates variances of variables at multiple levels. With ML, compared to the results of a single and 

multiple regressions, the results can be analyzed trough multiple hierarchical levels. Thus, ML is 

appropriate to use with data that are 'nested'. For urban issues a 'nested' and hierarchical structure 

can be: houses are nested in streets, streets are nested in districts and districts are nested in a city. lt 

must be said that the interpretations of the results are based on causal terms. With this regression 

only the statistica! relations can be revealed and the interpretation is solely based on theoretica! 

assumption (van Dam en Visser, 2006) 

Findingsof the articles red: 

A lot of questions can be raised concerning the urban environment and the va llue of house prices. 

The ditterences in treatment regarding environmental and structural attributes illustrate the 

uncertainty in relevanee of certain factors while predicting property prices (Orford 1998). A main 

complication of a lot of studies lies in the fact that they do nat make a distinction between 

compositional and contextual effects on house prices. As Orford mentioned, "contextual effects are 

the differences a place makes, such as neighbourhood quality, whilst compositional effects are the 

differences caused by the variations in the housing stock within each place". A reason for this 

misunderstanding and interpretation is caused by the lack of knowledge how socio-economical 

processes in urban areas operateat different spatiallevels. 

Kieland Za bel ca me to the sa me conclusion when they researched regarding the house prices and 

their locational attributes. With the use of a hedonic equation a distinction was made in district 

characteristics (cluster variables) and individual characteristics, like school quality and crime rates 

(tract varia bles). 

The data consisted of 7350 housing units randomly chosen by the American Housing survey. Overall 

thirty-five variables were included in the research which has been repeatedly studied with several 

years in-between. Results show that cluster and tract variables bath individually and combined are 

significant. As such, this indicates that districts can be seen multifaceted: lnhabitants care about 

their surroundings and a district with good facilities and services lead to a place where people are 

more willing to pay forto live in (Kiel and Za bel, 2008). 

In line with Kiel and Zabel, Orford researched the multifaceted district by using a multi-level 

analysis which empathizes that housing prices are effected through multiple scales, such as its own 

property level, street level, district level and city level. The study area covered 24km2 in the urban 

city of Cardiff, UK and was occupied by 46.000 properties and 920 streets. The resu l1ts showed that 

parks have a greater impact on property prices when streets have cheaper properties and are less 

sized (Orford, 1998). 



Continuously on his previous article, Orford extended his work. According to Orford (2002) more 

studies have been done from social and economical perspectives compared to geographical or 

spatial perspective. However, it is important to measure the geographical aspects since the effects 

on urban house prices is influenced by spatial issues and should therefore by modelled and 

accounted for as well. In this study, an extended multilevel specification was build which was 

capable of handling compositional and contextual effects regarding house prices. Results that were 

gained after rnadelling 58 variables, were: 

• Railway (-f2800) and rivers (+f9000) only effected properties within a distant of SOm; 

• Heavy industry has the greatest negative impact on property houses when they are within 

walking distance. The same counts in positive sense regarding the proximity to primary 

schools and sport centres; 

• Presence of a large park in the immediate surroundings of an property leads to an increase 

of prices of ±f30.000; 

• Street quality and layout matters when they are directly situated or nearby house 

properties; 

• Housing density has an negative effect on house prices; 

The conclusions mentioned above were in line with several other authors. For example, in the artiele 

of Kong et al (2005) the HPM methad was combined with GIS to study various variables that 

determine house prices. Data were gathered in 2004 regarding real estate properties in Janan City, 

China. In GIS the real estate properties were located at X,Y-coordinates including its surrounding 

concerning public parks and forests. Findings that were produced indicated that house prices were 

positively influenced when a higher percentage of green space were detected within a radius of less 

than 300m (Kong et al, 2005). 

In line with Kong, des Saz Salazar used the CVM methad and 900 randomly chosen inhabitants 

were asked how much they were 'willing to pay' more if and old train station area in the city of 

Valencia, Spain, would be transformed to an urban park. The survey consisted of a demographical 

and economical question as data was gathered concerning sex, birth year, income, education, and 

living place. Results showed and confirmed with other studies that there is a positive relation 

between the 'willingness to pay' and the living proximity to parks (des Saz Salazar, 2007) . 

Another study in Spain concerning this subject was done by Morancho (2004) who examined 

three environmental variables, respectively the view at a garden or a public park and the distance 

from a house to its nearest green area and its size. 

The data, analyzed by the use of HPM, consisted of selling prices of houses, its real estate properties, 

such as size, number of rooms, age. A total of of 810 houses in the city of Castell'án, Spain, were 

examined. Furthermore, the proximity to green areas, its size and the presence of view at a garden 

or public park were calculated. Conclusions show that the distance to green areas is significant 

important since the house value decreased every lOOm further away from a green facility by €1800 

Euro. As such, proximity to greenareasis found more relevant than its size. 

In a study in the USA similar results were obtained. Saner and Polasky (2008) studied how 

environmental facilities, particular view at open spaces, effects housing prices in Ramsey Country, 

Minnesota, USA. The HPM was applied, using data of 4918 housing properties combined with GIS 

that was used for colleting information concerning its environment. The results showed that selling 

prices increased when houses were in closer proximity to parks and lakes. As such, people are 

'willing to pay' more for increased proximity of green and water facilities. 



Another author measured the natural environment in a more socia ll context. The paper of Omer 

(2006) presented a framework that evaluated accessibility of urban services in respect to individual 

households and social groups. The framework was applied in Tel Aviv, lsrael. The city has rules 

regarding park provision, meaning that per inhabitant at least 4m2 of park area is required ; 7m2 of 

park area per person within 400m; 20m2 per resident covering the whole city. These required park 

areas were calculated and modelled in a GIS application including data of the personal household 

regarding age, income, employment, origin, education and religion. Results showed a significant 

correlation between income and accessibility of local parks. This implies that wealthier people have 

better access to local parks than less wealthy ones. 

More social related research had been done by Orford (2004) who investigated how GIS and a 

spatial statistica! approach could be used to measure the spatial clustering of concentrated urban 

poverty. Neighbourhood poverty was determined as more than 20% of the people were classified as 

'poor'. Results were that poverty increases when poor neighbourhoods are in proximity of each 

other and consequently clustering of neighbourhoods into a small area of the city was a negative 

consequence. 

These small areas wherein poor inhabitants lived were analyzed by Geo et al (2007). They 

analyzed the influence of lot size and its shape by means of an HPM, GIS and a three-dimensional 

CAD model to get insight in the influences of local and environmental factors in Tokyo, Japan. Real 

estate data were gathered through one of the largest information companies in Japan, which 

provided a huge amount of housing information. Several neighbourhoods were analyzed and results 

show that size and shape of a lot were significant influencing the house prices. Low house prices 

were measured when lots were toa small. Findings emphasizes that a certain limit and 

environmental requirements are needed to satisfy the wishes of inhabitants. Results showed that 

environmental aspects such as the presence of trees in the neighbourhood, parks, sunshine duration 

and sufficient parking lots were providing significant positive effects (Gao et al, 2007). 

Whether these effects were also measured by researches executed in the Netherlands can partly be 

explained by the studies from Chiesura (2004) and Luttik (2004). 

The survey of Chiesura (2004) was conducted among people visiting the Vondelpark in Amsterdam, 

the Netherlands. Chiersure wants to prove that people living and working in a stressed and big city 

do need relaxation in terms of green facilities, such as parks. 

Results of 750 questionnaires, which were set up with either closed, ranked or open questions, 

showed that the presence of nature elements in an urban environment were recognized as a 

positive service. This service was mainly used to relax and temporarily escape the bustie of the city. 

A remarkable condusion was that the positive feelings about natural elements were significantly 

related to the age of the inhabitants. As such, city planners and urban designers should question for 

which targetgroup a certain park should be designed for. Depending on the location and its 

population a diversity of elements should be considered (Chiesura, 2004). 



Luttik (2004) examined the ecological factors by using the HPM method. The aim was to strengthen 

the position of green areas for policy decision purposes. The case was held in three cities in the 

Netherlands, respectively Apeldoorn, Emmen and Leiden. Nearly 3000 housetransactions were 

provided by the Dutch Association of Estate Agents ~NVM) and environmental and locational factors 

were gathered from maps and if needed by visiting sites. As such, information regarding green types, 

water, open space and landscape types included age, tunetion type, and scale were obtained. 

Results showed that: 

• A location within 400m of an park increases house prices with 6%; 

• View at anpark gives a nother positive price effect of 8%; 

• Noise of traffic negatively influence the house price with 5% 

• Housing with panorama at open space {6-12%) and water (8-10%) was perceived positive; 

• The most and ultimate combination {+28%) consistsof houses with a garden, facing water 

which is connected toa sizeable lake. 

In line with Luttik, Poudyal et al (2009) conducted an HPM research to gain insight how house prices 

would react to economical changes by improving recreational open space in urban areas. Data were 

obtained by the real estate department of City of Roanoke, Virginia, USA. A total of 11.334 house 

properties were collected and with the use of GIS data concerning the spatial location, such as 

parcels, regional airport, public bus routes, schools, railways, river, urban parks and central business 

districts (CBD) were added to the database. Social characteristics of the neighbourhood were 

obtained from the US Census Bureau. The method included three sets of explanatory variables, 

respectively variables of the houses, the neighbourhood, like population density, percentage of 

population bel'ow poverty level and is environmental surroundings, such as the nearest park, CBD, 

airport, school, etc. Findings indicate four different house markets. Submarket one contains the 

inner city which appears to have poorer housing and a crowded density. One scale further away 

from the inner city, high valued urban houses are occupied by high income and well educated 

people with some access to public services. Continuously, submarket three appears to contain 

medium valued houses in high density and populated areas with parks and public transport nearby. 

The last submarket also contains medium valued houses in a less dense area with relative greater 

distances from parks, transportation and schools {Poudyal et al. 2009). 

To conclude, Poudyal et al (2009) was intended to identify the driving torces of landscape change in 

Switzerland. As such, data were gathered concerninga total population of 9063 and a density of 287 

persons/km2. Thirty-two plots of 500x500meter were selected randomly and alllandscape elements 

of the Swiss area we re analysed on a map on the scale of 1:25000. 

The analysis included point features, such as buildings, trees, line features, such as roads and power 

lines and area features such as vineyards. For each element that has undergone changes made in 

time, the following report was made: '"element new", "element lost with built-up", and "element 

lost without built-up". Results showed 2746 changedelement over 32 plots between 1931 and 2000. 

Changes, which can be seen as driving forces, were caused due to economieall issues, foliowed by 

politica! issues. These results implicate that landscape changes are affected by economical aspects, 

like growth, accessibility, demand and consumption and politica! aspects, like policies, zoning plans 

and urban planning. 



Appendix 2 Methods choi.ce based on questions and a 

classification tree 



Methods choice based on three questions: 

• Can the variables be divided into independentand dependent classification basedon some theory? 
(Yes An dependent tec:hnique should be used) 

• lf they can, how many variables are treated as dependent in a single analysis? 
(Only one, the WOZ value) 

• How are the variables, bath dependentand independent, measured? 
(All the variables will be measured metncatly) 
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Appendix 3: Topographical map Eindhoven: its status, 

description, scale and level 



Grafische Producten kanografie 

Naam van het product 

Kleurenwandkaart schaal 1 :12500 

Beschrijving 

Bestand samengesteld uit de BL T bestanden en Vlakkenbestanden 
schaal1 :12500 

Bron 

Basis Lijnen Tekstbestand en Vlakkenbestanden 

I Locatie bestand 

klw12500.dwg 

Referentie bestanden met paden 
legenda.dwg 
blt_lijnen .dwg +blt_lijnen1.dwg 
bit agr _gebied .dwg t/m bit wonen.dwg 

Status/actualiteit 
het bestand is bijgewerkt tot februari 2004 
voor vragen of informatie kunt u contact opnemmen met J. van der Kleijn 040-
2386185 

I Schaal 

I Pentabel 

I Colortabel 
klw.tbl 



Level description Datum: mei 2001 

level Omschrijving opmerkingen Co lor Weight Style I Th,Tw 

4 basislijnenbestand 0 1 0 

5 bebouwinq 0 1 0 

6 onderverdeling panden 0 1 0 

7 spoorlijnen 0 1 0 

I 8 hoogspanningsmast en leidinqen 0 1 0 

9 gemeentegrens 0 3 4 

12 onderdoorgang en onderverdelinq 0 1 0 

vlakkenbestanden 

R-G-B kleurenwaarde 

40 woonbebouwing 200-130-60 25 0 0 

41 winkelbebouwing 255-77-26 27 0 0 

42 bijz./overige bebouwing_ 255-153-26 26 0 11 0 

43 industriebebouwing 215-210-230 28 0 0 

44 hoofdweg 255-255-20 20 0 0 

45 rijksweq 254-85-85 21 0 0 

46 water 180-230-255 23 0 0 

47 bebouwinqsterrein 245-235-225 30 0 0 

48 sportterrein 150-255-100 31 0 0 

49 park/plantsoen/berm 214-255-168 32 0 0 

50 natuur/bos 153-230-128 34 0 0 

51 onbebouwd/agrarisch 255-255-200 35 0 0 I 

teksten 

20 straatnamen 0 0 0 5,5 

21 straatnamen (hoofdwegen) 0 0 0 8,8 

22 straatnamen (verkleind) 0 0 0 4,4 

31 bebouwing beschr. 0 0 0 8,8 
32 terrein beschrifting 0 0 0 8,8 

33 sport /parknaam 0 0 0 12,12 

34 waternaam/spoorwegen 0 0 0 8,8 

35 tekst randgemeenten 0 0 0 25,25 

37 tekst parkeren 0 0 0 8,8 



Appendix 4: StufTax: WOZ objects transformed from 

662 to 8 house types 



Oaseribtion type of object 
Object House type 

Oaseribtion type of object 
Object House type 

clustered: code clustered: 

i 2459 x 
normaal, vrijstaand, standaard/algemeen 2500 x 
normaal, vrijstaand, semi-bungalow 1112 2511 x 
normaal, vrijstaand , bungalow 1113 2512 x 

vrijstaand, villallandhuis 1114 2513 x 
vrijstaand, woonboerderij 1115 2514 x 

, vrijstaand, herenhuis 1116 2515 x 
normaal, vrijstaand, drive-in 1118 2516 x 

rmaal , vrijstaand , patio 1119 2517 x 
eengezinswoning twee onder een kap 1120 2518 x 
normaal , 2" 1 kap, standaard/algemeen 121 2519 x 
normaal , 2"1 kap, semi-bungalow 122 2521 x 
normaal , 2" 1 kap, bungalow 123 x 
normaal , 2"1 kap, villallandhuis 124 x 
normaal , 2"1 kap, woonboerderij• 125 x 
normaal, 2"1 kap, herenhuis 126 2525 x 
normaal, 2"1 kap , drive-in 128 2526 x 
normaal, 2"1 kap , patio 12527 x 

inswoning in een rij 1130 ' 2528 x 
rij, standaard/algemeen 131 2600 x 
rij , semi-bungalow 132 2611 x 
rij, bungalow 133 2612 x 
rij, herenhuis 136 2613 x 
ri j, geen grond 137 2614 x 
rij, drive-in 138 2615 x 
rij, patio 139 2616 x 

eengezinshoekwoning 140 2617 x 
normaal , hoek, standaardlalgemeen 141 2618 x 

, hoek, semi-bungalow 1142 2619 x 
normaal, hoek, bungalow 1143 2621 x 
normaal , hoek, villallandhuis 1144 2622 x 
normaal , hoek, woonboerderij 1145 2623 x 
normaal , hoek, herenhuis 1146 2624 x 
normaal , hoek, geen grond 1147 x 
normaal , hoek, drive-in 1148 x 
normaal , hoek, patio 1149 x 

ing geschakeld 1170 x 
, geschakeld, standaard/algemeen 1171 2633 x 

normaal , geschakeld, semi-bungalow 1172 2634 x 
normaal, geschakeld, bungalow 1173 2635 x 

, geschakeld, villallandhuis 1174 2636 x 
, geschakeld, woonboerderij 1175 2638 x 
, geschakeld, herenhuis 1176 2639 x 

geschakeld, kwadrant 1177 2641 x 
geschakeld, drive-in 1178 2660 x 
geschakeld, patio 1179 2661 x 

1180 2662 x 
, etage, flat 1181 2663 x 
, etage, maisonnette 1182 2664 x 

normaal , etage, appartement 1183 2665 x 
normaal , etage, portiek 1184 2666 x 
normaal , etage, duplex 1185 2667 x 
normaal, etage, penthouse 1186 2668 x 
normaal , etage, benedenwoning 1187 2669 x 
normaal, etage, bovenwoning 1188 2690 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning 1300 2691 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning vrijstaand 1310 2692 x 
bejaarden/aanleun vrijstaand stand/alg 1311 2693 x 
bejaarden/aanleun vrijst semi-bungalow 1312 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, vrijstaand, bungalow 1313 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning, 2"1 kap 1320 3110 x 
bejaarden/aanleun 2"1 kap standaard/alg 1321 Winkel 3111 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, 2"1 kap 1322 Groothandel 3112 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, 2"1 kap, bungalow 1323 Toonzaal 3113 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning in een rij 1330 Kiosk 3114 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, rij , standaard/alg 1331 SupermarkVwarenhuis 3115 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, rij, semi-bungalow 1332 Overig detailhandel 3119 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, rij, bungalow 1333 Horeca 3120 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning hoekwoning 1340 Cafetaria/snackbar 3121 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, hoek, standaard/alg 1341 Gate/bar/restaurant 3122 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, hoek, semi-bungalow 1342 Bar/dancing 3123 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, hoek, bungalow 1343 3124 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning tussenwoning 1350 3125 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, tussen, standaard/alg 1351 3126 x 



bejaarden/aanleunwoning eindwoning 1360 overig horeca 3129 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, eind, standaard/alg 1361 Kantoren 3140 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning geschakeld 1370 Kantoor 3141 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, geschakeld, stand/alg 1371 Kantoor in bedrijfsverzamelgebouw 3142 x 
bejaarden/aanleun geschakeld semi-bung 1372 (solitair) Kantoor 3143 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, geschakeld, bungalow 1373 Studiogebouw 3144 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning etagewoning 1380 Bank 3145 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, etage, flat 1381 Kantoor met baliefunctie 3146 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning rnaisonette 1382 overig kantoor 3149 x 
bejaarden/aanleun, etage, appartement 1383 laboratoria en praktijk 3160 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning portiekwoning 1384 'Laboratorium 3161 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning duplexwoning 1385 Praktijkruimte 3162 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning penthouse 1386 overig labaratorium en praktijkruimte 3169 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning benedenwoning 1387 bedrijven 3170 x 
bejaarden/aanleunwoning bovenwoning 1388 Werkplaats/garage 3171 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur 1400 Autoshowroom+garage 3172 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur vrijstaand 1410 Onderhoud/reparatie ]3H3 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur vrijst stand/alg 1411 Productie (fabriek) 3174 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur vrijst bungalow 1413 opslag/distributie 3175 x 
studenten/kamerverh vrijst villa/landh 1414 Atelier/werkruimte 3176 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur, vrijst, drive-in 1418 overig bedrijf 3179 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur, 2"1 kap 1420 agrarisch 3200 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur 2"1 kap stand/alg 1421 agrarisch object 3210 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur rijwoning 1430 Akkerbouwbedrijf 3211 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur rij standaard/alg 1431 Tuinbouwbedrijf incl bloembol/stek/bloem 13212 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur, hoek, herenhuis 1436 Fruitkwekerij 3213 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur, hoek, drive-in 1438 Champignonteeltbedrijf 

13214 
x 

studenten/kamerverhuur hoekwoning 1440 Witlofteeltbedrijf 3215 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur, hoek, stand/alg 1441 Boomkwekerijbedrijf incl sierteeltbedr 3216 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur hoek villa/landh 1444 Bosbouwbedrijf 3217 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur, hoek, drive-in 1448 Tuincentrum 3218 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur tussenwoning 1450 

Student Glastuinbouwbedrijf 3219 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur, tussen stand/alg 1451 Bloembollenbedrijf 3220 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur eindwoning 1460 Proefboerderij akkerbouw en veeteelt 3241 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur, eind, stand/alg 1461 Gemengd bedrijf akkerbouw en veeteelt 3242 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur geschakeld 1470 Melkveebedrijf 3243 x 
studenten/kamerverh geschakeld stand/alg 1471 I Kaasboerderij 3244 x 
studenten/kamerverh geschakeld villaflan 1474 Intensieve veehouderij runderen 3245 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur etagewoning 1480 Intensieve veehouderij varkens 3246 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur, etage, flat 1481 I Kl-station 3247 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur rnaisonette 1482 Intensieve veehouderij pluimvee 3248 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur etage appartemen 1483 Mestbassin 3249 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur, etage, portiek 1484 Overige veehouderij 3251 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur duplexwoning 1485 Stoeterij/manege/paardenfokkerij 3261 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur penthouse 1486 Viskwekerij 3262 x 
studentenlkamerverh etage benedenwonin 1487 Kinderboerderij 3263 x 
studenten/kamerverhuur etage bovenwonin 1488 Loonwerkbedrijf 3264 x 
bedrijfswoning 1500 x Pelsdierfokkerij 3265 x 
bedrijfswoning vrijstaand 1510 x Broederij 3266 x 
bedrijfswoning vrijstaand standaard/alg 1511 x Dierenasiel 3267 x 
bedrijfswoning, vrijstaand semi-bungalow 1512 x overige agrarische niet-woningen 3299 x 
bedrijfswoning, vrijstaand, bungalow 1513 x gem eenschappelijke voorzieningen 3300 x 
bedrijfswoning vrijstaand villa/landhuis 1514 x Onderwijs 3310 x 
bedrijfswon ing, vrijstaand woonboerderij 1515 x erechefpeuterspeelzaal 3311 x 
bedrijfswoning, vrijstaand, herenhuis 1516 x Basisschool 3312 x 
bedrijfswoning twee onder een kap 1520 x Alg voortgezet onderwijs MAVO/HA VO/VW 3313 x 
bedrijfswoning, 2"1 kap, standaard/alg 1521 x Beroepsonderwijs (LBO/MBO) 3314 x 
bedrijfswoning, 2"1 kap, semi-bungalow 1522 x Hogeschool/universiteit 3315 x 
bedrijfswoning, 2"1 kap, bungalow 1523 x vrije-tijdsonderwijs 3316 x 
bedrijfswoning, 2"1 kap, villa/landhuis 1524 x speciaal onderwijs 3317 x 
bedrijfswoning, 2"1 kap, woonboerderij 1525 x Dagverblijf 3318 x 
bedrijfswoning, 2"1 kap, herenhuis 1526 x , overig onderwijs 3319 x 
bedrijfswoning rijwoning 1530 x maatschappelijke dienstverlening 3320 x 
bedrijfswoning, rij, standaard/algemeen 1531 x medisch 3330 x 
bedrijfswoning hoekwoning 1540 x Ziekenhuis 3331 x 
bedrijfswoning, hoek, standaard/algemeen 1541 x (poli) kliniek 3332 x 
bedrijfswoning tussenwoning 1550 x medisch dagverblijf 3333 x 
bedrijfswoning, tussen, standaard/alg 1551 x Psychiatrisch ziekenhuis 3334 x 
bedrijfswoning eindwoning 1560 x Revalidatiecentrum 3335 x 
bedrijfswoning, eind, standaard/algemeen 1561 x Verpleegtehuis 3336 x 
bedrijfswoning, eind, bungalow 1563 x Gezinsvervangend tehuis 3337 x 
bedrijfswoning geschakeld 1570 x Verblijf voor verstand gehandicapten 3338 x 
bedrijfswoning geschakeld standaard/alg 1571 x overig medisch 3339 x 
bedrijfswoning, geschakeld, bungalow 1573 x centrum voor verslavingszorg 3340 x 
bedrijfswoning etagewoning 1580 x bijzondere woonfuncties 3350 x 
bedrijfswoning flat 1581 x Verzorgings-Ibejaardentehuis 3351 x 
bedrijfswoning rnaisonette 1582 x Kruisgebouw 3352 x 



bedrijfswoning appartement 1583 x Praktijkruimte (tandarts/fysiotherapeut) 3353 x 
bedrijfswoning portiekwoning 1584 x Kindertehuis 3354 x 
bedrijfswoning duplexwoning 1585 x sociale werkvoorziening 3355 x 
bedrijfswoning penthouse 1586 x Gevangenis 3356 x 
bedrijfswoning benedenwoning 1587 x Klooster 3357 x 
bedrijfswoning bovenwoning 1588 x Kazerne 3358 x 
woning met praktijkruimte 1600 x overige bijzondere woonfuncties 3359 x 
woning met praktijkruimte vrijstaand 1610 x gemeenschapsgebouwen overig 3370 x 
praktijkwoning, vrijstaand standaard/alg 1611 x Gemeentehuis 3371 x 
praktijkwoning, vrijstaand semi-bungalow 1612 x Gemeentewerken 3372 x 
praktijkwoning, vrijstaand, bungalow 1613 x Politiebureau 3373 x 
praktijkwoning vrijstaand villa/landhuis 1614 x Gerechtsgebouw 3374 x 
praktijkwoning, vrijstaand woonboerderij 1615 x Brandweerkazerne 3375 x 
praktijkwoning, vrijstaand, herenhuis 1616 x wijk-/buurtcentrum 3376 x 
woning met praktijkruimte, 2"1 kap 1620 x Begraafplaats 3377 x 
praktijkwoning, 2"1 kap, standaard/alg 1621 x Aula 3378 x 
praktijkwoning, 2"1 kap, semi-bungalow 1622 x Crematorium 3379 x 
praktijkwoning, 2"1 kap, bungalow 1623 x overig gemeenschapsgebouw 3389 x 
praktijkwoning, 2"1 kap, villa/landhuis 1624 x cultuur en religie 3400 x 
praktijkwoning, 2"1 kap, woonboerderij 1625 x Cultuur 3410 x 
praktijkwoning, 2"1 kap, herenhuis 1626 x Schouwburg/concertgebouw 3411 x 
woning met praktijkruimte rijwoning 1630 x Congresgebouw 3412 x 
praktijkwoning, rij, standaard/algemeen 1631 x Museum 3413 x 
praktijkwoning, rij, drive-in 1638 x Expositiehal/evenementenhal 3414 x 
woning met praktijkruimte hoekwoning 1640 x Bioscoop 3415 x 
praktijkwoning, hoek, standaardlalgemeen : 1641 x Bibliotheek 3416 x 
praktijkwoning, hoek, drive-in i 1648 x Kasteel/paleis 3417 x 
woning met praktijkruimte tussenwoning 1650 x Overig cultureel 3419 x 
praktijkwoning, tussen, standaard/alg 1651 x Religie 3450 x 
woning met praktijkruimte eindwoning 1660 x Kerk 3451 x 
praktijkwoning, eind, standaardlalgemeen 1661 x Kapel 3452 x 
woning met praktijkruimte geschakeld 1670 x Moskee 3453 x 
praktijkwoning, geschakeld standaard/alg 1671 x Overige religieuze gebouwen 3459 x 
praktijkwoning, geschakeld semi-bungalow 1672 x sport en recreatie 3500 x 
praktijkwoning, geschakeld, bungalow 1673 x sport en recreatie 3510 x 
woning met praktijkruimte etagewoning 1680 x Sporthal/sportzaal 3511 x 
praktijkwoning, etage, flat 1681 x Sport1errein 3512 x 
praktijkwoning, etage, portiek 1682 x Stadion 3513 x 
appartement met praktijkruimte 1683 x Tribune 3514 x 
portiekwoning met praktijkruimte ,1684 x Clubhuis 3515 x 
duplexwoning met praktijkruimte 1685 x Kleedgebouw 3516 x 
penthouse met praktijkruimte 1686 x Kantine 3517 x 
benedenwoning met praktijkruimte 1687 x Recreatie/sportcentrum 3518 x 
bovenwoning met praktijkruimte 1688 x Tennisbaan 3519 x 
garageboxen 1700 x ijsbaan 3520 x 
Collectieve parkeerplaats bij Woningen 1710 x Zwembad 3521 x 
parkeerplaats (dienstbaar aan wonen) 1750 x Sauna 3522 x 
berging box 1800 x Jachthaven 3523 x 
Molen met woonbestemming 1811 x Botenhuis 3524 x 
Molen met woonbestemming met praktijkru 1812 x Camping 3525 x 
poort-rijwoning doorgankelijk voor autos 1831 x Bungafowpark 3526 x 

1 poort-tussenwoning doorgankelijk vr auto 1851 x Pretpark 3527 x 
specifieke woning duplex 1885 x Dierentuin 3528 x 
poort-bovenwoning alleen opgang op bg 1888 x overig sport en recreatie 3529 x 
Woning overig 1900 x volkstuin met opstal 3530 x 
woning, overig, hoek, patio 1949 x ligplaats (voor schepen) .3531 x 
woning, overig, geschakeld, patio 1979 x kampeerboerderij 3532 x 
woning, overig, etage, appartement 1983 x nutsvoorzieningen 3600 x 
Detailhandel/kantoren/bedrijven m woning 2100 x nutsvoorzieningen, energie en water 3610 x 
Detailhandel met woongedeelte 2110 x Waterleidingstation 13611 x 
Winkel met woongedeelte 2111 x Reinwaterkelder 3612 x 
Groothandel met woongedeelte 2112 x Drinkwaterzuiveringsinstallatie 3613 x 
Toonzaal met woongedeelte 2113 x Watertoren 3614 x 
!Kiosk met woongedeelte 2114 x Waterverdedigingskering 3615 x 
Supermarkt/warenhuis met woongedeelte 2115 x Rioolwaterzuiveringsinstallatie 3616 x 
Overig detailhandel met woongedeelte 2119 x Gemaal 3617 x 
Horeca met woongedeelte 2120 x Gasdistributiestation 3618 x 
Cafetaria/snackbar met woongedeelte 2121 x Stroomdistributiestation 3619 x 
Galeibar/restaurant met woongedeelte 2122 x drinkwaterpompstation 3620 x 
Bar/dancing met woongedeelte 2123 x Trafo 3621 x 
Hotel/motel' met woongedeelte 2124 x Hoogspanningsmast 3622 x 
Pension/logiesgebouw met woongedeelte 2125 x Elektriciteitscentrale 3623 x 
Horeca in winkelpand met woongedeelte 2126 x Windmolen 3624 x 
Woning met horeca 2129 x overig energie en water 3629 x 
Kantoren met woongedeelte 2140 x transport 3630 x 
Kantoor met woongedeelte 2141 x Luchthaven/vliegbasis/vliegveld 3631 x 
Kantoor in bedrijfsverzamelgebouw m woo 2142 x Zee/binnenhaven 3632 x 



(solitair) Kantoor met woongedeelte 2143 x Vuurtoren 3633 x 
Studiogebouw met woongedeelte 2144 x NS-station 3634 x 
Bank met woongedeelte 2145 x Busstation 3635 x 
Kantoor met baliefunctie met woonged. 2146 x Parkeerplaats in parkeergarage 3636 x 
Woning met kantoor (overig) 2149 x Parkeerplaatsen binnen/buiten niet woning 3637 x 
Laboratoria en praktijk met woning 2160 x Benzinestation 3638 x 
Laboratorium met woongedeelte 2161 x Overig transport 3639 x 
Prak1ijkruimte met woongedeelte 2162 x parkeerplaats binnen/buiten woning 3641 x 
Woning met laboratorium en praktijkruimte 2169 x Parkeerplaats/terrein buiten 3642 x 
Bedrijven met woongedeelte 2170 x NS-station (baanvak, rails) 3643 x 
Werkplaats/garage met woongedeelte 2171 x NS-station (gebouwen) 3644 x 
Autoshowroom+garage met woongedeelte 2172 x metrostation 3645 x 
Onderhoud/reparatie met woongedeelte 2173 x metrostation (baanvak,rails) 3646 x 
Productie (fabriek) met woongedeelte 2174 x metrostation (gebouwen) 3647 x 
Opslag/distributie met woongedeelte 2175 x communicatie 3660 x 
Atelier/werkruimte met woongedeelte 2176 x Postkantoor 3661 x 
Woning en bedrijf (overig) 2179 x Postkantoor (specifiek) 3662 x 
Agrarisch met woongedeelte 2200 x Postsorteerbedrijf 3663 x 
Woning en agrarisch object 2210 x Telefooncentrale 3664 x 
Akkerbouwbedrijf met woongedeelte 2211 x Zendmast 3665 x 
Tuinbouwbedrijf met woongedeelte 2212 x Televisiemast 3666 x 
Fruitkwekerij met woongedeelte 2213 x Overig communicatie 3667 x 
Champignonteeltbedrijf met woongedeelte 2214 x Reclamezuil 3668 x 
Witlofteeltbedrijf met woongedeelte 2215 x Overig communicatie 3669 x 
Boomkwekerijbedr met woonged + sierteelt 2216 x overige defensie 3690 x 
Bosbouwbedrijf met woongedeelte 2217 x Uitkijkpost 3691 x 
Tuincentrum met woongedeelte 2218 x Schuilkelder 3692 x 
Glastuinbouwbedrijf met woongedeelte 2219 x Bunker 3693 x 
Bloembollenbedrijf met woongedeelte 2220 x munitiedepot 3694 x 
Proefboerderij met woonged akkerb +veel 2241 x overige defensie objecten 3699 x 
Gemengd bedr met woonged akkerb +vee 2242 x Overige onroerende niet-woningen 3999 x 
Melkveebedrijf met woongedeelte 2243 x ongebouwd 4100 x 
Kaasboerderij met woongedeelte 2244 x Bouwterrein 4111 x 
Intensieve veehouderij met woonged rund 2245 x Stortplaats 4112 x 
Intensieve veehouderij met woonged vark 2246 x Volkstuin 4113 x 
Kl-station met woongedeelte 2247 x Speeltuin 4114 x 
Intensieve veehouderij met woonged pluim 2248 x Parkeerterrein/parkeerplaats 4115 x 
Mestbassin met woongedeelte 2249 x Opslagterrein (nieuw) 4116 x 
Overige veehouderij met woongedeelte 2251 x Openbare wegen (w.o. kunstwerken) 4121 x 
StoeteriVmanege/paardenfokkerij + woong 2261 x water 4122 x 
Viskwekerij met woongedeelte 2262 x Sportveld 4123 x 
Kinderboerderij met woongedeelte 2263 x Plantsoen/park 4124 x 
Loonwerkbedrijf met woongedeelte 2264 x Erf/Tuin/Groenstrook 4125 x 
Pelsdierfokkerij met woongedeelte 2265 x Weg 4126 x 
Broederij met woongedeelte 2266 x Waterweg 4127 x 
Dierenasiel met woongedeelte 2267 x Spoorweg 4128 x 
Overige agrarische niet-woning met woong 2299 x Cultuurgrond 4131 x 
Gemeenschappelijke voorziening m woong 2300 x Grasland 4132 x 
Onderwijs met woongedeelte 2310 x Akkerbouwland 4133 x 
Creche/peuterspeelzaal met woongedeelte 2311 x Tuinbouwland 4134 x 
Basisschool met woongedeelte 2312 x Boomgaard 4135 x 
Alg voortg onderw MAVO/HAVOlVWO met 2313 x Bos 4136 x 
Beroepsonderwijs LBO/MBO met woonged 2314 x Natuurlijk terrein (bijv. heide) 4137 x 
Hogeschool/universiteit met woongedeelte 2315 x Water (bijv. ven) 4138 x 
Vrije-tijdsonderwijs met woongedeelte 2316 x Overig ongebouwd 4199 x 
Speciaal onderwijs met woongedeelte 2317 x Landbouw ongebouwd 4200 x 
Dagverblijf met woongedeelte 2318 x Akkerbouw ongebouwd 4211 x 
Overig onderwijs met woongedeelte 2319 x Tuinbouw ongebouwd 4212 x 
maatschappelijke dienstverleni 2320 x Bosbouw ongebouwd 4217 x 
Medisch met woongedeelte 2330 x gemengd bedrijf ongebouwd 4242 x 
Ziekenhuis met woongedeelte 2331 x melkveebedrijf ongebouwd 4243 x 
(Poli)kliniek met woongedeelte 2332 x openbaarongebouwd 4910 x 
Medisch dagverblijf met woongedeelte 2333 x particulier ongebouwd 4920 x 
Psychiatrisch ziekenhuis met woonged 2334 x Grond HARVO 4930 x 
Revalidatiecentrum met woongedeelte 2335 x spoorbaan 4934 x 
Verpleegtehuis met woongedeelte 2336 x Grond PARVO 4940 x 
Gezinsvervangend tehuis met woongedeelt 2337 x Object in aanbouw 5000 x 
Verblijf voor verstand gehandic met woon 2338 x Woning in aanbouw 5100 x 
Overig medisch met woongedeelte 2339 x Niet-woning met woning in aanbouw 5200 x 
Bijzondere woonfuncties met woongedeelt 2350 x Niet-woning zonder woning in aanbouw 5300 x 
Verzorgings-Ibejaardentehuis met woonge 2351 x Overige objecten in aanbouw 5900 x 
Kruisgebouw met woongedeelte 2352 x Sluimerende WOZ object 9100 x 
Praktijkruimte tandarts/fysio met woong 2353 x woonwagen/bootlocatie 1190 x 
Kindertehuis met woongedeelte 2354 x normaal, woonwagen/-boot, standaard/alg 1191 x 
Sociale werkvoorziening met woongedeelte 2355 x Mantelzorg woning 1199 x 
Gevangenis met woongedeelte 2356 x recreatiewoning 1200 x 
Klooster met woongedeelte 2357 x recreatie, vrijstaand, standaard/alg 1211 x 



Kazerne met woongedeelte 2358 x recreatie, vrijstaand, semi-bungalow 1212 x 
Overige bijzondere woonfuncties met woon 2359 x recreatie, vrijstaand, bungalow 1213 x 
Gemeenschapsgebouwen overig met woon 2370 x recreatie, vrijstaand, villa/landhuis 1214 x 
Gemeentehuis met woongedeelte 2371 x recreatie, vrijstaand, woonboerderij 1215 x 
Gemeentewerken met woongedeelte 2372 x recreatie, 2"1 kap, standaard/algemeen 1221 x 
Politiebureau met woongedeelte 2373 x recreatie, 2"1 kap, semi-bungalow 1222 x 
Gerechtsgebouw met woongedeelte 2374 x recreatie, 2"1 kap, bungalow 1223 x 
Brandweerkazerne met woongedeelte 2375 x recreatie, rij, standaard/algemeen 1231 x 
Wijk-/buurtcentrum met woongedeelte 2376 x recreatie, hoek, standaard/algemeen 1241 x 
Begraafplaats met woongedeelte 2377 x recreatie, tussen, standaard/algemeen 1251 x 
Aula met woongedeelte 2378 x recreatie, eind, standaard/algemeen 1261 x 
Crematorium met woongedeelte 2379 x recreatie, geschakeld, standaard/alg 1271 x 
Cultuur en religie met woongedeelte 2400 x recreatie, geschakeld, herenhuis 1276 x 
Cultuur met woongedeelte 2410 x Woonwagenkamp 1290 x 
Schouwburg/concertgebouw met woonged 2411 x eengezinseindwoning 1160 x 
Congresgebouw met woongedeelte 2412 x normaal, eind, standaard/algemeen 1161 x 
Museum met woongedeelte 2413 x normaal, eind, duplex 1165 x 
Expositie-/evenementenhal met woonged 2414 x normaal, eind, herenhuis 1166 x 
Bioscoop met woongedeelte 2415 x normaal, hoek, kwadrant 1167 x 
Bibliotheek met woongedeelte 2416 x eengezinstussenwoning 1150 x 
Kasteel/paleis met woongedeelte 2417 x normaal, tussen, standaard/algemeen 1151 x 
Overig cultureel met woongedeelte 2419 x normaal, tussen, bungalow 1153 x 
Religie met woongedeelte 2450 x normaal, tussen, villa/landhuis 1154 x 
Kerk met woongedeelte 2451 x normaal, tussen, woonboerderij 1155 x 
Kapel met woongedeelte 2452 x normaal, tussen, herenhuis 1156 x 
Moskee met woongedeelte 2453 x normaal, tussen, patio 1159 x 



Appendix 5: Complete dataset based on absolute numbers 



Dependent variabie 

Buurt-Thermometer Stuftax 

Tot al Tot al Houses to use in 

inhabitants Houses research 
Oistrictnr. 

Surface 
District name Mean WOZ ((J 

Mean surface Mean volume 
Detached 

(hec) (m2) (m3) 

1.849 960 921 211 54 Irisbuurt 196839 106 284 1,7 
1.353 625 625 212 14 Rochusbuurt 188474 59 284 1,1 
2.829 1.200 1.299 214 45 Tuindorp 203260 81 299 0,3 
1.049 510 493 215 15 Helstraat 202720 95 308 1,6 
1.139 555 533 216 13 Bloemenplein 179629 101 283 0,6 
1.947 86S 878 221 20 Kerstroosplein 151726 120 288 0,2 
3.117 1.245 1.258 222 46 Gerarduspleln 215038 169 314 2,5 
1.385 660 658 223 30 Gennepenljde 207780 124 268 5,9 
1.446 540 568 225 78 Elbnburc 387231 321 450 9,5 

I 3.863 1.915 1.902 232 76 Bur&hplan 192590 146 308 4,6 
1.639 835 816 233 26 Sintenbuurt 187690 144 302 0,5 
1.675 800 800 234 18 TlYoll 156744 126 242 0,1 

: 2.189 770 752 235 201 GIJzenrooi 365323 444 429 20,2 
I 1.084 550 547 236 15 Nieuwe ENen 170748 88 304 0,0 

2.551 1.335 1.058 237 29 Kruldenbuurt 155S71 115 278 0,1 

' 1.752 655 644 311 56 Villapark 419244 333 500 11,2 
3.462 1.500 1.503 321 71 Doornakkers-West 168106 173 287 1,5 

: 2.879 1.255 1.13S 322 100 Doornakkers-oost 158657 163 287 0,4 
I 3.857 1.850 1.837 323 76 Muschbers. GeestenberK 173736 141 314 1,3 
I 3.651 1.555 1.536 325 149 't Hoflee 214036 186 348 4,6 

3.434 1.835 1.818 411 47 limbeek 152790 47 233 0,3 
3.418 1.450 1.497 412 37 Hemelrijken 173219 81 270 0,8 

: 1.514 820 794 413 20 Gildebuurt 189623 57 273 0,8 
1.104 650 652 414 26 Woenselse Watermolen 209592 58 290 0,0 
4.204 1.840 1.876 421 67 Groenewoud 139514 125 266 0,1 

' 2.837 1.495 1.448 424 47 Mensfort 164878 101 285 0,6 
2.067 970 975 425 51 Rapenland 156742 106 269 1,1 

; 5.159 2.405 2.413 431 83 Generalenbuurt 171928 112 271 0,0 
I 1.398 855 857 432 28 OudeToren 206606 54 317 0,8 
I 2.603 1.445 1.419 434 50 Oude Gracht-West 168104 83 280 0,0 

1.305 555 551 435 59 Oude Gracht-oost 330089 340 460 14,5 
1.025 405 404 511 77 Driehoelesbos 396760 337 457 27,9 

; 4.438 2.250 2.117 512 95 PrlnseiHt 181717 135 297 1,9 
3.551 1.740 1.739 513 56 ~qenhoef 161948 115 283 0,0 
2.113 1.015 1.009 514 34 'tHool 191444 107 343 2,6 
561 470 438 515 18 Winkelcentrum 162655 0 218 0,0 

3.529 1.675 1.677 516 56 Vlolchown 165856 112 310 0,9 
: 3.856 1.480 1.408 521 216 KerkclorJI Acht 377256 455 459 36,8 
I 3.954 1.590 1.566 522 103 Achtsa Barrier-Guntenlaer 211931 224 478 1,4 
I 4.855 1.885 1.874 523 102 Adltse Blrrier·Sf118ihoef 233939 231 349 7,0 

4 .316 1.675 1.675 524 73 Achtse Barrier-ttoewn 210319 192 328 2,4 
5.118 2.165 2.164 531 82 Woenselse Heide 194477 148 348 0,1 

: 4.959 2.330 2.329 532 119 rrempel 185841 163 346 1,0 
2.279 775 772 533 75 Bllxernbosch·West 371689 360 435 17,9 
7.185 2.430 2.406 534 167 8Jiumbosch..()ost 328069 267 392 15,8 
4.315 2.055 2.051 541 68 Edeart 162296 105 284 0,4 
991 425 425 542 60 ll.uvteller 419856 452 504 28,0 

; 5.156 2.485 2.481 543 102 V Nrtbroek 176287 139 308 1,4 

' 2.969 1.075 1.072 544 52 Heestenlkker 231564 209 386 2,5 
I 3.074 1.265 1.294 611 30 Elasternln, Vonclerkwutler 204421 92 333 0,2 

2.120 985 940 612 43 178687 144 283 1,4 
1.418 720 660 614 22 173564 81 285 2,0 
2.051 900 855 615 39 !illililll. 198284 143 299 2,5 
2.669 1.325 1.327 623 90 157994 133 261 0,0 
3.521 1.300 1.255 633 149 ..... 281578 185 408 6,3 
2.701 1.105 1.089 634 131 257955 163 369 5,4 
3.443 1.300 1.261 711 59 Sclirijversbuurt 261377 152 389 1,8 

: 1.642 840 796 712 26 Oude Spoorbaan 1732.76 85 276 1,4 
1.192 685 682 713 27 Hqenkamp 150956 50 244 0,0 

I 2.832 1.535 1.541 721 59 Genderdal 151082 74 260 0,0 
2.325 1.190 1.187 722 37 Blaarthem 166349 98 276 0,8 
3.240 1.510 1.450 724 59 Bennekel-Oost 162294 119 268 0,2 
3.687 1.665 1.667 732 73 Hanevoet 184492 153 338 0,2 

lsupportive in formation Decribtion of all Mean surface Mean volume 

variables 
Mean WOZ value of 

of all the of all the 
all the house 

objects per district 
house objects house objects 

in Eindhoven 
per distr ict in per district in 

Eindhoven Eindhoven 

Souree Stuffax 

Year 2007 2007 2007 

House type 

Semi-
Connea..d 

A at/ 
Eldelly Students 

detached 
Row CorneJ 

apartment 

S,9 30,4 11,1 2,9 40,9 3,0 4,0 
4,0 15,2 7,7 0,0 59,2 3,5 9,3 
1,3 29,6 9,4 0,1 33,7 21,9 3,7 
3,9 32,0 15,4 0,0 39,1 2,8 5,1 
3,2 43,0 18,8 0,0 29,8 0,0 4,7 

0,9 66,5 16,4 0,0 10,4 0,9 4,7 
4,0 68,2 16,9 0,0 4,6 0,0 3,9 
6,7 17,0 5,2 0,2 43,8 21,3 0,0 

21,8 38,2 11,6 3,0 6,3 9,3 0,2 
1,9 46,1 15,8 2,9 28,0 0,0 0,7 
1,0 60,5 20,3 0,0 16,3 0,9 0,5 
0,5 63,8 16,S 0,0 10,1 8,6 0,4 

35,8 15,2 5,1 17,4 1,9 4,5 0,0 
0,5 44,2 11,7 0,0 38,2 0,0 5,3 
0,9 80,4 12,7 0,0 2,6 0,1 3,1 

28,7 23,1 18,9 1,7 6,4 5,9 4,0 
3,8 54,4 18,0 0,1 11,2 8,3 2,8 
1,8 58,8 22.8 0,1 12,4 2,3 1,4 
2,3 55,0 13,7 1,4 20,7 4,6 1,0 

12,2 32,3 16,7 2,0 29,8 2,1 0,3 
1,0 21,2 5,2 0,2 64,0 5,0 3,1 
1,5 37,4 13,4 0,2 31,3 6,7 8,9 
1,6 25,7 6,9 0,3 61,0 0,1 3,7 
4,9 19,2 9,4 0,0 66,6 0,0 0,0 
0,6 61,7 14,2 0,0 17,8 0,0 5,7 
2,2 44,1 10,8 0,0 35,8 6,2 0,3 
0,7 40,0 16,8 0,1 25,3 14,3 1,6 
1,4 44,1 15,7 2,2 31,4 4,8 0,3 
1,6 12,3 5,5 4,2 70,7 3,6 1,3 
1,8 34,2 8,7 0,0 55,1 0,0 0,3 

17,8 43,9 15,8 8,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7,4 5,9 2,2 35,9 20,5 0,0 0,0 
3,4 40,6 14,1 1,4 21,4 17,0 0,2 
1,4 50,6 12,7 0,0 33,4 1,6 0,2 
0,0 31,9 15,4 3,5 46,4 0,0 0,3 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 99,5 0,0 0,5 
1,4 44,2 15,9 0,0 24,0 12,9 0,6 

29,5 10,3 5,5 8,4 0,5 9,0 0,1 
7,4 54,8 ____Th9 2,3 7,1 0,0 0,1 

10,6 50,7 16,5 7,8 1,8 5,5 0,0 
9,1 42,7 17,5 8,4 10,9 9,1 0,0 
7,8 54,1 17,0 0,5 14,5 5,9 0,1 
3,8 55,9 20,1 2,5 8,4 8,3 0,0 

37,3 10,2 4,1 30,4 0,0 0,0 0,0 
25,6 27,6 9,0 12,8 9,1 0,0 0,0 
0,3 47,5 13,9 0,0 24,5 11,4 2,0 
30,4 13,6 7,3 20,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 
4,0 45,2 14,1 3,9 31,3 0,0 0,2 

10,2 55,4 20,2 11,5 0,0 0,0 0,2 
1,0 47,4 8,7 0,0 35,0 1,5 6,1 
2,1 52,9 22,6 0,0 11,6 4,8 4,7 
3,9 33,9 11,5 0,0 39,2 7,4 2,0 
8,3 41,1 15,7 2,7 19,2 7,6 3,0 
0,1 53,0 18,2 0,5 22,0 6,1 0,1 
8,9 51,2 13,7 8,1 11,7 0,0 0,0 
12,6 41,9 11,0 10,9 18,3 0,0 0,0 
5,5 43,9 17,7 1,0 23,0 0,0 7,1 
2,8 29,1 14,8 0,3 38,6 9,5 3,5 
0,0 22,3 5,9 0,0 49,6 22,0 0,3 
0,3 29,3 13,5 0,1 52,2 3,8 1,0 
5,7 30,7 15,7 0,5 45,1 0,0 1,6 
0,6 52,7 15,6 0,0 25,2 0,7 5,1 
0,5 61,8 21,7 0,6 7,5 7,7 0,0 

Percentages of house types of all the houses per district in Eindhoven 

Stuffax 

2007 

Building layers 

Layers 0 Layers 1 to 3 
Layers4and 

more 

6S,4 2S,1 9,6 
45,6 36,5 17,9 
56,0 30,5 13,5 
64,3 32,7 3,0 
71,5 24,4 4,1 
88,8 11,2 0,0 
96,5 3,5 0,0 
36,6 23,4 40,0 
89,6 10,0 0,4 
78,1 19,0 2,9 
87,6 12,4 0,0 
87,3 12,8 0,0 
98,7 1,3 0,0 
61,2 38,8 0,0 
99,1 0,9 0,0 
89,3 10,7 0,0 
85,3 14,7 0,0 
90,S 9,5 0,0 
79,1 8,2 12,7 
72,7 17,6 9,7 
46,5 45,8 7,8 
67,7 30,8 1,5 
40,6 39,0 20,4 
37,1 47,7 15,2 
93,9 4,5 1,6 
63,9 35,3 0,8 
60,7 26,7 12,6 
64,9 25,4 9,7 
29,3 25,3 45,5 
47,6 28,5 23,9 
100,0 0,0 0,0 
81,7 7,7 10,6 
64,0 21,5 14,5 

65,6 13,7 20,7 
53,4 28,1 18,5 
0,9 54,1 45,0 
65,4 14,2 20,4 
100,0 0,0 0,0 
92,9 7,1 0,0 
96,5 3,5 0,0 
89,8 9,0 1,2 
81,8 8,0 10,2 
86,9 7,6 5,5 
100,0 0,0 0,0 
91,7 6,4 1,9 
65,1 18,2 16,7 
100,0 0,0 0,0 
71,5 14,8 13,7 

100,0 0,0 0,0 
68,7 25,2 6,1 
85,3 14,3 0,4 
72,7 27,3 0,0 
77,3 21,1 1,6 
73,2 23,4 3,4 
90,0 6,2 3,7 
87,0 8,1 4,9 
79,3 19,4 1,3 
55,5 40,3 4,5 
31,8 50,6 17,6 
48,9 44,7 6,4 
56,4 38,7 4,9 
76,1 19,9 4,0 
86,0 8,9 5,1 

Building layors are measured by the st reet level 
at which the WOZ object is located . 'Layors 0' 
means that a WOZ object is located at streel 
level. 'Layors 1-3' means that a woz object is 
located at the fir st to third floor. 'Layors 4-

more' means that the WOZ object is located at 
the fourth or higher naars 

Stuffax 

2007 

Real estate numbers 

Year of construction 

Houses Houses Houses Houses 
Houses 2003 and later 

1940 - 1944 1.945-1970 1992-2002 1971-1991 

32,4 10,9 17,3 39,S 0,0 
36,8 21,8 35,8 5,6 0,0 
24,6 43,9 24,9 6,5 0,0 
39,6 19,3 24,5 16,6 0,0 
54,8 14,3 23,3 7,7 0,0 
62,3 36,9 0,8 0,0 0,0 
77,1 17,6 2,9 2, 3 0,1 
20,8 47,7 31,3 0,0 0,2 
25,2 49,3 0,4 25,2 0,0 
0,0 79,4 6,0 6,5 8,1 
7,6 87,0 0,9 1,7 2,8 

60,1 31,3 0,0 8,6 0,0 
4,1 0,1 43,4 52,3 0,1 
15,5 84,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 
98,9 1,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 
74,4 5,7 17,1 2,8 0,0 
37,3 42,2 10,5 9,5 0,5 
0,0 89,5 8,5 2,0 0,0 
8,3 3,5 85,6 2,3 0,2 
8,5 32,2 44,1 15,0 0,1 

7,9 37,1 41,4 11,1 2,5 
32,9 6,3 33,1 23,0 4,5 
26,8 34,2 30,7 7,8 0,0 

0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 
69,5 13,5 1,5 12,6 2,9 
0,3 87,4 2,6 9,7 0,0 
3,8 60,9 33,1 0,1 1,9 
2,5 65,3 24,0 8,2 0,0 

10,9 0,4 84,6 4,2 0,0 
0,0 57,6 19,7 22,8 0,0 
0,2 96,6 2,2 1,1 0,0 
4,0 0,2 0,7 95,0 0,0 
1,2 68,0 23,6 4,6 2,7 

0,0 89,6 8,9 1,6 0,0 
0,0 26,0 73,2 0,8 0,0 
0,0 0,0 67,4 0,0 32,6 
2,5 48,4 49,1 0,0 0,0 
7, 1 3,5 53,1 35,8 0,5 
1,1 0,3 98,5 0,1 0,0 
0,1 0,2 95,4 4,2 0,2 
0,1 0,0 95,9 4,0 0,0 
0,0 53,3 45,0 1,8 0,0 
0,0 52,8 36,9 8,8 1,5 
0,0 0,1 62,6 37,3 0,0 
0,9 0,0 0,0 98,9 0,2 
0,0 71,2 22,9 5,9 0,0 
0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 
0,0 87,2 7,5 5,1 0,2 
0,0 4,0 90,8 5,2 0,0 

39,2 3,5 51,7 4,4 1,2 
69,3 1,0 22,4 4,8 2,6 
17,4 0,0 78,2 1,1 3,3 
48,3 12,2 20,1 19,4 0,0 
0,0 88,1 10,6 1,4 0,0 
1,1 0,2 0,2 2,0 96,5 
0,1 0,4 0,0 82,6 16,9 

49,6 27,8 8,8 12,0 1,7 
25,6 42,4 29,4 2,6 0,0 
0,0 70,7 12,6 16,7 0,0 
0,0 83,5 3,5 13,0 0,0 
10,1 63,2 22,8 2,7 1,2 
16,9 64,5 6,2 3,3 9,1 
0,0 0,1 99,5 0,4 0,0 

The year wherein a WOZ object is become buildtechnical finished 

Stuffax 

2007 



Location Quality Maintanance 

~ 
LoatiOil Loc•tlon ICwallty ICwallty ICwality Maint. Malnt. Maint. Popuiatien 

accordina above below aCCDrdlng above Below Actording Below 
Renovation 

density Low educated {%) 

:ndard st&ndArd stanclard sUndard staRdard standard standard standard standard 
{%) 

[inw/hec] 

4,3 89,8 5,9 0,4 99,3 0,2 1,0 98,7 0,3 2,0 20 47 33 34,2 19 
0,8 99,2 0,0 0,8 99,2 0,0 1,1 98,9 0,0 1,3 20 36 44 96,6 14 
1,5 98,2 0,3 1,0 9S,S 3,S 0,6 9S,9 3,S 37,2 2S 41 34 62,9 12 
32,0 S8,4 9,S 0,6 99,2 0,2 1,6 98,2 0,2 3,0 21 39 40 69,9 29 
12,4 73,5 14,1 0,0 99,4 0,6 0,0 99,4 0,6 31,S 12 44 44 87,6 29 
0,6 99,3 0,1 0,3 99,7 0,0 0,6 99,4 0,0 0,2 9 43 48 97,4 34 
3,S 9S,3 0,2 0,3 99,6 0,1 0,4 99,S 0,1 18,0 16 43 41 67,8 30 
0,2 96,7 3,1 0,0 99,8 0,2 O,S 98,8 0,8 S3,0 40 33 27 46,2 7 
3,9 89,6 6,5 O,S 99,3 0,2 0,4 99,S 0,1 O,S 43 29 28 18,S 7 
6,0 92,5 1,S 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,1 97,8 2,2 S,8 1S 4S 40 S0,8 37 
12,4 87,6 0,0 0,0 94,7 S,3 0,0 94,6 S,4 10,S 18 42 40 63,0 37 
0,0 91.1 8,9 0,0 100,0 0,0 O,S 99,4 0,1 0,0 0 S1 49 93,1 6S 
0,1 83,S 16,4 0,8 98,9 0,3 0,7 98,S 0,8 0,4 36 32 32 10,9 26 
2,0 98,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 O,S 99,S 0,0 0,0 13 S2 3S 72,3 34 
1,3 98,1 0,6 0,1 99,9 0,0 0,1 99,9 0,0 0,0 9 4S 46 88,0 41 

14,4 8S,2 0,2 0,8 99,2 0,0 0,6 99,2 0,2 0,9 31 3S 34 31,3 18 
1S,7 84,3 0,0 1,7 98,3 0,0 3,S 96,2 0,1 S,S 10 46 44 48,8 41 

13,1 86,9 0,0 12,1 87,9 0,0 O,S 99,3 0,2 8,0 7 39 S4 28,8 S4 
O,S 99,S 0,0 38,6 61,4 0~0 0,2 99,S 0,3 0,3 1S 44 41 S0,8 38 
2,6 93,4 4,0 0,4 99,S 0,1 O,S 94,7 4,8 18,8 17 41 42 24,S 4S 
0,1 99,9 0,0 0,0 98,6 1,4 0,1 91,0 8,6 0,1 10 47 43 73,1 37 
0,1 97,3 2,6 0,4 97,1 2,S 0,3 89,9 9,8 23,S 8 40 S2 92,4 28 
0,0 94,2 S,8 0,0 8S,9 14,1 0,2 98,1 1,7 4,3 16 36 48 7S,7 38 
10,8 89,0 0,2 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 41 39 20 42,S 34 
0,9 99,1 0,0 0,1 99,8 0,1 1,4 98,6 0,0 0,1 0 47 S3 62,7 40 
0,0 100,0 0,0 0,1 99,9 0,0 0,1 97,2 2,7 21,4 10 47 43 60,4 S7 
0,0 98,8 1,2 0,1 99,6 0,3 0,2 99,1 0,7 0,1 14 40 46 40,S 41 
16,4 83,6 0,0 0,2 99,8 0,0 0,1 99,9 0,0 0,0 13 44 43 62,2 49 
64,S 3S,S 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 o,s 9S,4 4,2 0,1 20 36 44 49,9 34 
0,1 96,3 3,6 0,2 99,8 __(),() 0, 1 94,3 S,6 0,0 16 4S 39 S2,1 34 
2,3 8S,S 12,2 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,2 99,8 0,0 0,0 34 21 4S 22,1 34 
0,2 9S,S 4,2 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 27,S 72,S 0,3 40 29 31 13,3 30 
0,4 99,6 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 97,S 2,S 0,6 19 40 41 46,7 30 
0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,1 99,9 0,0 2,5 8 47 45 63,4 68 
46,2 46,4 7,4 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,1 99,9 0,0 0,0 23 40 37 62,1 30 
5,5 70,0 24,S 0,0 67,4 32,6 5,5 61,9 32,6 0,0 10 66 24 31,2 30 
0,2 99,8 0,0 0,2 99,8 0,0 0 ,2 99,8 0,0 9,5 13 46 41 63,0 43 
3,2 81,6 15,1 0,4 99,2 0,4 0,6 86,3 13,1 1.3 32 31 37 17,9 30 
1,3 98,7 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,1 25 39 36 38,4 29 
0,0 99,4 0,6 0,0 99,8 0,2 0,0 99,8 0,2 0,1 27 37 36 47,6 3S 
0,0 99,9 0,1 0,0 100,0 0,0 O,S 99,5 0,0 0,1 20 41 39 59,1 43 
0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 16 42 42 62,4 S4 
3,9 94,2 1,9 0,0 98,7 1,3 0,0 99,1 0,9 0,0 1S 44 41 41,7 43 
0,0 84,7 1S,3 0,2 99,8 0,0 0,2 99,8 0,0 0,1 40 29 31 30,4 1S 
0,0 9S,8 4,2 0,4 99,S 0,1 0,1 S1,2 48,7 0,2 31 37 32 43,0 29 
14,7 8S,3 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 9,0 91,0 0,0 1,0 10 48 42 63,S 3S 
7,1 92,9 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,2 S6 18 26 16,S 3S 
0,0 98,1 1,9 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,1 99,9 0,0 0,0 14 46 40 50,S 4S 
0,0 96,1 3,9 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,2 99,1 0,7 0,0 28 34 38 S7,1 33 
3,4 82,7 13,9 0,1 99,9 0,0 2,2 74,S 23,3 1,S 20 46 34 102,S 17 
4,9 9S,1 0,0 0,0 98,3 1,7 0,1 9S,3 4,6 0,2 10 40 so 49,3 29 
76,2 21,S 2,3 0,3 99,7 0,0 0,3 99,1 0,6 0,9 11 4S 44 64,S 36 
2,3 97,7 0,0 0,2 99,8 0,0 0,2 93,2 6,4 Jld 16 ~ 40 S2,6 38 
4,8 92,6 2,6 17,8 82,2 0,0 8,S 90,1 1,4 0,2 8 47 4S 29,7 ss 
1,3 9S,8 2,9 0,1 72,1 29,8 11,1 79,9 9,0 0,3 19 41 40 23,6 34 
0,1 99,7 0,2 0,1 99,6 0,3 2,4 92,8 4,8 0,1 19 47 34 20,6 27 
6,9 93,1 0,0 0,2 99,8 0,0 0,1 98,1 1,8 0,2 24 32 44 S8,4 22 

28,7 71,1 0,2 0,1 99,9 0,0 0,3 89,0 10,7 2,0 14 so 36 63,2 33 
1S,7 84,3 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 3,2 80,1 16,7 0,0 1S 42 43 44,1 33 
6,0 88,5 S,S 18,4 81,6 0,0 0,1 93,1 6,8 34,S 8 45 47 48,0 46 
19,1 80,9 0,0 0,1 99,9 0,0 0,1 98,7 1,2 0,3_ 8 _48 ~ 62,8 47 

0,3 99,7 0,0 0,0 99,7 0,3 0,2 88,4 11,4 0,0 8 39 S3 S4,9 S2 
0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 2S 40 3S SO,S 29 

The extent wherein the WOZ·objects Percentage inhabitants {from 
deviates from the standard/normal Amount of 19 to 84) with a low 

lobal description of the quality of facitlities, used materiales, A global description of the houses per 
Percentage high, mean and low 

Amount of educationallevel. This means 
su rrounding environment wherein sustainability and technicallifespan maintenance level wherein the woz- districts 

incames per district 
inhabitants at most a certificate at a 

the WOZ·objects are located compared to sim u lar WOZ objects object is situated which are per hectare vocational education level, 
within the samedistrict renovated secondary 

school or lower 

Stuffax Stuffax Stuffax Stuffax 

2007 2007 2007 2007 

Age 

lnhab lnbab. lnhab lnhab 
0-19 20-44 44-65 65+ 

('I') I" I ('1') (%) 

16,3 49,S 23,0 11,1 
13,S 61,0 19,4 6,1 
19,0 40,S 17,9 22,6 
13,S 48,2 17,6 20,6 
1S,S S2,6 19,9 11,9 
21,S 47,S 20,2 10,8 
24,9 43,8 23,4 7,9 
16,7 31,4 14,3 37,6 
32,0 24,3 26,7 17,0 
20,0 42,3 22,7 1S,O 
21,2 37,6 22,S 18,7 
23,2 40,9 22,3 13,6 
30,S 28,S 32,7 8,3 
14,9 S1,4 20,6 13,2 

20,6 S0,8 22,3 6,2 
24,0 31,6 28,9 1S,S 
20,2 46,S 21,2 12,0 
23,7 42,2 19,6 14,S 
18,S 40,7 28,8 12,0 
22,9 3S,O 27,0 1S,1 
14,3 S8,7 19,4 7,6 
16,6 S6,8 16,1 10,S 

10,0 44,S 23,1 22,4 
10,8 47,8 19,S 21,9 

21,2 ss.o 17,3 6,S 
19,3 39,1 22,8 18,9 

21,3 46,3 21,S 10,9 
20,3 38,0 22,1 19,7 

_6~ 2S,6 30,1 37,4 

16,1 36,8 22,6 24,S 
2S,9 21,7 29,4 23,0 
23,9 26,6 32,S 17,0 
19,S 34,8 21,7 24,0 

19,5 30,6 23,5 26,4 

23,1 3S,2_ 23,5 18,2 
2,S 53, 3 29,2 15,0 

21,8 32,1 21,4 24,7 
24,6 25,4 35,3 14,7 
25,4 33,6 32,6 8,3 

25,7 36,0 31,1 7,1 
26,4 35,2 30,6 7,9 
22,S 29,4 2S,2 22,8 
19,8 26,7 27,9 25,7 
32,1 29,3 322 S,9 
34,S 39,6 20,2 S,7 
21,0 31,6 23,4 24,0 
17,9 13,3 34,9 33,9 
21,4 34,1 24,S 20,0 
27,8 32,0 30,8 9,4 
21,3 47,0 20,S 11,2 
17,0 48,2 22,S 12,4 
18,1 42,S 26,2 13,1 
18,S 43,S 23,7 14,2 
18,0 41,1 24,S 16,3 
27,2 S6,1 14,0 2,7 
26,7 4S,9 20,5 6,8 
21,3 37,S 27,6 13,S 
16,7 SO,S 23,9 8,8 
8,6 31,6 19,0 40,7 
18,4 38,S 20,8 22,4 
14,9 4S,S 26,5 13,2 

19,5 48,4 21,5 10,7 
22,2 31,7 31,8 14,3 

The percentage of inhabitants within a eertaio age 
group 

Buurtthermometer 

2007 

Social numbers 

Househeld Property 

Couple Single· 
Couple with Remaining Social 

Single without parent 
childs households 

Private Rended 
rented 

{%) childs family 
{%) {%) 

{%) {%) 
{%) 

{%) {%) 

46,1 26,S 4,7 1S,S 7,2 S3 47 17 
47,9 24,S 4,1 10,7 12,8 47 S3 24 
48,4 22,S 3,6 18,4 7,1 61 39 31 
42,3 32,1 4,1 12 9,4 S2 48 13 
47 ~-4_ 7 11,9 8,6 3S 6S 44 

33,1 24,8 13,6 182 10,3 30 70 63 
30,S 26,1 7,3 27,8 8,3 60 40 24 

60,7 21,1 1,3 14,2 2,7 44 S6 26 
28,3 27,2 6,8 3S,8 2 74 26 0 
41,3 28,4 S,7 19,9 4,7 36 64 47 

42,2 27 7,8 19,3 3,7 46 S4 44 

38,1 25,2 12,8 19,8 4,2 6 94 88 
12,4 3S _4,6 44,4 3,6 77 23 s 
43,S 27,2 6,9 13,6 8,8 22 78 70 
34 29,8 8,S 19,7 8 34 66 60 

27,6 33,1 3,2 28,S 7,6 70 30 6 
34,9 29,7 6,7 20,4 8,3 41 S9 49 

3S,S 26,9 10,3 19,4 8 20 80 73 
37,6 33,6 S,1 19,6 4,1 4S ss 49 
30 31,S 7,9 26,6 4 34 66 S4 

S3,9 22,8 4,S 11,2 7,7 24 76 70 
43,8 26,3 S,3 12,9 11,6 16 84 77 
47 32 6,6 6,7 7,7 40 60 19 

47,8 36,3 2,S 9,S 3,8 4 96 12 
39,8 23,1 8,2 16,7 12,3 26 74 69 
40,6 29,S 8,6 17,1 4,2 29 71 S8 
43,8 24,9 6,7 18,4 6,3 41 S9 S3 
36,8 30,7 6,9 20,S S,1 39 61 47 
S1,7 33,9 3 7,4 4 39 61 ~8 
47,S 30,S 4,3 13,9 3,8 37 63 S4 
27 3S,4 S,3 30,7 1,6 84 16 0 

17,7 43,6 1,2 3S,4 2 76 24 0 
41,S 31 3,6 20,2 3,6 44 S6 39 
38,2 32,5 8,6 16,8 3,9 17 83 71 
40,2 29,4 8,6 17,2 4,7 28 72 47 
61,7 33,2 1,3 1,S 2,3 29 71 0 
39,2 29,7 7,6 19,3 4,2 2S 7S 26 
17,3 36,8 4 39 2,9 7S 2S 5 
21,5 34,S S,3 36,4 2,3 74 26 19 
18,5 32,1 s 41,2 3,1 7S 2S 7 
23,5 29,1 6,9 37,2 3,4 ss 4S 2S 
28,3 34,3 7,S 26,S 3,4 43 S7 32 
29,4 39,S 6,9 20,9 3,2 26 74 40 
10 30 4,S S3,2 2,4 81 19 0 

12,9 26,8 4 S3,S 2,8 8S 1S 0 
36,6 32,9 8,8 18,2 3,S 26 74 69 
16,S S4,6 2,6 23,1 3,3 90 10 0 
36,7 31,8 8,9 19,3 3,3 33 67 46 
12,6 35,7 4 43,6 4 91 9 0 
39,4 2S,1 4,2 23,2 8,2 62 38 26 
46,9 23,9 7,S 1S,3 6,4 23 77 68 
43,4 2S,4 6,9 19 S,3 29 71 S7 
32,8 32,7 S,2 21,9 2-.4_ 40 60 41 
40,2 29,2 6,4 ~ 3,1 28 72 63 
16 37,9 2,8 39,7 3,6 87 13 4 

15,3 38,8 3 39,2 3,7 77 23 s 
30 31,6 3,9 26,6 7,9 64 36 17 

47,7 26,2 4,2 1S,1 6,7 S1 49 26 
67,9 20,4 2,7 7,1 1,9 10 90 66 
48,4 27 8 12,6 ~-1 11 89 80 
4S,7 28,3 S,4 1S,1 S,S 33 67 60 
37,9 27,9 7,3 16,9 10,1 32 68 62 
30,2 3S,3 6 26 2,S 44 56 12 

Percentage private, rented and social 
The percentage of various househeld compositions per district 

renled houses per district 

Buurtthermometer Central Commision of Statistles {CC5) 

2007 2005 

Unemployed 
{%) 

3,8 
4,2 
2,3 
3,4 
4,4 
5,5 
3,9 
2,0 
1,7 
S,6 
4,7 
7,3 
2,4 
6,2 
6,1 
1,7 
S,8 
8,4 
S,1 
4,9 
S,6 
6,1 

SA 
2,S 
8,7 
6,4 
4,S 
4,2 
4,2 
4,4 

1.4 
2,2 
3,6 

5,8 
S,7 
3,9 
4,4 

1,6 
3,3 
2,7 
3,S 
3,8 
4,2 
1,7 
1,8 
S,1 
1,0 
S,4 
2,S 
2,6 
S,6 
4,2 

3,8 
S,9 
1,S 
3,2 
4,2 
4,8 
S,7 
7,S 
6,7 
7,2 

3,S 

The employment rate per 
district 

Central Commi sion of 
Stalistics {CCS) 

2007 

Em~ 

,..,_ 
~ 

1.606 
S14 
481 
257 
908 
387 

1.017 
882 
383 
SS7 
221 
74 

312 
3S2 
184 

1.820 
1.184 
S17 

1.168 
S38 
800 

1.360 
8SS 

1.441 
1.841 
S49 

4.468 
1.490 
293 
S68 
848 
9S6 
341 
247 
87 

1.773 
386 

5.223 
3.173 
398 
384 

1.646 
1.764 
278 
831 
S66 
130 
466 
282 
399 

1.617 
449 

1.309 
842 
S62 
216 
964 
907 

1.211 

1.145 
627 
S41 
666 



unt of employees 

listiet; Amount of 

~s per district; 
unt of employees 

·ffice per district 

!thermometer 

007 

Out eh 
(%) 

Ethnicity 

Western 
(%) 

Non 
Western 

(%) 

The ethnicity, measured in percentages, per district 

Buurtthermometer 

2007 

Amount of reports from the police station regarding 

vandalism, burglary, drugs and drink nuisance, violent crime 

and noise nuisance per district 

Buurtthermometer 

2007 

Land use mix 

Asriculture I R4!Cr•eat.ion Forrest 
(%) 

Green 

(%) (%) (") 

Percentage of severalland use characteristics per district 

Digital Basis Maps Eindhoven (DBME) 

2004 

Environmental numbers 

Functional environmental variabels 

Percentage of several type of buildings present 

per district 

Digital Basis Maps Eindhoven (DBME) 

2004 

Distance 

City centre 

Distante to the city 

centre measured in a 

straight line and per 

lOOml 

Digital Basis Maps 

Eindhoven (DBME) 

2004 

Mean 

Highway 

(m) 

Distance 

Highway 

Distante to the highway 

measured in a straight 

line and per lOOml 

Digital Basis Maps 

Eindhoven (DBME) 

2004 

Mean 

Parks 

(m) 

Oistance 

Park 

Distance toa park 

measured in a 

straight line and per 

lOOml 

Digital Basis Maps 

Eindhoven (DBME) 

2004 

Mean 

CBD's 

(m) 

Oistance 
CBD's 

Distance toa central 

business district 

(CBD's) measured in 

a straight line and 

per lOOml 

Digital Basis Maps 

Eindhoven (DBME) 

2004 

Mean 

Forest 

(m) 

Distant 

Forest 

Distance toa torest 
measured in a straight 

line and per lOOml 

Digital Basis Maps 

Eindhoven (DBME) 

2004 

Mean 

reereatien 

(m) 

Distant 

reereatien 

Distance to a sports park 

measured in a straight 

line and per lOOml 

Digital Basis Maps 

Eindhoven (DBME) 

2004 



Appendix 6: Topographical map Eindhoven: Visual overview and 

functions 
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Appendix 7: Compatibility 'StufTax' with 'buurtthermometer' 



Buurtthermometer Stuftax 

Nr. Districtnr. Name disctrict 
Surface 

Tot. Houses 
(hec) 

Tot. Houses 

1 211 Irisbuurt S4 960 921 
2 212 Rochusbuurt 14 62S 62S 
3 214 Tuindorp 4S 1.200 1.299 
4 21S Heistraat 1S S10 493 
s 216 Bloemenplein 13 sss S33 
6 221 Kerstroosplein 20 86S 878 
7 222 Gerardusplein 46 1.24S 1.2S8 
8 223 Genneperzijde 30 660 6S8 
9 22S Eikenburg 78 S40 S68 
10 232 Burghplan 76 1.91S 1.902 
11 233 Sintenbuurt 26 83S 816 
12 234 Tivoli 18 800 800 
13 23S Gijzenrooi 201 770 7S2 
14 236 Nieuwe Erven 1S sso S47 
1S 237 Kruidenbuurt 29 1.33S 1.330 
16 311 Villapark S6 6SS 644 
17 321 Doornakkers-West 71 1.500 1.503 
18 322 Doornakkers-Oost 100 1.2SS 1.13S 
19 323 Muschberg, Geestenberg 76 1.8SO 1.837 
20 32S 't Hofke 149 1.5SS 1.536 
21 411 Limbeek 47 1.83S 1.818 
22 412 Hemelrijken 37 1.4SO 1.497 
23 413 Gildebuurt 20 820 794 
24 414 Woenselse Watermolen 26 6SO 6S2 
25 421 Groenewoud 67 1.840 1.876 
26 424 Mensfort 47 1.49S 1.448 
27 42S Rapenland S1 970 97S 
28 431 Generalenbuurt 83 2.40S 2.413 
29 432 Oude Toren 28 8SS 8S7 
30 434 Oude Gracht-West so 1.44S 1.419 
31 43S Oude Gracht-Oost S9 sss SS1 
32 S11 Driehoeksbos 77 40S 404 
33 S12 Prinsejagt 9S 2.2SO 2.117 
34 S13 Jagershoef S6 1.740 1.739 
3S S14 't Hooi 34 1.01S 1.009 
36 S1S Winkelcentrum 18 470 438 
37 S16 Vlokhoven S6 1.67S 1.677 
38 S21 Kerkdorp Acht 216 1.480 1.408 
39 S22 Achtse Barrier-Gunterslaer 103 1.590 l.S66 
40 S23 Achtse Barrier-Spaaihoef 102 1.88S 1.874 
41 S24 Achtse Barrier-Hoeven 73 1.67S 1.67S 
42 S31 Woenselse Heide 82 2.16S 2.164 
43 S32 Tempel 119 2.330 2.329 
44 S33 Blixembosch-West 7S 77S 772 
4S S34 Blixembosch-Oost 167 2.430 2.406 
46 S41 Eekart 68 2.0SS 2.0S1 
47 S42 Luytelaer 60 42S 42S 
48 S43 Vaartbroek 102 2.48S I 2.481 
49 S44 Heesterakker S2 1.07S i 1.072 
so 611 Eliasterrein, Vonderkwartier 30 1.26S 1.294 
S1 612 Philipsdorp 43 98S I' 940 
S2 614 Schouwbroek 22 720 I 660 
S3 61S Schoot 39 900 8SS 
S4 623 Lievendaal 90 1.32S 1.327 
ss 633 Grasrijk 149 1.300 1.2SS 
S6 634 Bos- en Zand nijk 131 1.10S 1.089 
S7 711 Schrijversbuurt S9 1.300 1.261 
S8 712 Oude Spoorbaan 26 840 796 
S9 713 Hagenkamp 27 68S 682 
60 721 Genderdal S9 l.S3S 1.S41 
61 722 Blaarthem 37 1.190 1.187 
62 724 Bennekel-Oost S9 1.510 1.4SO 
63 732 Hanevoet 73 1.66S 1.667 



Appendix 8: Frequency analyses: Histograms; skewness; kurtosis 

numbers 



FREQUENCIES 
VARIABLES=WOZ Surface Volume House_Type Layers Year_of_Construction Income 
Population_Density Low_Educated Age Household_Composition Property Unemployement Ethnicity Safety Land_Use_Mix M_CityCentre 
M_Highway M_Parks M_CBDs M_Forest M_Recreation 

/FORMAT=NOTABLE 
/STATISTICS=SKE\'.'NESS SESKEvl KURTOSIS SEKURT 
/HISTOGRAM NORMAL 
/ORDER= ANALYSIS 

Frequencies 

[DataSetl] C:\Documents and Settings\s061736\Desktop\Resultsljuni\28Mei_ENGELS_FINAL.sav 

woz Surface 
N Valid 63 63 

Missing 0 0 
Skewness ,460 ,529 
Std. Error of Skewness ,302 ,302 
Kurtosis ·,812 ,065 
Std. Error of Kurtosis ,595 ,595 

Househeld -
Compositie 

Age n 
N Valid 63 63 

Missing 0 0 
Skewness ·,270 ,616 
Std. Error of Skewness ,302 ,302 
Kurtosis ,300 ·,560 
Std. Error of Kurtosis ,595 ,595 

M Highway M Parks 
N Va lid 63 63 

Missing 0 0 
Skewness ,196 ·,061 
Std. Error of Skewness ,302 ,302 
Kurtosis ·,306 ·,628 
Std. Error of Kurtosis ,595 ,595 

Histogram 

20 

15 

0 

woz 

Stalistles 

Volume House Type 
63 63 

0 0 
,141 ·,018 
,302 ,302 

·,470 ,397 
,595 ,595 

Statistles 

Unemploy 
Pro~erty ement 

63 63 
0 0 

,248 ,184 
,302 ,302 

·1,498 ·,688 
,595 ,595 

Stalistles 

M CBD's M Forest 
63 63 

0 0 
·,366 ,229 
,302 ,302 

·,211 ·1,008 
,595 

Mean =3.08 
Std. Dev. =1.569 ' 

N =63 

,595 

Year_of_ 
Layer(s) Construction lncome 

63 63 63 
0 0 0 

·,654 ·,206 1,105 
,302 ,302 ,302 

·,646 ·,608 1,275 
,595 ,595 ,595 

Ethnicity Safety Land Use Mix 
63 63 63 

0 0 0 
·,094 ·,265 ,347 
,302 ,302 ,302 

·,999 ·,437 ·,163 
,595 ,595 ,595 

M Reereatien 
63 

0 
·,246 
,302 

·,434 
,595 

Popuiatien Lew 
/Density Educated 

63 63 
0 0 

,208 ,066 
,302 ,302 

·,499 ·,489 
,595 ,595 

M CitvCentre 
63 

0 
·,347 
,302 

·,664 
,595 
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Appendix 9: Statistica! output: Multi Regression Analysis 



REGRESSION 
/MISSING LISTWISE 
/STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA COLLINI TOL CHANGE 
/CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.lO) 
/NOORIGIN 
/DEPENDENT WOZ 
/METHOD=STEPWISE Surface Volurne House_Type Layers Year_of_Construction 
Income Population_Density Low_Educated Age Household_Composition Property 
Unemployement Ethnici ty Safety Land_Use_Mix M_Ci tyCentre M_Highway l1_Parks 
M_CBDs M_Forest M_Recreation 
/PARTIALPLOT ALL 
/RESIDUALS HIST(ZRESID) NORM(ZRESID) ID( Districtname ) . 

Regression 

[DataSetl] C:\Docwments and Settings\s061736\Desktop\Resultsljuni\28Mei_ENGELS_FINAL.sav 

Varlables Entered/Removed8 

Variables Variables 

I Model En te red Removed Methad 
1 Stepwise 

(Criteria: 
Probability 
-of-
F-to-enter 

Property <= ,050, 
Probability 
-of-
F-to-remo 
ve >= 
,100). 

2 Stepwise 
(Criteria: 
Probability 
-of-
F-to-enter 

Volume I <= .o5o. 
Probability 
-of-
F-to-remo 
ve >= 
,100). 

3 Stepwise 
(Criteria: 
Probability 
-of-
F-to-enter 

lncome <= ,050, 
Probability 
-of-
F-to-remo 
ve >= 

,, ,100). 

a. Dependent Vanable: WOZ 

Model Summaryd 

Chanoe Stalistics 
Adjusted R Std. Error of R Square 

Model R R Square Square the Estimate Change F Change df1 df2 
1 ,856" ,733 ,728 ,818 ,733 167,322 1 61 
2 ,902b ,813 ,807 ,690 ,080 25,719 1 60 
3 ,924c ,854 ,847 ,614 ,041 16,582 1 59 

a. Pred1ctors: (Constant), Property 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Property, Volume 

c. Predictors: (Constant), Property, Volume, lncome 

d. Dependent Variable: WOZ 

ANOVAd 

Sumo! 
Model I Squares dl Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 

I 

111,833 1 111,833 167,322 ,ooo• 
Residual 40,770 61 ,668 
Total 152.603 62 

2 Regression 124,065 2 62,033 130,423 ,ooob 
Residual 28,538 60 ,476 
Total 152,603 62 

3 Regression 130,326 3 43,442 115,056 ,oooc 
Residual 22,277 59 ,378 
Total 152,603 62 

a. PrediCtors: (Constant), Property 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Property, Volume 

c. Predictors: (Constant), Property, Volume, lncome 

d. Dependent Variable: WOZ 

Sig. F Change 
,000 
,000 
,000 



Coefflclents" 

Unstandardized Standardized 
Coefficients Coefficients Collinearil) Stalistics 

Model B Std. Error Beta t Si!l. Toleranee VIF 
1 (Constant) ,785 ,205 3,828 ,000 

Property ,817 ,063 ,856 12,935 ,000 1.000 1,000 

2 (Constant) -,114 ,248 -,460 ,647 
Property ,522 ,079 ,548 6,633 ,000 ,457 2,187 
Volume ,485 ,096 ,419 5,071 ,000 ,457 2,187 

3 (Constant) -,834 ,283 -2.950 ,005 
Property ,452 ,072 ,473 6,246 ,000 ,431 2,321 
Volume ,433 ,086 ,373 5,016 ,000 ,447 2,237 
lncome ,495 ,121 ,231 4,072 ,000 ,766 1,306 

a . Dependent Vanable: WOZ 

Excluded Varlablead 

Collinearity Stalistics 

Partial Minimum 
Model Beta In t Sio. Correlation Toleranee VIF Toleranee 
1 Surface ,289° 3,858 ,000 ,446 ,635 1,576 ,635 

Volume ,419° 5,071 ,000 ,548 ,457 2,187 ,457 
House_Type ,143° 2,023 ,048 ,253 ,840 1,191 ,840 
Layer(s) -,035° -,471 ,640 -,061 ,807 1,239 ,807 
Year_oi_Constructien ,184° 2,865 ,006 ,347 ,946 1,057 ,946 
lncome ,274° 4,121 ,000 ,470 ,783 1,277 ,783 
Populatien_Density ,262° 3,929 ,000 ,452 ,794 1,259 ,794 
Low_Educated ,083° 1,036 ,305 ,133 ,674 1,485 ,674 
Age -,035° -,462 ,646 -,060 ,782 1,279 ,782 
Household_Compositien ,261° 2,881 ,005 ,349 ,477 2,095 ,477 
Unemployement ,348° 3,253 ,002 ,387 ,330 3,030 ,330 
Ethnicity ,247° 2,508 ,015 ,308 ,416 2,404 ,416 
Safety ,159° 2,351 ,022 ,290 ,888 1,126 ,888 
Land_Use_ Mix ,252° 3,622 ,001 ,424 ,753 1,328 ,753 
M_CityCentre -,037° -,530 ,598 -,068 ,896 1,116 ,896 
M_Highway -,074° -1,102 ,275 -,141 ,975 1,026 ,975 
M_Parks ,012° ,175 ,862 ,023 ,996 1,004 ,996 
M_CBD's -,091° -1,360 ,179 -,173 ,957 1,044 ,957 
M_Forest ,026° ,394 ,695 ,051 ,987 1,013 ,987 
M Reereatien ,034° ,506 ,615 ,065 ,995 1,005 ,995 

2 Surface ,123b 1,427 ,159 ,183 ,415 2,410 ,299 
House_ Type ,016b ,234 ,816 ,030 ,692 1,445 ,377 
Layer(s) -,151b -2,396 ,020 -,298 ,724 1,381 ,410 
Year_of_Construction ,120b 2,087 ,041 ,262 ,889 1,124 ,430 

lncome ,231b 4,072 ,000 ,468 ,766 1,306 ,431 
Population_Density ,177b 2,824 ,006 ,345 ,709 1,411 ,408 
Low_Educated ,135b 2,018 ,048 ,254 ,660 1,515 ,342 

A ge -,036b -,565 ,574 -,073 ,782 1,279 ,406 
Household_Compos~ion ,069b ,729 ,469 ,095 ,352 2,841 ,337 
Unemployement ,299b 3,299 ,002 ,395 ,326 3,066 ,255 
Ethnicity ,215b 2,592 ,012 ,320 ,414 2,418 ,293 
Safety ,114b 1,947 ,056 ,246 ,865 1,156 ,446 
Land_Use_Mix ,139b 2,007 ,049 ,253 ,618 1,618 ,375 
M_CityCentre ,054b ,873 ,386 ,113 ,821 1,218 ,419 

M_Highway -,069b -1,232 ,223 -,158 ,975 1,026 ,451 
M_Parks ,033b ,584 ,561 ,076 ,990 1,010 ,455 
M_CBD's -,030b -,512 ,610 -,067 ,913 1,096 ,436 
M_Forest -,020b -,347 ,730 -,045 ,962 1,040 ,440 
M Reereatien -,045b -,775 ,442 -,100 ,925 1,082 ,425 

3 Surface ,089c 1,150 ,255 ,149 ,410 2,439 ,298 
House_ Type -,010c -,160 ,874 -,021 ,685 1,461 ,374 
Layer(s) -,094c -1 ,564 ,123 -,201 ,671 1,490 ,388 
Year_of_Constructien ,071c 1,315 ,194 ,170 ,834 1,199 ,426 
Population_Density ,115c 1,903 ,062 ,242 ,645 1,551 ,407 
Low_Educated ,098c 1,606 ,114 ,206 ,643 1,554 ,336 
A ge ,020c ,334 ,739 ,044 ,738 1,355 ,368 
Household_Composition ,074c ,883 ,381 ,115 ,352 2,842 ,331 
Unemployement ,178c 1,886 ,064 ,240 ,265 3,778 ,252 
Ethnicity ,107c 1,281 ,205 ,166 ,349 2,866 ,293 
Safety ,072C 1,325 ,190 ,171 ,828 1,208 ,429 
Land_Use_Mix ,089c 1,385 ,171 ,179 ,591 1,693 ,374 
M_CityCentre ,054c ,987 ,328 ,128 ,821 1,218 ,410 
M_Highway -,065c -1,287 ,203 -,167 ,974 1,027 ,424 
M_Parks -,004c -,082 ,935 -,011 ,957 1,044 ,430 
M_CBD's -,039c -,742 ,461 -,097 ,911 1,098 ,425 
M_Forest -,039c -,771 ,444 -,101 ,953 1,049 ,412 
M Reereatien -,067c -1,303 ,198 -,169 ,915 1,093 ,401 

a. Predietors 10 the Model: (Constant), Property 

b. Predietors in the Model: (Constant), Property , Volume 

c. Predietors in the Model: (Constant), Property , Volume, lncome 

d. Dependent Variable : WOZ 

Charts 
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Appendix 10: Statistica! output: Bivariate Correlation Analysis 



ONPAR CORR 
/VARIABLES=WOZ Surface Volume House_Type Layers Year_of_Construction 
Income Population_Density Low_Educated Age Household_Composition Pr,on••rt:v 
Unemployement Ethnicity Safety Land_Use~ix M_CityCentre M_Highway 
M_CBDs M_Forest M_Recreation 
/PRINT=SPEARMAN TWOTAIL NOSIG 
/MISSING~PAIRWISE . 

Ionparametrie Correlations 

DataSetll C:\Documents and Settings\s061736\Desktop\Resultsljuni\28Mei_ENGELS_FINAL.sav 

pearman's rho woz 

Surface 

Volume 

House_ Type 

Layer(s) 

Year_of_ 
Construction 

lncome 

Correlation oe leient 
Sig. (2·tailed) 
N 
Correlation Coefficient 
Sig. (2-talled) 
N 
Correlation Coefficient 
Sig. (2·tailed) 
N 
Correlatîon Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
Correlation Coefficient 
Sîg. (2·tailed) 
N 
Correlatîon Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
Correlatîon Coeffîcient 
Sig. (2·tailed) 
N 

Population_Densi1y Correlation Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 

Low_Educated Correlation Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 

Age Correlatlon Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) 

HousehokL 
Composition 

Proper1y 

Unemployement 

Ethnlcl1y 

Safety 

Land_Use_Mix 

M_Ci1yCentre 

M_Highway 

M_Parks 

M_CBD's 

M_Forest 

M_Recreation 

N 
Correlation Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
Correlatlon Coefflclent 
Sig. (2·talled) 
N 
Correlatlon Coefficlent 
Sig. (2-talled) 
N 
Correlation Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
Correlation C 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
Correlation Coefficient 
Sig. (2-talled) 
N 
Correlation Coefficlent 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 
Correlation Coefficient 
Slg. (2-tailed) 
N 
Correlation Coefficient 
Sig. (2·tailed) 

N 
Correlation C 
Sig. (2·tailed) 
N 
Correlation Coefficient 
Sig. (2·tailed) 
N 
Correlalion Coefficient 
Slg. (2-tailed) 

N 

... Correlatlon is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

•. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

woz 
1,000 

63 
,589' 
,000 

63 
,802' 
,000 
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,002 
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.ooo 
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,047 
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Surface 
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,000 

63 
,345' 
,006 

63 
,626' 
,000 

63 
·,575' 
,000 

63 

Volume 
,802' 
,000 

63 
,707' 
,000 

63 
1,000 

63 
,454' 
,000 

63 
,551' 
,000 

63 
,384' 
,002 

63 
,429' 
,000 

63 

,729' 
,000 

63 
,619' 
,000 

63 
,592' 
,000 

63 
,379' 
,002 

63 
,563' 
,000 

63 
-,434' 
,000 

63 

,000 
63 

63 
,539' 
,000 

63 
,046 
,719 

63 
,309' 
,014 

63 
,243 
,055 

63 
-,049 
,701 

63 
,491' 
.ooo 

63 
,598' 
,000 

63 
,367' 
,003 

63 
,334' 
,007 

63 
,139 
,2n 

63 
,179 
,160 

63 
,358' 
,004 

63 
-,391' 
,002 

63 

,161 
,208 

63 
-,038 
,768 

63 

,724' 
,000 

63 
,551' 
,000 

63 
,539' 
,000 

63 
1,000 

63 
,061 
,633 

63 
,061 
,634 

63 
,319' 
,011 

63 
,080 
,531 

63 
,495' 
,000 

63 
,533' 
,000 

63 
,446' 
,000 

63 
,327' 
,009 

63 
,281* 
,025 

63 
,161 
,207 

63 
,311' 
,013 

63 
-,349' 
,005 

63 

,114 
,374 

63 
,091 
,480 

63 

Year_of_ 
Construction 

,384' 
,002 

63 
,303' 
,016 

63 
,384' 
,002 

63 
,046 
,719 

63 
,061 
,633 

63 
1,000 

,104 
,418 

63 
,492' 
,000 

63 
,260' 
,040 

63 
,385' 
,002 

63 
,303' 
,016 

63 
,599' 
,000 

63 
,510' 
,000 

63 
-,638' 
,000 

63 
,025 
,847 

63 
-,247 
,051 

63 
-,306' 
,015 

63 
~,309* 

,014 
63 

,041 
,748 

63 

Popuiatien 
lncome Densi 

,554* ,513* 
,000 ,000 

63 63 
,290' 

,309' 
,014 

63 
,061 
,634 

63 
,359' 
,004 

63 

,140 
,273 

63 
,394' 
,001 

63 
,494* 
,000 

63 
,600' 
,000 

63 
,612' 
,000 

63 
,364* 
,003 

63 
,356' 
,004 

63 
-,181 
,156 

63 
,044 

-,095 
,459 

63 
,029 
,622 

63 
,027 
,834 

63 

,602' 
,000 

63 
,472' 
,000 

63 
,243 
,055 

63 
,319' 
,011 

63 

,228 
,072 

63 
,491' 
,000 

63 
,420' 
,001 

63 
,547' 
,000 

63 
,518' 
,000 

63 
,336* 
,007 

63 
,617' 
,000 

63 
-,405' 
,001 

63 
·,045 
,726 

·,554' 
,000 

63 
·,129 
,313 

63 
,185 
,146 

63 

Correlatlons 

Low_ 
Educated 

,560' 
,000 

63 
,073 
,570 

63 
,343' 
,006 

63 
-,049 
,701 

63 
,080 
,531 

63 

63 
,306' 
,015 

63 
,186 
,144 

63 
,573' 
,000 

63 
,546* 
,000 

63 
,609 
,000 

63 
,056 
,663 

63 
,161 
,209 

63 
,268' 
,034 

63 
,079 
,537 

·,025 
,843 

63 
·,151 
,238 

63 

,491* 
,000 

63 

,015 
63 

1,000 

63 
,526' 
,000 

63 
,486* 
,000 

63 
,416' 
,001 

63 
,233 
,066 

63 
,127 
,321 

63 
,254' 
,044 

63 
-,268' 
,034 

63 
,167 
,191 

63 
-,240 
,058 

63 
-,342' 
,006 

63 
,011 
,929 

63 
-,030 
,818 

63 

Househotd_ 
Compositie 

n 
,722' 
,000 

63 
,734' 
,000 

63 
,793' 
,000 

63 
,598' 
,000 

63 

,526' 
,000 

63 
1,000 

63 
,694' 
,000 

63 
,623' 
,000 

63 
,556* 
,000 

63 
,443' 
,000 

63 
,586' 
,000 

63 
-,580' 
,000 

63 
,1n 
,165 

63 
-,203 
,111 

63 
-,409' 
,001 

63 
-,175 
,170 

63 
,059 
,646 

63 

,560' 
,000 

63 
,729' 
,000 

63 
,387* 
,003 

63 
,446' 
,000 

63 
,260' 
,040 

63 
,494' 
,000 

63 
,420' 
,001 

63 
,573' 
,000 

63 
,486' 
,000 

63 
,694' 
,000 

63 
1,000 

63 
,633* 
,000 

63 177,. 
,000 

63 
,325' 
,009 

63 
,470' 

,762 
63 

-,150 
,239 

63 
·,114 
,372 

63 
-,048 

,327' 
,009 

63 
,365' 
,002 

63 
,600' 
,000 

63 
,547' 
,000 

63 
,546' 
,000 

63 
,416' 
,001 

63 
,623' 
,000 

63 
,633' 
,000 

63 
1,000 

63 
,763' 
,000 

63 
,453* 
,000 

63 
,457' 

,791 
63 

-,191 
,135 

63 
-,088 
,491 

63 
,043 

63 
,518' 
,000 

63 
,609' 
,000 

63 
,233 
,066 

63 

,763' 
,000 

63 
1,000 

63 
,356' 
,004 

63 
,494' 
,000 

63 
-,195 
,125 

63 
,079 
,540 

63 
-,038 
,769 

63 
-,093 
,469 

63 
-,104 
.416 

63 
,134 
,295 

63 

,002 
63 

,179 
,160 

63 

63 
,336' 
,007 

63 
,056 
,663 

63 
,127 
.321 

63 
,443* 
,000 

63 
,325' 
,009 

63 
,453' 
,000 

63 
,356' 
,004 

63 
1,000 

63 
,466* 
,000 

63 
-,459 
,000 

63 
,251' 
,048 

63 
-,212 
,095 

63 
-,375* 
,002 

63 
,047 
,716 

63 
,146 
,254 

63 

Land Use Mix 
,562' 
,000 

63 
,626' 
,000 

63 
,583' 
,000 

63 
,358' 
,004 

63 
,311' 
,013 

63 
,510 
,000 

63 
,356' 
,004 

63 
,617' 
,000 

63 
,161 
,209 

63 
,254* 
,044 

63 
,566 
,000 

63 
,470* 
,000 

63 
,45 
,000 

63 
,494* 
,000 

63 
,466' 
,000 

63 
1,000 

,107 
,404 

63 
-,109 
,396 

63 
-,505 
,000 

63 
·,164 

,047 
63 

-,575' 
,000 

63 
-,434' 
,000 

63 
-,391' 
,002 

63 
-,349' 
,005 

,156 
63 

·,405' 
,001 

63 
,268' 
,034 

63 
-,268' 
,034 

63 
-,580 
,000 

63 
·,270* 
,032 

63 
-,342* 
,006 

63 
-,195 
,125 

63 
-,459' 
,000 

63 
-,487* 
,000 

63 
1,000 

63 
-,377' 
,002 

63 
,131 
,305 

63 
,540' 
,000 

63 
,058 
,653 

63 
-,068 
,490 

63 

,731 

63 
,238 
,063 

63 
,138 
,280 

63 
,197 
,122 

63 
,313' 
,013 

63 
,025 
,847 

63 
,044 

,734 
63 

-,045 
,726 

63 
,079 
,537 

63 
,167 
,191 

63 
,177 
,165 

63 
,122 
,340 

63 
,111 
,387 

63 
,079 
,540 

63 

63 
1,000 

63 
,197 
,122 

63 
-,261* 
,039 

63 
,192 
,132 

63 
-,022 
,863 

63 

MParks 
-,006 
,950 

63 
-,171 
,179 

63 

,051 
63 

,133 
,297 

63 
-,229 
,071 

63 
,037 
,775 

63 
-,240 
,058 

63 
-,203 
,111 

63 
·,036 
,782 

63 
-,034 
,791 

63 
-,038 
,769 

63 
-,212 
,095 

63 

63 
,197 
,122 

63 
1,000 

M CBD's 
-,190 
,135 

63 

,015 

63 
-,095 
,459 

63 
-,554' 
,000 

63 
,248' 
,050 

63 

,001 
63 

-,150 
,239 

63 
-,191 
,135 

63 
-,093 
,469 

63 
-,375' 
,002 

63 

·,261' 
,039 

63 
,198 
,120 

63 
1,000 

M Forest 
-,092 
,474 

63 
,072 
,577 

63 
,018 

·,129 
,313 

63 
-,025 
,843 

-,114 
,372 

63 
-,088 
,491 

63 
-,104 
,416 

63 
,047 
,716 

63 
-,164 
,198 

63 
,058 
,653 

63 
,192 
,132 

63 
,056 
,665 

63 
-,063 
,517 

63 

-,221 
,081 

63 

M Reeraation 
-,007 
,955 

63 
,110 
,391 

63 
,103 
,424 

63 
-,038 
,768 

63 
,091 
,480 

63 
,041 
,748 

63 
,027 
,834 

63 
,185 
,146 

63 
-,151 
,238 

63 
·,030 
,818 

63 
,059 
,646 

63 
-,048 

,710 
63 

,043 
,738 

63 
,134 
,295 

63 
,146 
,254 

63 
,112 
,381 

63 
-,088 
,490 

63 
-,022 
,863 

63 
-,138 
,288 

63 
-,171 
,181 

63 
-,221 
,081 

63 
1,000 

63 



Appendix 11: Statistical output: Principle Component Analysis 



FACTOR 
/VARIABLES Surface Volume House_Type Layer Year_of_Construction Income 
Population_Density Low_Educated Age Household_Composition Property 
Unemployement Ethnicity Safety Land_Use_Mix M_CityCentre M_Highway 
,M_Parks M_CBDs M_Forest M_Recreation 
/MISSING LISTWISE /ANALYSIS Surface Volume House_Type Layers 
Year_of_Construction Income Population_Density Low_Educated Age 
Household_Composition Property Unemployement Ethnicity Safety 
Land_Use_Mix M_CityCentre M_Highway M_Parks M_CBDs M_Forest M_Recreation 
/PRINT INITIAL CORRELATION EXTRACTION ROTATION 
/FORMAT SORT 
/PLOT EIGEN 
/CRITERIA MINEIGEN(l) ITERATE(50) 
/EXTRACTION PC 
/CRITERIA ITERATE(50) 
/ROTATION VARIMAX 
/METHOD=CORRELATION . 

Factor Analysis 

F A C T 0 R A N A L Y S I S 

(DataSetl] C:\Documents and Settings\s06l736\Desktop\Resultsljuni\28Mei_ENGELS_FINAL.sav 

Q) 
::::J 

6 

iU 
i;4 
Q) 
Cl 
jjj 

0 

Scree Plot 

4 5 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Component Number 

Rotaled Component Matrix" 

1 2 
Ethnicity .869 ,165 
Unemployement .816 ,302 
Property ,796 ,165 
Low_Educated ,796 -,306 
lncome .708 ,305 
Volume .617 ,308 
Year_of_Construction ,173 ,85 
M_cttyCentre -.030 -,777 
Safety ,226 707 
M_CBO's .107 -.653 
Land_Use_Mix ,430 

I 

632 
Population_Density ,427 ,582 
Layer(s) ,129 ,057 
A ge ,168 ,017 
House_ Type ,168 ,275 
Surface ,400 ,443 
Household_ Composrtion ,451 ,537 
M_Forest -,097 -,125 
M_Highway ,013 ,231 
M_Parks ,159 -,200 
M Reereatien ,004 ,031 

Extract1on Method: Pnnc1pal Component Analys1s. 
Rotatien Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

a. Rotatien converged in 27 iterations. 

FACTOR 

Component 

3 
,112 
,229 
,433 

,036 
-,144 
,495 

-,075 

·,341 
,009 

-,378 
,208 
,208 

,085 
,224 

I 
-,443 

,024 

4 5 
·,089 ,006 
·,039 ,058 
·,094 ,069 
-,158 ,080 
,283 -,039 
,141 -,071 

-,299 -,101 

,083 -,229 
-,054 ,212 

·,231 ·,084 
,127 -,190 
,130 -,334 
,111 ,079 

-,234 ,173 

,395 -,067 
,322 -,067 

-,090 -,008 

,769 ,163 
,107 ,856 
,314 .479 

-,164 -,012 

/VARIABLES Surface Volume House_Type Layers Year_of_Construction Income 
Population_Density Low_Educated Age Household_Composition Property 
Unemployement Ethnicity Safety Land_Use_Mix M_Highway M_Parks M_Forest 
M'_Recreation 
/MISSING LISTWISE 
/&~ALYSIS Surface Volume House_Type Layers Year_of_Construction Income 
Population_Density Low_Educated Age Household_Composition Property 

6 
,136 

·,035 
·,094 
-,239 

,113 
,140 

-,117 

-,054 
,050 

-,039 
,074 
,163 
,125 

-,219 

,036 
,144 

-,021 

-,195 
-,014 

-,001 

,950 



Unemployement Ethnicity Safety Land_Use_Mix M_Highway M_Parks M_Forest 
M_Recreation 
/PRINT INITIAL CORRELATION EXTRACTION ROTATION 
/FORMAT SORT 
/PLOT EIGEN 
/CRITERIA MINEIGEN(l) ITERATE(50) 
/EXTRACTION PC 
/CRITERIA ITERATE(50) 
/ROTATION VARIMAX 
/METHOD~CORRELATION . 

Factor Analysis 

[DataSetl} C: \ Documents and Settings \ s061736 \ Desktop \ Resultsljuni \ 28Mei_ENGELS_FINAL . sav 

Scree Plot 

3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Component Number 

Rotated Component Matrix" 

1 2 
House_ Type .847 ,045 
Surface .832 ,268 
Layer(s) ,787 ,106 
Volume ,642. ,511 
Household_Composition ,625 ,377 
Low_Educated -,071 .867 
Ethnicity ,180 .8-32 
Property ,417 .795 
Unemployement ,301 ,773 
lncome ,155 .553 

Year_ot_Construction ,000 ,073 
Safety ,110 ,102 
Land_Use_Mix ,434 ,280 
Population_Density ,425 ,310 
M_Parks -,307 ,156 
M_Forest ,314 -,178 

A ge .48 1 ,284 
M_Highway ,160 ,039 
M_Recreation ,044 -,029 

Extract1on Method: Pnnc1pat Component Analys1s. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

a. Rotation converged in 11 iterations. 

FACTOR 

Com~onent 

3 
,138 

,331 

-,087 

,291 

,479 

-,154 

,265 

,189 

,355 

.422 

-,161 

-,220 

-.117 
,106 

,019 

4 5 
,084 ,013 

,058 ,028 
-,220 ,253 
,007 -,013 

-,258 ,121 
-,034 ,041 

,022 -,020 

-,134 ,103 

,001 ,063 

.417 -,116 

-,240 ,005 
-,004 ,362 

,035 -,125 

-,006 -,276 

.621 ,208 
,603 ,155 

-.488 ,323 

,162 ,865 
-,082 -,005 

/ VARIABLES Surface Volume House_Type Layers Year_of_Construction Income 
Population_Density Low_Educated Household_Composition Property 
unemployement Ethnicity Safety Land_Use_Mix M_Highway M_Parks M_Forest 
M_Recreation 
/ MISSING LISTWISE 
/ ANALYSIS Surface Volume House_Type Layers Year_of_Construction Income 
Populaion_Density Low_Educated Household_Composition Property 
Unemployement Ethnicity Safety Land_Use_Mix M_Highway M_Parks M_Forest 
M__Recreation 
/ PRINT INITIAL CORRELATION EXTRACTION ROTATION 
/FORMAT SORT 
/PLOT EIGEN 
/CRITERIA MINEIGEN(l) ITERATE(50) 
/EXTRACTION PC 
/CRITERIA ITERATE(50) 
/ROTATION VARIMAX 
/METHOD~CORRELATION . 

6 
·,068 

,077 

,080 

,108 

-.036 
-,166 

.185 

-,068 

-,002 

,104 

-,077 

,087 

,048 

,154 

-,035 

-,266 

-. 199 
-,009 

.967 



Factor Analysis 

[DataSetl] C:\Docurnents and Settings\s061736\Desktop\Resultsljuni\28Mei_ENGELS_FINAL.sav 

Q) 
::J 
(ij 

8 

6 

È:4 
Q) 
Ol 
iii 

2 

Scree Plot 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Component Number 

Rotaled Component Matrix" 

1 2 
Low_Educated ,647 ·,056 
Ethnicity .843 ,194 
Property ,785 ,446 
Unemployement ,784 ,295 
lncome .620 ,041 
Layer(s) ,079 .as~ 

Surface ,304 811 
House_ Type ,078 ,790 
Househeld Composition ,373 6 5 
Volume ,535 .637 
Year_of_Construction ,084 ,033 
Safety ,110 ,138 
Land_Use_Mix ,327 ,415 
Population_Density ,356 ,392 
M_Highway ,006 ,194 

I 

M_Forest -,121 ,193 
M_Parks ,194 -,427 
M_Recreation -,048 ,065 

Extract1on Method: Pnnc1pal Component Analys1s. 
Rotatien Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

a. Rotatien converged in 5 iterations. 

Comoonent 

3 
·,168 
,218 
,177 
,337 

,379 
-,070 

,306 
,135 
,485 

,256 

,201 
-,214 

-,152 

,012 

4 5 
-,028 -,225 
-,064 ,138 
-,030 -,117 
,027 ,003 
,229 ,278 
,051 -,033 
,118 ,123 
,195 I ,055 

-,078 -,062 
,017 ,123 

-,211 -,077 

,170 ,032 
-,054 ,108 
-,181 ,235 

.675 -,120 

.630 -,137 

,599 ,123 
-,161 ,9 12 



Appendix 12: Statistica! output: Reliability Analyses 



RELIABILITY 
/VAR IABLES=Low_Educated 
/SCALE( 'ALL VARIABLES') 
/STATISTI CS=DESCRIPTIVE 
/SUMMARY=TOTAL 

Ethnicity Property Unemployement Income 
ALL/MODEL=ALPHA 

SC ALE 

Reliability 

[DataSet l] C:\Documents and Settings\s061736\Desktop\Resultsljuni\28Mei_ENGELS_FINAL.sav 

Scale: Component 1 

Case Processing Summary 

N % 
Cases Valid 63 100,0 

Excluded• 0 ,0 
Total 63 100,0 

a. Listwise deletion basedon all variables in the procedure. 

Rellability Statistles 

ltem-Total Statistles 

Scale Corrected Cronbach's 
Scale Mean if Varianee if ltem-Total Alpha if Item 
Item Deleled Item Deleled Correlation Deleled 

Low_Educated 9,51 12,351 ,607 ,839 
Ethnicity 10,44 13,670 .830 ,808 
Property 9,70 8,343 ,792 ,822 
Unemployement 10,11 12,391 ,839 ,787 
lncome 10,27 14,878 ,558 ,853 

RELIABILITY 
/VARIABLES=Layers Surface House_Type Household_Composition Vo lume 
/SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL / MODEL=ALPHA 
/STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 
/SUMMARY=TOTAL 

Reliability 

[DataSetl] C:\Documents and Settings\s061736\Desktop\Resultsljuni \28Mei_ENGELS_FINAL.sav 

Scale: Component 2 

Case Processing Summary 

N % 
Cases Valid 63 100,0 

Excluded• 0 ,0 
Total 63 100,0 

a. L1stw1se delet1on basedon all vanables m the procedure. 

Reliability Statistles 

ltem-Total Stalistics 

Sc ale Corrected Cronbach's 
Scale Mean if Varianee if ltem-Total Alpha if Item 
Item Deleled Item Deleled Correlation Deleled 

Layer(s) 13,35 18,489 ,625 ,802 
Surface 12,49 13,383 ,874 ,824 
House_ Type 11 ,60 13,340 ,709 ,873 
Household_ Composition 13,30 15,924 ,807 ,851 
Volume 12,17 13,308 ,758 ,857 

RELIABILITY 
/VARIABLES=Year_ of_Construct i on Safety Land_Use_Mi x Population_Density 
/SCALE( 'ALL VARIABLES') ALL /MODEL=ALPHA 
/ STATISTICS=DESCRIPTI VE SCALE 
/SUMMARY=TOTAL . 

Page 1 



Reliability 

[DataSetl] C:\Docwments and Settings\s061736\Desktop\Resultsljuni\28Mei_ENGELS_FINAL.sav 

Scale: Component 3 

Case Processing Summary 

N % 
Cases Va lid 63 100.0 

Excluded• 0 ,0 
Total 63 100,0 

a. LIStwlse delet1on based on all vanables 1n the procedure. 

Reliability Stalistics 

ltem-Total Stalistics 

Sc ale 
Scale Mean if Varianee if 
Item Deleled Item Deleled 

Year_of_Construction 8,94 8,544 
Safety 10,89 16,487 
Land_Use_Mix 10,97 14,257 
Population_Density 11,16 16,394 

RELIABILITY 
/VARIABLES=M_Highway M_Forest M_Parks 
/SCALE( 'ALL VARIABLES') ALL/MODEL=ALPHA 
/STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 
/SUMMARY=TOTAL 

Reliability 

Gorreeled Cronbach's 
ltem-Total Alpha if Item 
Correlation Deleled 

,674 ,731 
,578 ,730 

,651 ,680 

,604 ,722 

[DataSetl] C:\Docwments and Settings\s061736\Desktop\Resultsljuni\28Mei_ENGELS_FINAL.sav 

Scale: Component 4 

Case Processing Summary 

N % 
Cases Valid 63 100,0 

Excluded• 0 ,0 
Total 63 100,0 

a. Listwise deletion basedon all variables in the procedure. 

Reliabllity Stalistics 

ltem-Total Statistles 

Sc ale Gorreeled Cronbach's 
Scale Mean if Varianee if ltem-Total Alpha if Item 
Item Deleled Item Deleled Correlation Deleled 

M_Highway 6,25 3,709 ,253 ,104 
M_Forest 6,05 2,691 ,159 ,308 
M_Parks 6,02 4,016 ,139 ,300 

Page 



Appendix 13 Help file for further research 



1 Collecting Real estate numbers: 

1.1 Converting StufTax numbers into Access Database 

Start the program Microsoft Access 2007 and use the file StufTax_Final_2007.accdb to 

convert all the real estate numbers into the Access Database with the use of the added 

application called 'Import StufTax'. 

Make use of the tooi, 'Wizard Query' and select 'Wizard Selection Query' in order to collect 

the following real estate data into one new query table: WOZnummer, Straatnaam, 

Huisnummer, Huisletter, Postcode, Grondoppervlakte, Gebruikscode, 

Code_gebouwd/ongebouwd, Vastgestelde_waarde, Straatcode, Wijkcode, Buurtcode, Soort

object-code, Indicatie ligging, Omschrijving soort Object, Kadastrale_gemeentecode, Sectie, 

Perceelnummer, Perceel-index-letter, Bouwjaa.r, Bouwlaag, Renovatiejaar, Kwaliteit&luxe, 

Onderhoudstoestand, Inhoud, Kadastrale_gemeentecode. 

Execute the following restrictions to eliminate some bugs at the new made query table in 

the 'Design view' : 

o Fill in the field 'Huisnummer' under criteria : >0 

o Fill in the field 'Kwaliteit&luxe' under criteria: >0 

o Fill in the field 'Onderhoudstoestand' under criteria: >0 

o Fill in the field 'Inhoud' under criteria: >0 

Export the made query to Excel including its classification and layout 

1.2 Open exported database in Excel 2007: 

- Remave duplicated records: 

o Go to the tooibar 'Data'-7 'Filter' -7 'Advanced Filter': 

o Select 'only unique records' and run the database 

- Fill out house types nat to be examined: 

o Go to the column 'wijk'-7 Select 'Filter' -7 Fill in the check marks of: '1110 till1119', 

'1120 till1129', '1130 till1139', '1140 till1149', '1170 till1179', '1180 till1188', 

'1300 till1388', '1400 till1488' -7 click 'ok'. Remaining 'wijk'-number should now be 

filtered out . 

o Save the now created database under a new file name: 

Besure that only the first column line contains text with all related numbers below 

it. 

1.3 Import excel database into SPSS totransferm numbers for measuring it at an urban 

district level 

-Open the software application SPSS and import the database created under nr 1.2. 

-Check the 'va riabie view' in SPSS and makesure all variables have the right measurement 

scale, respectively 'scale', 'ordinal' or 'nominal' 

- Befare the following sequence of steps: 

o Select the 'select case' button in ordertoselect the required district. So, select 

'select case'->'lf condition is satisfied'-7 'Districtnumber = X'-7 'continue'->'ok' 

o Cluster 'Bouwjr': Select 'Transform' -7 'Visual Binning' -7 variabie 'Bouwjr' -7 Select 

binned varia bie: fill in 'Yearofconstruction1-5' -7 Fill in by value and label, see next 

page: 



Value Label 

1 1944 1 

2 1970 2 

3 1991 3 
4 2002 4 

5 HIGH 2003+ 

6 
Click 'ok'. 

o Cluster 'Bouwlaag': Select 'Transform'-7 'Visual Binning'-7 variabie 'Bouwlaag'-? 

Select binned variable: fill in 'Buildinglayer1-3'-7 Fill in by value and label: 

Value Label 

1 0 1 

2 3 2 

3 HIGH 4+ 

4 
Click 'ok'. 

o Cluster 'object_code': Select 'Transform'-7 'Visual Binning'-7 variabie 'object 

code'-7 Select binned variable: fill in 'Housetypes1-8'-7 Fill in by value and label: 

Value Label 

1 1119 1 

2 1129 2 

3 1139 3 
4 1149 4 

5 1179 5 
6 1189 6 
7 1389 7 

8 1488 8 
9 HIGH 1489+ 

Click 'ok'. 

- Collecting the means of several variables: 

o Select 'Analyze'-7 'Described statistics'-7 'Frequencies .. . ' -7 Add the variables 

'Vastgestelde_waarde','Grondoppervlakte' and 'Inhoud'-? Select 'Statistics ... ' 

-?Select 'mean'-7Ciick 'continue'-? Select 'Charts ... ' -?Select 'Histograms including 

normal curve'-? Click 'continue'-? Click 'ok' . Transfarm the mean outcomes of all 

variables (result frequency table) into a new excel dataset whereby the numbers are 

recorded per district. 

- Collecting the percentages of several varia bles: 

o Select 'Analyze'-7 'Described statistics'-7 'Frequencies ... ' -7 Add the veriables 

'Housetypes1-8', 'Buildinglayer1-3', 'Yearofconstruction1-5', 

'lndicatieligging','Kwaliteitluxe', 'Onderhoudstoestand' and 'Renovatiejaar' 

o -7 Select 'Charts .. . ' -?Select 'Histograms including normal curve'-? Click 'continue'-? 

Click 'ok'. Transfarm the percentages of all variables (result frequency table) into the 

new excel dataset whereby the percentages are recorded per district. 



2 Collecting social numbers: 
2.1 Collecting numbers trough Central Commission for Statistics: 

o Go to the following site: http://www.cbs.nl/ni

NL/menu/themas/dossiers/nederland-regionaal/nieuws/default.htm 

o Click on: 'Kerncijfers wijken en buurten 2003-2008' 

o Click on the arrow 'Pas gegegevens aan' and choose the data you want to upload to 

your PC screen. 

o Export the required data to Excel by clicking on 'Download' --7 format Microsoft 

Excel XP en 2003 

o Remark: The requested numbers arë providëd in absolute numbers or percentages. 

Absolute numbers should be transformed to percentages in order to create a 

uniform dataset which could be mutually compared and tested. 

2.2 When researching Eindhoven, the social numbers can be accessed as well by the 

buurtthermometer, see http:/ /eindhoven.buurtmonitor.nl/ 

o Remark: The requested numbers are provided in absolute numbers or percentages. 

Absolute numbers should be transformed to percentages in order to create a 

uniform dataset which could be mutually compared and tested. 

3 Collecting environmental numbers: 
3.1 Search for detailed topographical maps from the land use registry: 

• Possibilities are: 

• Kadaster (www.kadaster.nl/) 

• TU/e (www.bwk.tue.nl/basiskaarten) 

• Municipalities 

• Data Achieving and Networked Services (www.dans.knaw.nl) 

3.2 Transfarm figures out of topographical maps when using ArcGis when the maps consist of 

solely of line features while polygone features (which can measure surfaces) are required 

• Import the line feature maps 

• Select 'Are tooi box' --7 'Data management tools'--7 'Features' --7 'Feature to polygone' 

• Drag the map that has to be transformed and give it a proper output name and location 

• Press 'ok' and the new polygon based map will be created. 

• Repeat the above points totransfarm all maps that are based on line features 

3.3 Combine all individual mapstagether in order to create one uniform map to calculate 

when using ArcGis 

• Firstly, a distinction has to be made which maps are more 'on top' then another. For 

example, water lies direct on the surface and is therefore more 'on top' then a map who is 

claiming that at that point agriculture is situated. In my research a distinction is made in: 

o 1 Water 

0 2 Agriculture 

0 3 Recreation 

0 4 Forrest 

0 5 Green 

0 6 Highway 

0 7 Main Raad 



0 8 lndustry 

0 9 Shops 

0 10 Special Buildings 

0 11 Residents 

0 12 Lots 

• Select 'Analysis Tools'-7 'Overlay' -7 'Update' 

• Drag the two map, thus at first 12 and 11, that has to be overlayed and give it a proper 

output name and store location 

• Select 'Analysis Tools'-7 'Overlay' -7 'Update' 

• Drag the two maps, thus at first 11 and the just new made map at the previous point, that 

has to be overlayed and give it a proper output name and store location 

• Go on until al maps are updated and one unique uniform map is created. 

• Remark : these stepscan also be performed by ArcView under the colomn 'X-tools'-7'Make 

one 'Pologone from Polylines' 

3.4 Union: Appoint functions of the map to each individual district by ArcView 

• Start Arcview 

• Import the new uniform map made in point 3.3 

• Download the map with the borders of all districts of all municipality in the Netherlands by 

the following site: http:/ /www.cbs.ni/ni-NL/menu/themas/dossiers/nederland

regionaal/publicaties/publicaties/archief/2007 /2007-regionale-kaarten.htm 

• Import the districts map of the Central Commission for Statistics (CCS) into ArcView 

• Select 'View' -7 'Geoprocessing Wizard'-7 'Union two themes'-7 

o 1 Select Input theme: Select in the uniform map made in point 3.3 

o 2 Select polygone overlay theme to union : Select the districts map of the ces. 
o 3 Select a output file where to store the map which will be created 

o Press 'Finish' 

o Re mark: Please note that the time of this procedure can take u pon two hours or 

even more 

3.5 Ca Jeulate the percentages of functions present at each district 

• Open the table of the new union shapefile made in 3.4 

• Save the new union shapefile at a recognizable point at your PC 

• Open Excel 

• Select 'insert' -7 'pivot table' (draaitabel) 

• Select 'ID'(functions) as column label 

• Select 'District name' or 'numbers' as row label 

• Select 'Area' as va lues 

• Click with the right mouse button on the 'Area' value -7 Select 'field properties' 

(Waardeveldinstellingen ... )-7 Select 'SUM' in the table 'Summarize as' -7 Select '% of row' in 

the table 'value displayed as'-7 Click 'ok' 

• As a result a complete overview of a lil functions and their percentages per districts are 

shown . Collect the percentages of all variables and putthem into the new excel dataset 

whereby the percentages are recorded per district. 



3.6 Calculate the mean of functions present at each district with ArcView 

(For example to calculate the mean distance to the nearest highway access point) 

• Select 'Theme' ~ 'New Theme' ~ 'Point' 

• Draw Points at the at all access point of the Highway that surrounds the city 

• Select 'Theme' ~'Create Buffers'~ Select the feature of a theme: Fill in: new made theme 

~ Click 'next' ~Select multiple rings and define the amount of rings needed~ Select 'yes' 

at the question : 'Dissolve barriers between buffers'~ Buffer to be saved in: 'A new theme' 

(appoint the store location) ~Click 'Finish' 

• The new theme with buffer is created and has to be transformed into grids in order to 

calculate with, thus ~'Theme' ~'Convert to Grid' ~ Appoint name and store location~ 

Click 'ok' 

• To collect the mean per district: Select 'Analysis'~ 'Summarize zones'~ Select the district 

map of the CBS~ Click 'ok'~ Select the just new made Grid~ 'Click ok'~ Results are 

shown in the table that now has been produced. 

• This methad can also be used when new themes are created consisting of polygons when 

measuring the distances to the nearest parkor CBD's. The only difference is that at the start 

a choice has to bemadebetween a 'Point', 'Line', or 'Pologone' theme. 

• Put all the obtained data into the new excel dataset whereby the percentages are recorded 

per district . 

4 Overall! dataset to be examined statistically 
4.1 Collect all real estate, social and environmental data together in one excel file 

• Collect all numbers gained by 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 3.5, and 3.6. (for example see Appendix 5) 

• •Cluster all numbers into ordinal and normal distributed variables (see page 26 t/m 31 of this 

report) 

• Import the created data in SPSS 

• Check in SPSS the 'varia bie' view: Check whether the measurement level of all variables are 

recorded as 'ordinal' 

4.2 Perlorming Multi Regression Analysis 

• Select 'Analyze'~ 'Regression'~ 'Linear ... ' 

• Add the variabie 'WOZ' as' dependent variable' 

• Add all variables to be tested as 'independent varia bles' 

• Select 'Stepwise' as a methad 

• Select 'Statistics .. .' ~Select 'Coefficients estimates', 'Model fit', 'R square changed', 

'Descriptives', and 'Collinearity correlations' ~Click 'continue'. 

• Select 'Plots .. .'~ Select 'Histograms', 'Normal probability plot', and 'Produce all partial 

plots'~ Click 'continue'. 

• Select 'Options .. .' ~Enter 0,05 as a entry condition and 0,10 as a remaval criteria within the 

Stepping Methad Criteria~ Click 'continue'. 

• Run the analyse by pressing 'ok' 



4.3 Perlorming Bivariate Correlation Analysis 

• Select 'Analyze'-7 'Correlate'-7 'Bivariate ... ' 

• Add the variables which have to be analysed 

• Choose 'Spearman' as a correlation coefficient if the data of the variables are ordinal. 

• Run the analyse by pressing 'ok' 

4.4 Perlorming Principle component Analysis 

• Select 'Analyze'-7 'Data reduction'-7 'Factor ... ' 

• Add the variabie 'WOZ' as 'dependent variable' 

• Add all the wished variables which have to be tested 

• Select 'Descriptives ... ' -7 Select 'Initia! solution' and 'Coefficients' -7 Click 'continue' . 

• Select 'Extraction ... ' -7 Select 'Principle Component Analyse' as a methad '-7 Select 

'Correlation matrix', 'Eigenvalues over 1', 'Unrotated factor solution', 'Scree plot' and set the 

maximum iterations to converge to '50' -7 Click 'continue' . 

• Select 'Rotation ... ' -7 Select 'Varimax' as a rotation method, Select the 'rotated solution' as a 

display and set the maximum iterations to converge to '50' -7 Click 'continue'. 

• Select 'Options ... ' -7 Select 'Exclude cases listwise' and 'Sorted by size' -7 Click 'continue'. 

• Run the analyse by pressing 'ok' 

• Look in the output for the table 'Rotated Component Matrix'-? Search for the highest 

numbers in the first component and combine those (i.e. give them a united colour) until a 

drop of can be detected-7 Search for the highest numbers in the second component and 

combine those (i.e. give thema united colour)until a drop of can be detected-7 Search for 

the highest numbers in the X- component and combine those(i.e . give hem a united colour) 

until a drop of can be detected-7 Variables with numbers that does nat belang to any 

component has to be deleted befare the analyse will be run again-7 This iterative process is 

going on until all remaining variables in the outcome can be appointed to one of the 

components produced. 

4.5 Perlorming Reliability Analyses 

• Select 'Analyze'-7 'Scale'-7 'Reliability Analysis ... ' 

• Select 'Aipha' as a model 

• Select 'Statistics ... ' -7 Select 'Item' and 'Scale if items is deleted' as descriptives-7 Click 

'continue' 

• Add the variables of the first component of the Principle Component Analysis as items. 

• Run the analysis by pressing 'ok' 

• The 'Cronbach Alpha' in the table 'Reliability Statistics' should be higher then 0.7 in order to 

call the tested variables internally consistent. 

• The table 'ltems-Total Statistics' has a column called 'Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted' and 

shows what the 'Cronbach Alpha' in the previous point would become if one of variables 

were excluded trom the analysis. 

• Add the variables of the second component of the Principle Component Analysis as items. 

• Run the analysis by pressing 'ok' and check the 'Cronbach Alpha' 

• Add the variables of the X- component of the Principle Component Analysis as items. 

• Run the analysis by pressing 'ok' and check the 'Cronbach Alpha' 


